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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a study conducted by The Boeing Company under
contract to the Advanced Concepts and Missions Division, Office of Advanced Research and
Technology, Nat ional Aeronautics and Space Administrat ion. The study contract, NAS
2-5969, began in June 1970 and was completed in March 1971. The study was conducted
primarily by the Commercial Airplane Group at Renton, with rotorcraft technology and
engineering being supplied by the Vertol Division at Morton, Pennsylvania.
The study examines the nine-county San Francisco Bay area in two time periods
(1975-1980 and 1985-1990) as a scenario for analyzing the characteristics of an intraurban,
commuter-oriented aircraft transportation system. Aircraft have dominated the long-haul
passenger market for some time, but efforts to penetrate the very-short-haul in t raurban
market have met with only token success. Yet, the characteristics of an aircraft transpor-
tation system-speed and flexibility—are very much needed to solve the transportation ills of
our major urban areas.
In August 1967, The Boeing Company completed the "Study of Aircraft in Short-Haul
Transportation Systems," reference 1. That study examined the use of VTOL/STOL aircraft
in short-range (50-400 mi-80-644 km) intercity transportation systems, all of which had had
some form of CTOL air service for some time. The results showed that both VTOL and STOL
aircraft could be economically viable over those ranges.
The present study of aircraft in intraurban transportation systems is concerned with
ranges below those investigated in the previous study. This study will attempt to determine
if the aircraft can contribute toward solving the transportation problems of major metro-
politan areas and be economically viable in such an environment.
The current method of providing for the increased transporation demands in our major
cities is to build bigger freeways, add rapid transit (such as the Bay Area Rapid Transit), or
both. With freeways becoming less and less popular with amateur and professional ecolo-
gists, public transporation systems are being looked on with more favor. Local and national
subsidies are available in varying amounts. The flexibility inherent in an aircraft transpor-
tat ion system and its freedom from community-disrupting ground corridors offer some
possible improvements over ground systems.

2.0 OBJECTIVES
The pr inc ipa l objectives of this study are:
• Determine the technical,economic,and operational characteristics of a commuter-
oriented aircraft intraurban transportation system.
• Determine the sensitivity of these characteristics to changes in the aircraft,
market, and operation of the system.
• Identify key problem areas where additional research may result in significant
improvement in aircraft transportation systems.
To this end. the study is concerned with the following tasks:
• Developing vehicles appropriate to the commuter-oriented transportation system.
• Establ ishing a level of technology in each design and operational discipline that is
representative of a transportation system starting service in the 1985 period
• Establishing direct and indirect operating cost estimates for the vehicles that
reflect the unique operating environment of very-short-range very-high-density
commuter operations
• Iden t i fy ing an air traffic control system concept to cope with the high density of
civil air carrier, general aviation, and intraurban aircraft traffic
• Establishing possible terminal sites in the major sections of the Bay area con-
sidering aircraft type, f l ight frequency, ground handling and rapid turnaround, air
traffic control, local terrain, alternate terminal use, compatible site and com-
muni ty land uti l ization, surface accessibility, and passenger convenience
• Establishing realistic passenger demand, mode split , fare structure, and route sys-
tems for a base-case transportation system about which sensitivities can be
evaluated
The study is pr imari ly oriented towards understanding the transportation system. The
specific aircraf t designs have not been developed to a high degree but are representative of
possible concepts for such.a system. Although five concepts were evaluated in the first phase
of this s tudy, detailed economic analyses have been completed on only one representative
STOL and one VTOL in each time period. A high-speed VTOL, the tilt-rotor aircraft, was
included in 1985 to understand the important parameter of cruise speed.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS
The a i r c r a f t i n t r a u r b a n system is a t echn ica l ly feasible a l t e rna t i ve to ground transpor-
t a t i o n systems. A l t h o u g h r equ i r ing some subsidy, i t becomes social ly v i ab le where substan-
t i a l commute r t r a f f i c exis ts at ranges of 10 to 15 mi (18 .5 to 27.8 km) or more and where
topographic features constrain ground travel. The general problem areas of community noise,
air t r a f f i c congestion, ground t ransporta t ion interface, pollution, and safety appear to have
workable solutions.
A n u m b e r of specif ic conclusions can be drawn from the baseline systems and sensi-
t i \ i t y s tudies described in the s u m m a r y , section 5.0:
• The VTOL a i r c r a f t , a l t h o u g h hav ing h igher operating costs, show general ly
superior t o t a l economics due to the reduced inves tment in ground faci l i t ies . The
VTOL t e r m i n a l s are much smal le r t han the 2000-ft ( 6 1 0 m ) STOLports due to
the 3-min gate t ime used in the study. This low gate t ime allows a five-gate
VTOLport. at less t h a n 8 acres (3.2 hectares), to equa l the capacity of a single-
runway STOLport of 30 acres ( I 2 hectares). In interci ty systems where a gate
t ime of 20 to 30 min is more usual , equal capacity STOLports and VTOLports are
more near ly equal in six.e. Other factors must also be considered, however, in
choosing between concepts. It is assumed in this study that all concepts are
e q u a l l y re l iable . The level of technology and degree of development required is
then ano the r figure of meri t for each concept. In view of the current operational
s t a t u s of STOL and VTOL aircraf t , it would seem tha t this required development
would be greater for VTOL aircraft in general and the t i l t rotor in par t i cu la r .
• The design field length analys is of the STOL aircraft shows this same relationship.
As the field length decreases, the direct operating cost (DOC) increase is over-
shadowed by the decrease in ground facilities investment.
• The largest single i tem of cost in each system is the cash direct operating cost
(DOC) of the a i r c r a f t . The cash operat ing costs, both direct and indi rec t (depre-
c i a t i on on a i r c r a f t and ground f a c i l i t i e s not i n c l u d e d ) , amoun t to 40'-<:- of the to ta l
system cost for the STOL ai rcraf t and 6Qr/r of the total system cost for the VTOL
a i r c r a f t . In most systems studied, revenue exceeded all cash operating costs, but ,
in no systems, were the excess avia t ion revenues su f f i c i en t to cover the cost of
s ink ing funds ( c a p i t a l accounts for replacement of a i rc ra f t and te rmina l s ) and
in te res t on the long-term debt . If federal funds are a v a i l a b l e for two-thirds of the
to t a l or ig inal i n v e s t m e n t , c on t i nu ing local subsidy can be subs tan t ia l ly reduced
and in some systems e l imina ted .
• The absolute level of air t ra f f ic predicted in this study is subject to question due
to general uncer ta in t ies associated with prediction techniques for passenger
acceptance of a new mode of travel. The time/cost re la t ionship used does, how-
ever, provide a reasonable interact ion between system elements and the resu l t ing
passenger demand t h a t is fundamen ta l to the objectives of this study.
Cruise speed (up to 250 kn—463 km/hr) is an important parameter even at the
very short ranges of the intraurban system. This is demonstrated by the effect of
technology on the 1985 helicopter where the cruise speed is increased from 1 70
to 210 kn (315 to 389 km/hr). This increased speed attracts more passengers,
lowers DOC at longer ranges, increases productivity, and results in a 46% lower
loss per passenger. For the STOL aircraft, reducing the cruise speed to 200 kn
(370 km/hr) from 325 kn (602 km/hr) increases the loss per passenger by 24%.
For cruise speeds above 325 kn (602 km/hr), the gain is negligible.
While high cruise efficiency and low structural weight are still important to a
very-short-range aircraft, the sensitivity of the gross weight to these factors is very
much less than for an intercontinental aircraft. For the intraurban aircraft, the
resulting cost/weight trades heavily favor those structural concepts in which some
weight penalties are taken to reduce manufacturing cost and operating cost and
increase reliability and maintainability.
Propulsion systems with low maintenance and low manufacturing cost as prime
design goals (allowing some increases in specific fuel consumption and weight)
also show favorable trends in total system cost.
Low gate times are very important to an intraurban system. They allow a reduced
fleet size, lower ground facilities investment, and lower lOCs. The savings are
much greater than the increase in the per-aircraft and per-gate costs necessary to
achieve low gate times.
The extreme peaking characteristics of a commuter-based system have a major
effect on system operations and economics. The peaking predicted for this study
increases cash operating costs by 10% and fleet size by 60% when compared to a
system with a constant demand over an 18-hr day.
The downtown ports, although the most costly, contribute the greatest amount of
passenger demand and operating revenues. The service to the community is
greatest here also in the form of relief to congested roads, bridges, and parking
lots.
The intraurban system is not economically feasible under current air traffic con-
trol (ATC) procedures and regulations. Some form of fourth-generation ATC
must be introduced that will provide for reduced separation at busy STOLports
and strategically controlled, time-synchronized operation. A large development
effort is not necessary to achieve a satisfactory system for use within the geo-
graphic area of the study.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to develop unit cost for cargo movement compet-
itive with surface modes. As a result, system losses cannot appreciably be reduced
by direct competition with ground transportation. Only where major system cost
savings can be found for such items as high-value goods, and time-critical com-
modities, is some loss amelioriation possible. However, because the intraurban
system will probably rely to some extent on subsidy, competition with other
commercial cargo transportation systems might well be limited, except for public
service such as mail.
• Community noise from intraurban aircraft, does not in itself seem to be sufficient
justification for e l imina t ing the aircraft system as an alternative to other modes of
t ransporta t ion. As long us the aircraft-generated noise exceeds the background
noise level , however, some opposition wi l l appear. To give the aircraft system a
reasonable chance, substant ia l effort must continue in areas of research directed
toward STOL and VTOL aircraft noise reduction.
• When the Bay Area Rapid Transit System, as it will exist in 1975, is added to the
analysis of the aircraft system, those routes that are served by BARTD are
dropped from the aircraft system. This results in a loss of 45% of the demand and
an increase in the loss per passenger for the remainder of the aircraft system. It
would appear that an optimum mix between ground and airborne transportation
systems could be found. The ground-based systems are at their best over very
short ranges serving very dense populations. The airborne system is at its best at
the longer intraurban ranges, offering fast transportation to a much greater area,
wi th the added ab i l i ty of being able to respond rapidly to changing community
needs.
• A logical STOL network would begin service with a STOLport as near downtown
San Francisco as possible and serve terminals at other existing airports surround-
ing the bay, inc luding the three major airports.
• A high-speed intraurban transporation system tends to expand the job oppor-
tun i ty area of the central business district. To the extent this is considered
desirable, the aircraft intraurban system is a reasonably cost-effective method of
accomplishing this purpose.
• Although the study was specifically for the San Francisco Bay area, many of the
results can be applied to other large metropolitan areas. This cannot be done,
however, by the use of simple demographic criteria (population, area/density
ratio, etc.). Topographical barriers separating areas of high density have a substan-
tial effect on the size of the intraurban system required.

4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
As ;i resul t of t h i s s tudy, sonic key problem ureas arc i d e n t i f i e d where a d d i t i o n a l
research or s t u d y would c o n t r i b u t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y toward b r ing ing about improved transpor-
a t i o n systems. The i n t r a u r b a n a i r c ra f t can generally benefi t from technical research on al l
VTOL/STOL a i r c r a f t . There are some i tems in the following list , however, that are par t icu-
l a r l y i m p o r t a n t to the i n t r a u r b a n system. The items are separated into two areas, those t h a t
are p r i m a r i l y t e c h n i c a l and those t h a t a re p r i m a r i l y systems analysis.
• Technology
C o m m u n i t y acceptance criteria for a i rcraf t noise
Noise suppression techniques for all concepts
Landscap ing and a r c h i t e c t u r a l techniques for sh ie ld ing nearby communi t ies
from t e r m i n a l noise
Design s t a n d a r d s for VTOL/STOL i n t r a u r b a n a i rcraf t
Maneuver and s ta l l margins for powered l i f t concepts
Design f ie ld length rules
Control response and handl ing characteristics requirements
A t t i t u d e and acceleration l imits for passenger acceptance
A u t o f l i g h t • takeoff through landing m a x i m u m safety.
Terminal and en route navigation m i n i m u m weather delays
Air t r a f f i c control techniques and displays
R e l i a b i l i t y a n d m a i n t a i n a b i l i t y
Lif t systems
Control systems
Landing and navigat ion systems
Propulsion system
Propulsion system dynamics and integration
Cruise mode for valveless augmentor wing
Advanced s t ructures
M a t e r i a l s
Design concepts
Cost/weight trades at in t raurban design ranges
P r o p u l s i o n - l i f t / a e r o d y n a m i c - l i f t trades
Gust a l l ev ia t ion for ride comfort, control labi l i ty , and wake turbulence
Rooftop STOLports
Turbulence
Emergency arrest ing equipment
• Systems Analysis
Modal-split techniques
Passenger preference factors
Value of t ime
Rela t ive safety between competing modes
I n t e r c i t y use of i n t r au rban te rminals
Relat ive total economic impact on communi ty of competing modes of travel
Impac t of possible local restrictions on use of automobile
— Strategic air traffic control simulation
Weather limitations
STOL traffic demands
— Optimum mix of air and ground intraurban transportation systems
— Political and ecological impact
— Specific off-peak utilization for intraurban aircraft in San Francisco Bay area
System benefits to high-value and time-critical commodities
Possible surface competition development
Passenger service to northern California urban and recreational areas
This study did not examine a large number of concepts but concentrated mainly on the
analysis of a representative aircraft system. Some effort should now be undertaken to
investigate many vehicle concepts for relative suitability in this area. Perhaps even more
important, however, would be an in-depth analysis of one concept to investigate, in detail,
certain areas of prime importance to an intraurban system such as: maintainability and
reliability at minimum turnaround times; structural design concepts for minimum-cost
vehicles; propulsion systems designed for low noise, maintenance, and manufacturing cost; etc.
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5.0 SUMMARY
A s u m m a r y of ( l i e m;ijor resu l t s in e;ich area of the s tudy is presented in t h i s section.
F.xpansion on eaeh of these sub jec t s can be found in the main body of the report.
5.1 STUDY TRANSPORTATION SYSTKM
The n i n e c o u n t i e s of the San l-'raneisco Bay area, f igure 5-1 . are the subject of t h i s
i n t r a u r b a n t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s t u d y . Shown on t h i s . m u p are the locat ions of postulated air
t e r m i n a l s and t h e i r i d e n t i f i c a t i o n numbers , which are referred to from time to t ime in th i s
report.
The t e r m i n a l s have been located as close to the passenger origin and des t inat ion (O&D)
d e m a n d as possible w i t h i n the c o n s t r a i n t s of noise and compat ib le land use. air t r a f f i c con-
t ro l ( VI Ci cons idera t ions , ground access, and weather considerat ions. In the suburban areas,
e x i s t i n g genera l a v i a t i o n a i r p o r t s have been used where possible, and service is provided to
the th ree major regional a i rpor t s .
The t o t a l d a i l y t rave l demand for t h i s area is shown in figure 5-2 for 1980 and 1990.
These are aggregated t r i p s from the area nearest one t e r m i n a l to the area nearest any o ther
t e r m i n a l shown in f igure 5-1. These t ravel data have not been es t imated here, but are based
on d a t a suppl ied by the M e t r o p o l i t a n Transportat ion Commission (MTC) in Berkeley.
C a l i f o r n i a . The MTC data were based on comprehensive home surveys and cordon surveys
in I9d.s and expanded by them to 19X0 and 1990 by detailed forecasting processes using
m a n y demographic f ea tu res and historic data. The tr ip-demand data were suppl ied to this
s t u d y in the form of a m a t r i x of da i ly passenger trips between any of 291 analysis zones.
These t r ips have then been grouped by a modal-split model into i n t e r t e r m i n a l t r ips as shown
in figure 5-2.
I he decrease of t r ave l demand w i t h range is typical of a metropol i tan area t h a t
inc ludes c o m m u t e r t r a v e l . The a i r c r a f t system is most su i table at the longer ranges of t h i s
t r i p d e m a n d , a l t h o u g h some t r i p d i s t ances as low as 6 mi are considered.
5.2 CONFIGURATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
Five major concepts represent ing both STOL and VTOL in three passenger capacit ies
and two t i m e periods have been ana ly / ed in this s tudy. The three best concepts in a nomina l
100-passcnger capaci ty are shown in f igures 5-3 through 5-5. The two add i t iona l concepts, a
c o n v e n t i o n a l STOI. and a jet VTOL are discussed in the conf igurat ion section (6.0). They
were not included in the detai led economic analysis as i n i t i a l results showed them to be less
prof i tab le , and t ime allowed only one representative VTOL and one representative STOL
aircraf t to be analy/.ed in dep th . The t i l t - ro tor VTOL was included to show the effect of
speed on system economics.
Two t i m e periods are anlay/ed in th is s tudy: a near term and a far term. The near-term
aircraft are designed w i t h today's technology wi th introduct ion of service to begin in 1975.
The system analysis for these aircraft is based on the 1980 MTC travel demand, which
represents a mid l i f e point for the 1975 aircraft.
The far-term aircraft are designed using advanced technology applicable to an aircraft
starting service in 1985. The system analysis for these aircraft is based on the 1990 MTC
travel demand, which again represents the midlife for the aircraft.
The concepts all use the "European Train" compartment-type fuselage, with a door on
each side of the airplane leading into a compartment with facing seats. Sensitivities are
included later for more normal aircraft seating arrangements. The vehicles are designed with
simplicity and low cost (both initial and operating) as the prime consideration, as cruise
efficiency is of little importance at the operating range considered here. Tables 5-1 and 5-2
summarize the general characteristics of the concepts, and tables 5-3 and 5-4 present the
weight summary for each concept for two typical design capacities. The gross weights are
plotted against passenger capacity in figure 5-6, and the air trip time (block time) is pre-
sented in figure 5-7.
5.3 OPERATING COSTS
Both direct and indirect operating cost estimates are made as a result of component-
by-component analyses of both the aircraft and the transportation system. Table 5-5 shows
the total aircraft acquisition price and also breaks down the total price to airframe, elec-
tronics, and engines. The low prices are primarily a result of very simple structure (and
hence manufacturing techniques) and a much larger than normal production quantity
(2000). The production quantity is based on the assumption that if the system is feasible in
the San Francisco Bay area it will also be feasible in many other major metropolitan areas
around the world.
The cash direct operating costs (DOC) are presented for the 1975 concepts in figure
5-8 and for the 1985 aircraft in figure 5-9. They are shown as trip cost versus range rather
than the more usual "cents per seat mile" in order to show the cost down to very short
ranges. The depreciation of the aircraft is not included here because all investment costs are
treated separately in the economic analysis. The steeper slope of the helicopter DOCs
reflects the slower cruise speed of this concept.
For a typical range of 30 mi (56 km), figures 5-10 and 5-11 show a breakdown of the
operating cost by major category. These figures also show the allocated depreciation (dotted
lines) for one possible utilization of 5 hr/day (1550 hr/year).
The results of the component-by-component analysis of the indirect operating costs
(IOC) is shown in table 5-6. Each cost category in the lOCs is related to the seven causal
factors in coefficient form. The resultant equation, shown in table 5-6, has been used in the
comprehensive computer analysis of each system. Table 5-7 compares the lOCs for the base
intraurban system with other more familiar levels of service.
As with the DOCs, the lOCs do not include any investment costs or depreciation. The
total ground system investment for the base STOL and base VTOL system are shown in
table 5-8. These include all the costs for the aviation-oriented facilities required for the
terminals. The cost of providing facilities for concession operators and excess space available
for other rentals is assumed to be covered by their associated income. The maintenance
facilities for the systems shown in table 5-8 require an additional investment of
S19 000 000.
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5.4 NETWORK ANALYSIS
The usual approach to the economic analysis of an a i rcraf t t r anspor t a t ion system is to
est imate a i rcraf t u t i l i z a t i o n , average load factor, and other i m p o r t a n t parameters based on
the past history of such systems. The use of aircraft in an i n t r a u r b a n system has no such
past h is tory . The very short ranges and h i g h l y peaked and di rect ional passenger demand of a
commuter -or ien ted system make the es t imate of i m p o r t a n t system parameters very d i f f i c u l t .
The use of these estimated parameters then casts grave doubts on any results forthcoming
from the ana lys i s .
In t h i s s t u d y , a comprehensive t ransporta t ion network model is used tha t e l imina tes
the need to e s t ima te the i m p o r t a n t parameters of the system, thereby al lowing greater con-
fidence to be placed in the results. The network model takes a i rc raf t passenger demand (as a
f u n c t i o n of t i m e of d a y ) for each l i n k in the system and constructs a complete schedule of
a i r c r a f t f l i g h t s for one t y p i c a l day in the system. The cash DOCs are summed for each f l igh t ,
i n c l u d i n g any required ferry f l i g h t s . The lOCs are calcula ted based on (he causal factors
developed in the model: number of terminals, departures, gates, passengers, etc. The aircraft
and ground system investments are summed and the resultant annua l interest costs and
required s i n k i n g funds ca lcu la t ed . A de ta i led economic analysis can then be performed.
D e p r e c i a t i o n is accounted for by the s i n k i n g fund method of amor t i za t ion , where interest-
g a t h e r i n g cap i t a l accounts are set up for replacement of a i rc raf t a f t e r 10 years and t e r m i n a l
f a c i l i t i e s a f t e r 20 years.
The a i r c r a f t passenger demand i n p u t for the network model is obtained from a modal-
s p l i t model t h a t operates on the de ta i led total t r ip demand in the Bay area received from
MTC. I 'or each passenger t r ip , the t ime and cost for the auto tr ip are ca lcu la ted and com-
pared w i t h the t ime and cost for the air t r ip. The auto t r i p cost is based on 407' single-
occupant travel w i t h ftO'/ of these, or 24'/r of the total travelers, using total auto costs
i n c l u d i n g depreciation and insurance in their mode comparison. The remainder of travelers
see t h e i r au to cost as out-of-pocket incremental expense only.
The air t r i p cost is the sum of twice the incrementa l auto cost to the nearest t e rmina l
(kiss and r i d e ) , the air fare, and a 1 5-ccnt average bus fare at dest inat ion.
These r e l a t i v e t imes and costs are then compared and the passengers w i l l i n g to take the
air mode de te rmined as follows:
• Where door-to-door t r i p times and costs are exact ly equal , 50'V of the travelers
wi l l lake the air mode.
• Where door-to-door t r ip times are equal , no one wi l l take the air mode if its costs
exceed the auto costs by $2.00 or more.
• Where door-to-door t r ip costs are equal, everyone wi l l take the air mode if they
save 30 min or more of trip time.
A method of predicting passenger acceptance is included here for two important
reasons: f i r s t , to show the s e n s i t i v i t y of (his demand to changes in system variables (e.g..
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fare, terminal location, speed, gate time) and, second, to obtain the level of traveler demand
for the air mode.
The base air fare used in the study is shown in figure 5-12. The resultant demand from
the modal-split model for variations of this base fare are shown in figure 5-13 for 1980 and
figure 5-14 for 1990. As the air fare is decreased, the air mode becomes attractive to the
large number of short-distance travelers, causing the average trip distance to reduce also.
An example of the results of the network model using the 1980 passenger demand for
the base air fare and the 49-passenger augmentor wing STOL airplane are shown in table 5-9.
5.5 ECONOMIC COMPARISONS
With the results of the network model for each aircraft in its respective time period,
the concepts can now be compared on a total economic basis. Figure 5-15 shows the daily
cash operating costs, sinking funds, interest on investment, and revenue for the three pas-
senger capacities of the two 1975 concepts flown in the 1980 time period. Figure 5-16
displays the same information for the 1985 aircraft flown in the 1990 time period.
Several interesting relationships can be observed from these figures. Although the
operating costs for the 1975 helicopter are higher than the augmentor wing STOL, its much
reduced terminal investment reduces the loss by 34%. This same effect is shown for the
1985 aircraft in 1990. The slower block speed of the helicopter causes it to carry fewer pas-
sengers than the STOL where the VTOLports and STOLports are located at the same place.
Where the VTOLports are closer to the passenger demand, this speed difference is more than
made up. The 50-passenger helicopter system in 1980 carries 8% more passengers than the
STOL system. The tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft combines the two favorable effects. It has the
high speed of the STOL and operates from the closer-in VTOLports. The result is the most
profitable aircraft studied, carrying 36% more passengers in 1990 than the augmentor wing
STOL.
For the STOL aircraft in both time periods, the investment cost and sinking funds for
aircraft and terminal replacements account for an average of 58% of the total daily costs.
The VTOL aircraft reverse this ratio, so that 60% of the total costs are cash operating costs
and 40% investment and sinking fund costs.
In all cases, the smallest aircraft (50 passengers) has the smallest total loss and least loss
per passenger. As the capacity increases, the average load factor, frequency of service, and
total passengers carried reduce causing the increase in loss per passenger.
As all systems show that cash operating profit is not sufficient to supply the required
cash for debt costs and sinking funds, outside sources of cash are needed. Possible sources of
funds include local and federal subsidies and grants and income to the intraurban system
from concessions and leases. Figures 5-17 through 5-21 show five possible cash flows (A, B,
C, D, and E) for the best STOL and best VTOL in each time period;
A All loss is covered by local subsidy.
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B Concessions and leases are assumed to pay for 50% of the aviation-oriented termi-
nal investment and sinking funds (in addition to paying for the cost of providing
the concession and lease space). All other losses are payed for by local subsidy.
C Same as B except concessions and leases pay 100% of the terminal investment and
s ink ing funds.
D A federal grant is assumed to pay for two-thirds of the total in i t ia l investment, as
has been proposed for ground mass transit studies. Concessions and leases pay half
of the remaining terminal investment costs and half of the terminal s inking fund.
Aga in , local subsidy covers the remaining loss.
E Same as D except the local subsidy is reduced by 50% with this amount being
covered by c o n t i n u i n g federal matching funds.
The general effect of these postulated subsidies and concession and lease income
assumptions is to bring the required local subsidy for the STOL systems down to a level
comparable to the helicopter systems. For the tilt-rotor VTOL, the required local subsidy
becomes zero for plans C, D. and E. Plan D appears to be the most probable plan and should
be used for est imating the impact on the community.
5.6 SENSITIVITY STUDIES
In addi t ion to the base airplane comparisons presented in section 5.5, a number of
analyses are made to show the sensitivity of the basic results to the more important para-
meters of the study.
At th is point, a moment of reflection is in order. As the sensitivity studies were made
for this report, each new sensitivity uncovered relationships that provided new insight to
this totally new problem of using aircraft in an intraurban commuter transportation system.
The base systems were adjusted twice in an attempt to keep them near optimal. However,
some of the f i na l sensit ivit ies suggest that more optimal combinations exist that would
fu r the r reduce required subsidies or losses per passenger. Further diff iculty is added by the
lack of a well-defined criterion of excellence that is applicable to all systems.
To provide some measure of the contribution of the technology advances assumed for
the 1985 aircraft, the cash flow comparison of figure 5-22 is presented. It shows the relative
cash flows for the 1975 STOL and VTOL operating in the 1990 environment and compares
these wi th the 1985 aircraft in the same environment.
For the augmentor wing STOL aircraft, the advanced technology results in a 13.5%
reduction in cash DOCs. This reduces total costs by only 4.5%, but the total loss and. there-
fore, loss per passenger is reduced by 10%.
The technology advancements for the helicopter result in a 19% reduction in cash DOC
per trip with a 24% increase in cruise speed (170 to 210 kn-315 to 389 km/hr). This
increased cruise speed attracts I 1% more passengers, as reflected in the addit ional revenue
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sliown. The total cash flow for the 1 985 helicopter in the 1990 market is 5% lower than the
1975 helicopter, but the net loss is reduced 39% and this reduced loss, spread over the
greater number of passengers carried, results in a 46% lower loss per passenger.
The effect of design f ie ld length for the augmentor wing STOL in 1975 is shown in
figure 5-23. The general decrease in cash DOC of 19% by increasing field length from 1000
to 3000 ft (305 to 91 5 m) is overshadowed by the 457i increase in sinking fund and interest
costs. The inves tment in ground fac i l i t i e s increased 57% while the aircraft investment
reduced 1 5%. Inc lud ing the cost of the STOL terminals in the analysis (as shown) suggests
that the 1000-ft (305-m) STOL is best. If cash flow plan D from section 5.5 is used here, the
reverse could be shown. Plan D essentially eliminates the effect of the increased STOLport
costs as the federal grant and concession income pay for all but one-sixth of their cost.
It can be concluded, however, that for the augmentor wing powered-lift STOL, the
total cost of the system can be reduced by designing to as low a field length as 1000 ft (305
in). The loss or subsidy per passenger required at 1000 ft (305 m) is 9% lower than at 2000
ft (610 m).
Figure 5-24 shows the effect on total loss per passenger of flying the STOL aircraft at
much slower cruise speeds. The lower cruise speeds increase the cash DOC per trip and
decrease the available market. The net effect is a 24% increase in the loss per passenger as
the cruise speed is cut from Mach 0.59 to Mach 0.3.
The impact of increased gate time for the augmentor wing STOL is shown in figure
5-25. The basic designs all use the type I interior ("European train") and operate with a
3-min gate time. The type II interior is modified from the type I by joining compartments in
pairs and removing every other door. The type III interior is more conventional with four-
abreast seating and four doors but still allows a gate time of 5 min if the engines are kept
running and the passenger elevators are automated as for the base-case intraurban system.
The incremental loss for the conventional interior operated at the same gate time as the type
I is only 1 5.cents per passenger. The major effect on system cost is directly attributed to the
unproductive time spent at the gate. This has a twofold effect: first, fleet size must be
increased to carry the same number of passengers through the peak periods of the day, and,
second, the terminals must be expanded to include the additional gates required. The IOC
also increases by the manpower required for the additional gates. The net effect of increas-
ing the gate t ime for the type I aircraft by 5 min (3 to 8 min) increases the loss per pas-
senger by SI.05 or 26%.
If the price of the augmentor wing STOL were based on a more typical production
quan t i ty (300 to 400 versus I 500 to 2000), the price/cost would increase by about 60%.
The effect of this increase on the cash flow is illustrated in figure 5-26. The cash DOC is
increased 1 2%. and the total costs are increased 1 1%. The resultant loss per passenger is
increased 2 \ ' / / .
The passenger demand, as a function of time of day. is typical of rush-hour traffic in
any large c i ty . The effect of th is h ighly peaked demand i* shown in figure 5-27. Data scatter
is due to differences in op t ima l i ty of the schedules produced by the network model for the
various degrees of peaking. E l imina t ing the peaks allows a much smaller fleet of aircraft to
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carry the same number of people during one day's operation. This allows an increase in daily
cash operating profit (revenue minus cash DOC and IOC) of $18 000. Increasing the relative
peaking has a decreasing effect primvily because a high percentage of the travelers were
already in the peaks in the base case (1.0).
Figure 5-28 illustrates the effect of varying the base fare. The results are a good exam-
ple of why a scheduling model is necessary to find true sensitivities. The base fare was deter-
mined by an analysis outside the network model (sec. 1 1.3) using a constant load factor.
That analysis showed the base fare to have near-optimal loss per passenger. With the
scheduling model calculating the load factor, a different answer is found. As the fare is
reduced, each link carries more passengers. The effect of density on a link is to increase the
average load factor. As load factor increases, the cost per passenger decreases almost pro-
portionally. In addition, as the demand increases substantially, new links are added to
existing terminals further reducing the investment and sinking funds per passenger for that
terminal. The net effect is that the loss per passenger is continuing to decrease at the lowest
fare shown. Following the incremental trends indicates a minimum loss per passenger of
$1.25 at a fare equal to 55% of the base fare.
The effect of eliminating the STOLports in downtown San Francisco is shown in figure
5-29. Eliminating STOLport 1, which is located over the ferry building at the foot of Market
Street, reduces the demand by only 2000 passengers and results in a reduction of 23 cents
(5%) in the loss per passenger. The passengers usually carried through terminal 1 were
carried through terminal 3, and the majority of the cost savings is in the investment and
sinking funds for the $88 000 000 terminal at zone 1. As the remainder of the terminals
near downtown San Francisco are eliminated, the system loses over 40% of the passengers
carried in the base system. The net loss is decreased, but the loss per passenger carried is
increased 15%. However, factors not included in the above cash-flow analysis are perhaps
more important. Leaving out the three downtown terminals eliminates service to the prime
business center for the area, resulting in no reductions in the number of automobiles using
the bridges into downtown San Francisco and no relief for congested streets and parking
areas in San Francisco.
The primary purpose in including the modal-split function in the systems analysis loop
is to show the interaction between system variables and passenger demand. This modal-split
funct ion is nothing more than a mathematical model of the decisionmaking process used by
the real-world traveler in choosing a mode of travel. The number of factors used by this
real-world traveler in choosing a mode is obviously much greater than is used in the simple
modal-split model described in section 5.4 (and in much more detail in section 1 1.1.2). In
addition, each traveler uses a different set of factors or at least weighs each factor dif-
ferently in arriving at his decision.
The relationship used here reduces the decision to one of comparing time and cost for
each mode. The effect on demand of varying the intercepts to the modal-split plane is
shown in figure 5-30. The most sensitive of the intercepts is ACQ, the additional cost of the
air mode where penetration goes to zero (at equal trip times).
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5.7 BARTD COMPARISON
Although the primary motive for any modern public mass transportation system is to
replace all or part of automobile traffice in a given area, it is inevitable (and proper) that the
competing methods of mass transit be compared. In the San Francisco area, BARTD is
scheduled to begin init ial service in the fall of 1971. It seems appropriate, then, to compare
the aircraft intraurban system with BARTD, as shown in table 5-10. The data presented here
for BARTD comes from references 2 and 3.
The BARTD system is primarily a short-range system, carrying 85% of its passengers
less than 16 mi (26 km), while the airplane system carried 83% of its passengers more than
16 mi (26 km). It is estimated that both systems capture about the same number of auto
passengers (60 000 versus 50 000), although the automobile road miles saved by the airplane
system will be twice that saved by BARTD, due to the much longer average range of the
airplane system.
BARTD carries four times the number of passengers carried by the intraurban system.
However, in productivity (revenue passenger-miles), BARTD is only 50% higher than the
intraurban system. The in i t ia l investment for BARTD is 75% to 200% more than the intra-
urban system resulting in an annual cost to the taxpayers of 100% to 200% more.
The basic system analysis in this study has assumed that no ground rapid transit
(BARTD) is available. Figure 5-31 shows the effect on the system economics if the intra-
urban system must compete with BARTD as it will exist in 1975. The fares for the highly
subsidized BARTD system at ranges over 10 mi (16 km) are less than the out-of-pocket
expense of operating a car.
The intraurban system cannot compete with BARTD between the same points. When
links with direct competition by BARTD are eliminated, the intraurban system carries 45%
fewer passengers. The loss per passenger rises to $6.93, an increase of 70%.
5.8 COMMUNITY SUITABILITY
There are many criteria to be considered in judging community acceptability of a new
transportation system. In the case of the intraurban system, probably the most critical cri-
terion is community noise. Additional criteria considered are relative safety, pollution, and
air traffic control congestion.
Community noise and compatible land use are two of the most important considera-
tions in locating terminals in this study. The assessment of the impact of aircraft noise on
the community takes into account the noise level, the frequency of flights, the time of day
(whether day or night), and the amount of ambient noise already present in the vicinity of
concern.
The system used for describing the reaction of people to noise is the noise exposure
forecast (NEF) (ref. 4) modified to include the effects of ambient noise NEF^. Figures 5-32
through 5-39 show contours of constant NEF^ for the 1975 augmentor wing STOL and
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helicopter using the frequency of operations from the base 1980 systems. For reference, a
95-EPNdB contour is included in figures 5-32 and 5-33. These contours apply to all port
locations as they are not a function of background noise or number of movements.
Noise criteria for an intraurban system should strive for acceptability rather than test
the endurance of the people it affects. Robinson's criterion (ref. 5) of 85 PNdB, which he
considers the maximum allowable in a quiet residential area, corresponds approximately to a
preferred speech interference level (PSIL) of 65 dB, which will permit uninterrupted speech
communication over distances of 2 to 8 ft (0.6 to 2.4 m). This is consistent with communication
requirements for domestic recreation activities and other pursuits accompanying which conversa-
tion is common and desirable. The corresponding NEF^ is, therefore, established as 10 for
residential areas and 15 for industrial areas.
The addition of a large number of flights (2000-3000) over a densely populated metro-
poli tan area raises the question of relative safety of the aircraft to other modes of travel.
The figures on fatal accidents per mill ion departures for U.S. scheduled air carriers show a
continuing improvement with time. For 1 969, this number was 1.5 fatal accidents per mil-
lion departures. Many factors must be used to modify this number for the intraurban sys-
tem. On the favorable side are time, approach speed, and automation. Unfavorable factors
include the ratio of available to required field lenth and air congestion.
It is assumed here that the continuation of accident rate improvement with time, and
the reduction of landing accidents resulting from automatic landing equipment will over-
come the unfavorable factors mentioned and result in an accident rate for the intraurban
system of 0.5 per million departures. This rate for the base system would result in a long-
term average of 4.7 passenger fatalities per year. The air system would, however, remove a
substantial number of automobiles from the highways which is estimated to save at least a
similar number of lives per year. The intraurban system would then contribute no additional
fatalities.
The augmentor wing STOL aircraft will emit approximately 2 Ib (0.9 kg) of pollutants
per 1000 mi (1609 km) per passenger carried. Existing automobiles emit approximately 212
Ib (96.1 kg) per 1000 automobile miles (1609 automobile km). If all autos are modified to
meet 1972 federal standards, this is reduced to 60, and proposed 1975 federal standards
further reduce the number to 20. This is still one order of magnitude above the intraurban
system assuming a single occupant per automobile. Further improvements are expected for
both the automobile and aircraft by 1985. The augmentor wing STOL emissions should
reduce by a factor of three.
The inclusion of 2000 to 3000 additional flights into the Bay area would cause unac-
ceptable congestion and delays if the intraurban aircraft were controlled by the same pro-
cedures used for today's tactical IFR movements. The intraurban system must be controlled
by one of the possible fourth-generation ATC systems. For this study, a strategically con-
trolled time-synchronized system is assumed. A central ground-based computer would
handle all control and scheduling for the fleet, directing their automated flight by a data-
link communications system. In addition, for the downtown STOLports of the larger
systems studied, an increase in today's runway acceptance rate is required during the
morning and evening peak movement periods.
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In the 1985 to 1990 time period, the present tactically controlled flights would be
merged with the intraurban flights into a single fourth-generation system. In both time
periods, the dense intraurban links would use dedicated airspace. This will reduce, some-
what, the amount of free space available for uncontrolled VFR flights but will not eliminate
it.
From the factors considered, it would seem that the aircraft system can make a
meaningful contribution to the transportation needs of the area without becoming an
unwelcome neighbor. This is not to say that the local populace around suggested terminal
locations will not object. The airplane in the past has been a rather noisy neighbor, and a
large public relations effort will be needed to eliminate this image.
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TABLE 5-5.-AIRCRAFT ACQUISITION COSTS
Aircraft type
Augmentor wing STOL
Helicopter VTOL
Tilt rotor VTOL
Passenger
capacity
49
95
153
50
98
150
50
100
150
1975 technology, 1970
dollars in millions
Airframe3
1.121
1.423
1.787
1.449
1.992
2.440
Engines
0.438
0.545
0.685
0.228
0.355
0.452
Total
1.559
1.968
2.472
1.677
2.347
2.892
—
-
1985 technology. 1970
dollars in millions
Airframe3
1.140
1.432
1.783
1.449
1.992
2.440
1.323
1.946
2.481
Engines
0.430
0.531
0.663
0.211
0.331
0.441
0.239
0.377
0.488
Total
1.570
1.963
2.446
1.660
2.323
2.881
2.481
2.323
2.969
Includes S305 000 for electronics in all cases
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TABLE 5-6.-IOC COEFFICIENT SUMMARY
Cost
category
Total
aircraft
servicing
cost (TASC)
Traffic
servicing cost
(TTSC)
Servicing and
administration
cost (TSAC)
General and
administration
cost (TGAC)
Ground
facility cost
(TGFC)
Passenger
liability
expense (RLE)
Totals
Parameter
Nodes
0.058705
0.042020
0.015255
0.0286
0.144580
Departures,
millions
1.717
1.717
Gates
0.097842
0.001013 +
(0.00004052)
(seats)
0.013868
0.026
0.138723 +
(0.00004052)
(seats)
Miles,
millions
0.0151
0.0151
Fleet
size
0.002446
0.000347
0.00065
0.003443
(Seats) (dep)
millions
0.0233
(0.125ILF
0.0233 +
(0.125)LF
Seat miles.
millions
0.0000792
0.0000792
IOC = 0.14458 (nodes) + 1.717 (departures) + 0.0151 (miles flown)
+ 0.138723 (gates) + 0.00004052 (gates)(seats) + 0.003443 (fleet)
+ 0.0233 (departures)(seats) + 0.125 (departures)(seats)(LF)
+ 0.0000792 (seatsMmiles flown)
Millions of dollars per year
TABLE 5-7.-IOC COMPARISON TABLE
Class of
service3
Domestic
Local
Helicopter
Intraurban
Passengers,
millions
116.671
23.388
0.418
15.245
Departures,
millions
3.142
1.594
0.064
0.688
RPM,
billions
90.393
6.473
0.011
0.356
IOC,
millions
2417.535
266.835
4.4
14.941
IOC unit costs
S/pass
20.72
11.41
10.52
0.95
S/dep
769.0
167.0
69.0
21.0
S RPM
0.0267
0.0412
0.4000
0.0420
Data for the STOL network is from the base case
Data for domestic, local, and helicopter service is
from 1969 CAB handbook.
TA BL E 5-8. -1980 A IR TERM IN A L COST SUM MA R Y
STOLport
Zone
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
Terminal
type
C
A
C
B
B
A
A
No. of
gates
7
2
3
1
1
3
3
B 1
A ' 2
-
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
A
A
B
A
-
2
1
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
A 1
A
B
2
2
Total
a49-p
h198C
Costb
87.9
37.6
81.0
34.3
34.3
15.2
14.4
14.6
12.8
-
14.6
11.2
15.9
17.0
27.9
29.2
19.3
13.7
11.9
16.7
12.5
11.7
13.7
24.2
609.1
assenger airplane
costs in 1970 dollars in millions
VTOLports
Zone
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
Terminal
type
F
F
F
F
G
E
E
E
E
E
+
E
E
E
E
F
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
No. of
gates
6
2
3
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
Total
Cost13
35.0
15.7
19.0
15.0
12.6
7.5
7.4
6.2
7.3
6.2
7.3
6.1
6.2
7.4
9.0
17.4
9.0
6.9
6.4
7.5
6.2
6.3
6.2
6.2
6.3
8.0
255.3
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TABLE 5-9.-BASE CASE CHARACTERISTICS
Daily passenger demand
Daily passengers carried
Daily revenue passenger statute miles (kilometers)
Daily revenue flights
Daily ferry flights
Total daily flights
Average load factor
Average passenger trip distance (statute milesHkilometers)
Aircraft required
Average utilization (hrs/day)
Number of gates
Number of terminals
Number of links
Daily DOC (no depreciation)
Daily IOC
Daily TOC
Daily revenue
Daily operating profit
60105
48551
1 135690 (1 827320)
2190
102
2292
0.447
23.4 (37.6)
73
4.22
48
24
65
$114250
$47 586
$161 836
$174890
$13054
TA BL E5-10. -BA Ft TD COM PA RISON
System characteristics
Passengers (daily)
Route system, miles (kilometers)
Stations/ports
Links
Daily revenue passenger miles
(kilometers)
Average trip length, miles
(kilometers)
Initial investment
Annual revenue
Annual cost to taxpayer
Average fare
Loss/passenger
Total cost per passenger
Total cost per passenger mile
BARTD
1975 estimate
200 000
75 (121)
33
528
1 760 000
(2 830 000)
9
14.5
$1 300 000 000
S25 000 000
$100000000
$0.45
$1.70
$2.15
$0.24
Intraurban
1980 market
STOL
48551
1550 (2494)
24
65
1 140000
(1 830000)
23
37
745 000 000
55 000 000
48 000 000
$3.60
$4.05
$7.65
$0.29
Helicopter
52483
1550 (2494)
24
65
1 105000
(1 780000)
21
34
412000000
59 000 000
35 000 000
$3.56
$2.42
$5.98
$0.27
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Muni Airport
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Airport
Morgan Hill Airport
FIGURE5-1.-1980PORTSITE LOCA TIONS
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FIGURE 5-3.-1975AUGMENTOR WING STOL GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, 95 PASSENGERS
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6.0 TECHNOLOGY AND CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS
6.1 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
6.1.1 Basic Airplane Sensitivities
The operational requirements of a very-short-range airplane are substantially different
from those of the long-range airplanes in production today. In the design of a long-range
airplane, the greatest emphasis is placed on minimizing the takeoff gross weight by maximiz-
ing the range factor and by careful structural design to eliminate excess weight. While these
items are still important to the design of a very-short-range airplane, the sensitivity of the
takeoff gross weight to the range factor and structural weight variation is very much
reduced. Each of the principal technology areas will be investigated briefly to show how
these sensitivities vary with design range.
6.1.1.1 Structural
The premise used in the structural sensitivity analysis is that excess structural weight
has crept into the design forcing an overall increase in the size of the airplane, an increase in
fuel consumption, but no increase in payload. An approximate method of treating this
problem is to assume that the incremental increase in structural weight is equivalent to an
increase in payload plus payload-related items. Then, by analyzing a number of existing
commercial airplanes with a wide variation of design payload and range, a curve of 3GW/ 3 AW
can be generated, where AW represents the excess structural weight. The data have
been plotted against range with the range variation being indicated. The data appear to be
relatively consistent up to a range of 3000 nmi (5550 km) but become scattered at the
higher ranges due to the small quantity of data available, see figure 6-1 . The point of par-
ticular interest is that the derivative 3GW/3 AW is a minimum in the range bracket of inter-
est for the intraurban study and is approximately half the value found in the
intercontinental-range airplane. Basically, this is the justification for the initial study
assumption that structural simplicity was more important than design optimization to
minimize weight.
6.1.1.2 Range Factor
The second term analyzed is the gross weight sensitivity to variation in range factor.
The analytical expression for this sensitivity is derived from the Breguet range equation by
differentiating gross weight with respect to range factor. The expression is
9W
3R
'GW / R \/9WGW\
' \WGwA9R /
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where:
= we
'Snt of mission fuel
gross weight
R = mission range factor
Current available data for a variety of commercial airplanes have been used to evaluate
the expression. These data are presented in figure 6-2 together with a line indicating the
approximate variation of least sensitivity with range. The main point to be noted from the
figure is that the gross weight of the intraurban-class airplane is approximately an order of
magnitude less sensitive to mission range factor than the intercontinental-class airplane.
The above brief analysis indicates that the gross weight of the intraurban-class airplane
is basically insensitive to structural weight perturbations, aerodynamic cleanliness or opti-
mized engine cycle. As will be pointed out in the study, the critical areas to airplane econ-
omics are a speedy turnaround at the airport and airplane reliability.
6.1.2 Aerodynamics
6.1.2.1 Augmentor Wing STOL 1975 Technology
The augmentor wing airplane integrates the propulsion system with the wing aero-
dynamic lift and control systems. In order to analyze the low-speed performance of this
type of airplane, the drag polar must combine both the aerodynamic and propulsion charac-
teristics. The low-speed polars have been constructed using a modified form of the jet flap
theory, where the polar for the jet flap is given as:
KCLCT = CD
where:
Cj = net force coefficient in the drag direction
CD = drag coefficient at zero lift and thrust
Cp = thrust coefficient based on the isentropic thrust of the jet flap nozzle
R and K = experimentally determined constants
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To adapt this expression for the augmentor configuration, G, is multiplied by the
thrust augmentation ratio while engine ram drag and residual thrust, which by-passes the
augmentor, are added as Cj increments. An example of the low-speed drag polar is shown in
figure 6-3 for an airplane with a wing loading of 55 psf (268 kg/sq in.), an initial thrust-to-
weight (T/W) ratio of 0.28, and a thrust split between the augmentor primary nozzle and
the engine primary nozzle of 0.236/0.044. For the engine cycle considered here, a T/W of
0.28 requires an air mass flow of 14.4 slg/sec (210 kg/sec). Air flow and residual thrust are
assumed to be directly proportional to augmentor primary gross thrust for the range of T/W
values used in the takeoff field length estimates.
Lines of constant T/W may be plotted on the low-speed polars to obtain Cj available
for acceleration or climb. Takeoff field lengths based on these polars are presented in figure
6-4.
6.1.2.2 Augmentor STOL 1985 Technology
The 1985 augmentor configurations will employ advanced duct and nozzle designs to
permit operation at reduced noise levels. The design changes to the augmentor system neces-
sary to achieve the reduced noise levels are assumed to have no effect on the overall low-
speed airplane performance.
A closer definition of the aerodynamic trades involved in advanced augmentor design
will require flight and wind tunnel testing.
6.1.2.3 Wing-Tip-Mounted Engines
The augmentor propulsion system permits the use of wing-tip-mounted engines with-
out introducing large yaw control requirements to counter moments caused by a failed
engine.
For the case considered, the engine gross thrust is split approximately 85%/l 5%
between the augmentor primary nozzle and the engine primary nozzle. The 85% of the
engine gross thrust developed in the augmentor primary nozzle is uniformly distributed
spanwise and introduces no yawing moments. Ram drag acting on the engine inlet and the
engine primary gross thrust are compensating. As speed increases during the takeoff run, the
magnitude of the ram drag increases until it equals the primary gross thrust. At this point,
the yawing moment due to a tip-mounted engine is zero, see figure 6-5.
6.1.2.4 1975 Helicopter
The rotor characteristics are based on the Boeing-Vertol advanced-geometry rotors,
which are applicable to the next generation of production helicopters and are being tested
experimentally. These rotors have tapered thicknesses with low thickness-to-chord ratio
(6%) tip sections and recently developed airfoil sections with improved L/D characteristics
relative to present production rotors.
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6.1.2.5 1985 Tilt Rotor and Helicopter
The rotor characteristics are based on the simplified elastomeric hub design, which will
reduce the size of the hubs and hub fairings, and the use of fiber composite airframe con-
struction. These improvements are assumed to reduce hub drag by 30% and basic skin fric-
tion drag by 10%.
6.1.3 Propulsion
6.1.3.1 Augmentor Wing Engine
The augmentor wing, as conceived by The Boeing Company, uses fan engines that
direct all of the fan air into the wing where high suppression of the aft-fan noise is achieved
through use of the ejector-suppressor characteristics of the augmentor. The primary jet noise
is kept at a low level by extracting practically all the energy from core engine flow creating a
low-velocity jet. Energy extraction from the core flow is accomplished by driving a high-
pressure-ratio fan at a higher bypass ratio than performance considerations alone would
dictate. This concept is illustrated by figure 6-6. A fuel flow and a weight penalty must be
paid to achieve this end; however, the result is a propulsion concept with the potential for
achieving a very low noise level.
Potential benefits in silencing the core jet noise are illustrated in figure 6-7.
To fully realize the noise potential of The Boeing Company augmentor wing cycle it
must be coupled with a sonic inlet. One of the secondary advantages of this cycle is that the
high-pressure-ratio fan is more easily matched to a sonic inlet than the low-pressure-ratio
fans of high-bypass-ratio engines.
Some of the cycle and noise parameters of interest for the augmentor flap cycles
chosen for this tudy are listed in table 6-1.
It is difficult to assess a meaningful installation penalty for the augmentor flap cycle
since the propulsion system is totally integrated with the airframe. High pressure losses are
caused by the need to duct fan air through the wings to the augmentor flap. These pressure
losses combined with the pressure losses caused by the sonic inlet, result in approximately a
10% decrease in takeoff thrust. In considering this number, it must be realized that the
engine cycle itself has already been compromised resulting in some additional performance
penalties. A valid comparison of penalties and advantages for The Boeing Company aug-
mentor flap cycle can only be made by comparison with other propulsion concepts over
similar airplane missions.
6.1.3.2 Special Engines
It has been pointed out that the Intraurban Transport System economics are not highly
sensitive to propulsion system and fuel weight. However, the system is sensitive to initial
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and to maintenance cost of the engines. This suggests the possibility of having the engine
manufacturer concentrate on producing cheap, rugged engines and letting performance be a
secondary consideration. Low pressure ratio, low turbine inlet temperature engines operat-
ing at less than state of the art efficiency levels could be developed at low risk, reducing
initial engine cost. Deliberately overdesigning components and accepting weight penalties
will reduce maintenance costs.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft have offered some comments regarding the above low-cost
engine. On the basis of their preliminary analysis, they believe that:
• A 20-25% reduction in first cost might be achieved.
• The maintenance cost might be reduced by 20%-30%.
These reductions could be achieved by reducing the disc cost and increasing the disc
cycle life at the expense of weight and sfc penalties. The weight penalty for increasing disc
cycle life would require a detailed analysis of a specific design. Quantitatively, the engine
weight increase should be less than 15% and the sfc penalty less than 10%.
6.1.3.3 1985 Propulsion Technology
Improvements in engine performance from 1970 to 1985 will be available from
increased turbine inlet temperature, bypass ratio, overall compressor pressure ratio, reduc-
tion in weight, and better design integration.
At a given level of efficiency, increases in turbomachinery stage pressure ratios will
occur. Since fewer stages will be required to produce a given overall pressure ratio, engine
length will be reduced. Weight reduction will result from reduced engine length, develop-
ment and use of new materials, and increased turbine inlet temperatures available. Projected
improvements in engine length, weight, and turbine inlet temperature are shown in figures
6-8, 6-9, and 6-10, respectively.
The design compromises necessary to develop low-noise/low-smoke propulsion systems
will offset the performance improvements possible by the traditional paths mentioned
above. The special engine installation problems associated with STOL airplanes will increase
the difficulty of achieving the full performance potential available.
6.1.3.4 Propulsion System Noise and Pollution
Noise is a paramount design consideration today, and it will continue to be so in the
future. Propulsion system noise will be the most important design criteria for STOL aircraft.
Performance degradation due to design compromises may be inevitable. To reduce fan noise,
the engines of today have reduced fan-tip relative Mach number, increased spacing between
the fan rotor and fan exit guide vanes, and use acoustic lining in the inlet and fan duct. As
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aircraft noise regulations become increasingly stringent in the future, and to afford the
desired "close in" STOL operation, use of sonic inlets, acoustic splitters, and nonoptimum
engine cycles are some of the steps that will be taken—unless fundamental discoveries are
made in understanding the fluid dynamics of noise generation and techniques for eliminat-
ing the sources of noise are developed.
The pollution level shown for the intraurban transport in figure 6-11 is based on data
for engines of the JT9D-CF6 class and does not, therefore, reflect any technology improve-
ments possible in the next 15 years. According to the average mission data, 75% of the total
mission time is spent with the engines at idle. Exhaust emission data on the generation of
high bypass engines now entering service indicate an idle emission index on the order of 10
times that at power settings typical of approach and above. Therefore, the level shown for
the intraurban transport is relatively high compared to a longer range aircraft where a
greater proportion of the mission time is spent at high power settings. Even at this, however,
on an equivalent seat-mile basis, it emits about a third of the pollutants of an automobile
meeting the proposed 1975 HEW Federal Standard and only a twenty-fifth (1/25) as much
as the average light aircraft of today. It seems reasonable to assume that by 1985 the tech-
nology to produce combustors exhibiting a 75% reduction in idle emissions without
serious performance or weight penalties should be well in hand. This would reduce the level
shown by a factor of 3.
The data shown for light aircraft are taken directly from reference 6. Pollutants per
1000 seat-miles were computed by the methods of reference 7, where the reference mission
was the same as that used in reference 6. Reference 6 contains a compilation of in-flight
data taken on nine different aircraft in the four- to six-place single- and twin-engine cate-
gories. These aircraft are quoted as representing 68.5 percent of the light aircraft fleet
according to figures compiled by the FAA for aircraft both registered and carrying a valid
airworthiness certificate. No tests were run on one- and two-place aircraft due to insufficient
space within the cabin to accommodate the test equipment.
The data quoted for light aircraft are based on measurements taken immediately
upstream of the exhaust stack exit. All of the aircraft were also configured to obtain data
several inches beyond the exit to determine the presence or absence of afterburn, which
would tend to reduce the quantity of pollutants actually emitted. However, there was no
statistical trend to indicate any such benefits.
At the present time, there are no restrictions on pollutants from light aircraft. It seems
likely that by 1985 there will be.
Another problem that exists around airports today is the intrusion of airport odors
into the surrounding community. Airport kerosene-type odors appear to originate from
vaporized fuel displaced out of storage tank and airplane vents and unburned hydrocarbons
being exhausted from the engines during ground operations. Perceived odors can be reduced
by masking them with perfumes such as used in diesel buses, by eliminating the direct vent-
ing of fuel tanks during fuel movements, and by engine designs that reduce exhaust emis-
sions of hydrocarbons. Another approach would be to use an odor-free fuel whenever
necessary.
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For the intraurban system, refueling would not be done at each terminal. The few
elevated terminals, for example, would not need to be complicated with rooftop refueling.
In addition, a closed-venting system would be used, (primarily as a safety factor to allow
refueling with the engines running).
The short ground time planned for the intraurban system will help keep the exhaust
emissions (and odors) low. The remaining exhaust emissions add increased emphasis to the
need for engine combustors that produce lower idle emissions. With proper attention paid to
airport odors, intraurban terminals should be considerably less obtrusive.
6.1.3.5 VTOL Propulsion
For the 1975 time period, the T64/S5C-1 engine was used as the basis for performance
calculations.
The engine is of the axial flow turboshaft type, with a two-stage, free-power turbine.
The compressor is a 14-stage, axial compressor. The two-stage gas-generator turbine uses
blade cooling to permit operation at high turbine inlet temperatures. The performance is
generally commensurate with the engine development in the 1975 period.
For the 1985 time period, a general advanced performance was predicted, based on the
probable development of a turboshaft engine of the GE1/S1A type. The engine is an axial
flow, two-stage, free-power turbine type: a 14-stage compression similar to that of the T64
with the addition of variable inlet guide vanes, additional stator modulation, and extensive
use of advanced materials. Cooling of the gas-generator two-stage turbine is assumed as well
as use of high-temperature materials whose development would coincide with the time
period under consideration.
Table 6-2 is a table of general engine parameters assumed.
6.1.4 Noise Technology
Technology development work is proceeding in the areas of turbomachinery noise
relocation, sound attenuating duct lining development and engine cycle analysis. In all three
of these areas, improved materials can have considerable impact on designing for airplane
noise reduction. As is well known, there is often a considerable delay between the formula-
tion of engineering concepts and the technology to put them into practice. This is particu-
larly true of duct lining development where concepts of 10 years ago have but recently been
developed to give effective performance in an engine. This has been largely a development of
suitable materials and processes.
6.1.5 Structures and Weight Analysis
This section summarizes potential structural materials, together with related weight
reductions, expected on both 1975 and 1985 aircraft. Of the materials reviewed (see refs. 8
through 18), increasing use of titanium alloys is foreseen in aircraft of both time periods;
the high-modulus advanced composites currently under intense study throughout the
industry will provide a high percentage of the structural material for the 1985 aircraft.
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Several advanced composites have been reviewed with the conclusion that graphite/
epoxy and, to a lesser degree, boron/epoxy offer the greatest potential where strength or
stiffness are required at minimum weight and environmental temperature problems are not a
consideration.
V/STOL aircraft operating in the very-short-range flight regime under study will
accumulate 180,000 landings and 36,000 flt-hr in a 20-year life. To achieve a high proba-
bility of crack-free life over this period, the airplane should be designed for 300,000 land-
ings and 60.000 flt-hr. Fatigue and crack propagation characteristics, especially of the land-
ing gear and associated structure, will obviously be a critical design factor.
The weight of advanced composite structure has been derived by applying weight
reduction factors to current established weight estimation methods for aluminum alloy
structure. A review of these reduction factors is presented.
Consideration has also been given to producibility and projected cost of the newer
materials.
6.1.5.1 Structural Materials
A materials technology review indicates that many alloys and composite materials are
now available or will be in the foreseeable future. Many of these are mentioned briefly, but
only those materials that are expected to reach a timely stage of development, giving the
degree of confidence required for commercial aircraft application, are seriously considered.
Aluminum.—Currently, the most widely used structural material is aluminum. Many
alloy variations are available, although the aluminum-copper and aluminum-zinc systems
typified by 2024, 7075, and 7079 are used almost exclusively in airframe construction
today.
Steel.—The steel alloys 4130 and 4340 are in most common use today and are widely
employed in such structural components as landing gear and flap tracks. Stainless steels,
such as AM350CRT and the 18Cr-8Ni series, are used for functional components such as
hydraulic lines. Trade studies, however, show that the use of steels will be reduced in future
years and be replaced by titanium alloys showing meaningful weight reductions.
Titanium.—One of the more recent advances in materials technology is the practical
application of t i tanium alloys to aircraft production. Due to its retention of material proper-
ties under elevated-temperature applications, titanium was first used in jet engine applica-
tions, and a high percentage of the titanium produced today is employed in this field.
Titanium development has progressed rapidly with the configuration and design of
supersonic transports. A high percentage of these aircraft structures will be produced from
the many ti tanium alloys now available and an increasing amount of titanium will also be
used on subsonic aircraft.
Despite its high cost and fabrication problems, the high-strength, high-temperature
capabilities and low density of titanium make it competitive with steel and aluminum alloys.
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Titanium, in most of its alloy forms, is readily weldable, with weld metal giving
strengths equal to parent metal, provided every precaution is taken to exclude the atmos-
pheric gases oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen during the welding process. Welding obviates
the need for bulky mechanically fastened joints giving a further weight reduction.
Of the available alloys, TJ-6A1-4V is in widest structural use while Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn and
Ti-8Al-lM-l V are also used in certain applications. Hot-forming, consequent cleaning, and,
usually, heat treatment are required with these alloys.
Another alloy, Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn is being developed and has the advantage of cold
workability. This alloy, known as Beta III, is attractive for riveting applications since it does
not require the hot heading operations associated with other titanium alloys.
Beryllium.—Use of beryllium is limited mainly because of its high material and fabrica-
tion costs. It is included in this survey as a comparison because of its high modulus and low
density. Current applications are limited, but its future potential, compared with aluminum
alloys, is good.
S-glass/epoxy matrix.—High strength, low modulus of elasticity, and low density are
characteristics of S-glass/epoxy matrix material that will be considered for secondary struc-
ture applications on these configurations.
Advanced filamentary composite materials.—A review of existing literature dealing
with reinforced composites was made. Of the many possible and projected variations, it was
considered that the boron and graphite filaments in epoxy or metal matrices were the most
likely combinations for inclusion in this study. Other combinations were not expected to
reach the required developmental stage by 1985.
Considering the importance of minimum weight to V/STOL configurations, the maxi-
mum use must be made of the available high-strength, high-modulus, low-density com-
posites. Manufacturers have made heavy financial commitments in both research and
production areas showing their confidence in the future of these materials.
Boron filament/epoxy matrix.—Several Boeing organizations and a number of other
aerospace companies have conducted many design and laboratory studies with boron/epoxy
composites over the past 5 years. These include test flying of a number of structures many
of which have given a high degree of confidence in the design and fabrication methods used.
A filament content of 50% is considered optimum by most investigators, and the com-
posite properties shown in figures 6-12 through 6-15 are based on this volumetric fraction.
A number of improvements are considered likely in both the filament and matrix by
1985. Cracking of the tungsten core filament is a problem that may be solved by substitut-
ing another core material. Improved matrix materials are being developed that will improve
filament efficiency in a given composite.
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Graphite filament/epoxy matrix.—This composite is expected to fill the bulk of aero-
space demands in the foreseeable future and a high percentage of this material is envisaged
on the 1985 configuration for the following reasons:
• Higher specific strength and specific modulus than boron/epoxy
• Better draping or forming qualities in the layup stage than boron/epoxy due to its
smaller filament diameter
• Drilling or machining of the cured composite possible
• Low-cost potential of both filament and finished structure
• More interest shown in development of this composite than boron/epoxy
Composite properties shown in figures 6-12 through 6-15 are based on a filament con-
tent of 60%, which is considered optimum in current studies.
Metal matrix composites.—This type of composite is now available and allows fabrica-
tion of structure by means of brazing or diffusion bonding. The metal matrix also has a
higher load-carrying capability than epoxy matrices, a fact that affects filament orientation
in many cases.
Metal matrices result in heavier composites than the epoxy matrix composites. They
are, however, more suitable for end attachments and lend themselves to more conventional
joining and fabrication methods.
Many different metal composites are possible, the most likely ones being:
• Boron filament/aluminum matrix
• Boron filament/magnesium matrix
• Graphite filament/aluminum matrix
• Graphite filament/titanium matrix
• Graphite filament/magnesium matrix
Relatively few studies have been completed to date on metal matrix composites, and
their use is not envisaged on these configurations.
6.1.5.2 Design Criteria
All indications are that the 1975 airplanes will be of conventional aluminum alloy skin
and stringer design, and weight estimates have been derived on this assumption. The 1985
configurations will use a percentage of graphite/epoxy composite and the corresponding
weight reductions have been calculated by applying weight reduction factors to the alumi-
num alloy designs.
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Graphite is produced in filamentary form, and direction of principal stresses in a struc-
ture determines the orientation and quantity of filament layup in a given matrix. With
anisotropic materials such as this, stiffness and strength can be tailored to suit a given appli-
cation. Figures 6-16 and 6-17 show anisotropic curves for some structural materials. These
include potential 1985 properties for boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy composites based on
90° laminate orientation.
Figure 6-18 shows the stress-strain relationship of several structural materials. The
significant points being the strain compatibility of aluminum, steel, titanium, boron/epoxy,
and graphite/epoxy.
Provided single filament and matrix properties are known, most other composite
properties can be predicted by the rule of mixtures. Such predicted properties, however, are
generally higher than those obtained experimentally, and more research into composite
microstructure and interfaces is required to give a better understanding of these problems.
Figure 6-19 shows curves of E, G, and /j versus 6. The weight-reduction factors presented are
influenced by strength-to-density and stiffness-to-density relationships, but consideration
has also been given to other requirements that influence the percentage of aluminum alloy
that can be replaced by advanced composites, e.g.:
• Filament orientation is a major factor in determining stiffness and strength of the
cured composite with respect to a given axis.
• External composite surfaces require protection against rain erosion, stone and hail
damage, and lightning strike in the form of an aluminum foil surface cover sheet.
• Minimum-gage aluminum alloy is still cost effective in some lightly loaded areas
such as the fin tip.
• Joint design carries a weight penalty where metal edge attachments and
mechanical fasteners are used. Improved bonding techniques and use of molded
composites will eventually improve this position.
• Cutouts, such as fuel access doors, passenger doors, and windows, incur a weight
penalty because the filament continuity is broken and alternate load paths, in the
form of heavy edge members, must be provided.
• Cabin and freight floors are prone to damage and here only floor beams are
assumed to use graphite/epoxy composite.
Figure 6-20 shows the probable use of graphite/epoxy through the 1970-1985 time
period.
Projected graphite/epoxy composite properties for 1985 weight calculations are listed
in table 6-3.
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Using the preceding material properties and the assumptions and requirements stated
earlier, the structural weight reduction for the 1985 aircraft are predicted as follows:
Wing 30%
Horizontal stabilizer 35%
Vertical stabilizer 357o
Body 25%
Main landing gear 0
Nose landing gear 0
Nacelle and strut 15%
These figures indicate that a weight reduction of 25% is possible in an airframe struc-
ture where graphite/epoxy composites are used to their full advantage.
6.1.5.3 Material and Manufacturing Costs
Current manufacturing methods consist of hand layup of small items and machine
layup of larger structural items such as wing skins. Development of these methods promises
cheaper manufacture, no material wastage, and less material requirements than equivalent
aluminum alloy structure.
The 1970 price of graphite/epoxy composite is around $250 to $300/lb ($550 to
$660/kg); predictions show that this price will fall drastically as demand increases.
Figure 6-21 shows projected fabrication costs of various structural materials in terms of
dollars per pound of finished structure through the 1970-1985 time period. This shows
graphite/epoxy structure to be cost competitive for the 1985 aircraft.
6.1.5.4 Weight Prediction Techniques and Future Improvements
Boeing empirical weight methods for preliminary design were used to estimate config-
uration weights for this study. These methods are based on statistical data representing
operating commercial aircraft and are adjusted as necessary to reflect intraurban V/STOL
design concepts.
The future improvements for structure, propulsion, and fixed equipment have all been
measured from a 1970 level of technology. The following discussion defines structure, sys-
tem, and equipment concepts represented by configuration weights for 1975 or 1985
operational aircraft.
Airframe structure.—The 1975 models use present-day construction materials and
fabricating techniques. For the 1985 time period, graphite/epoxy composites have been
assumed to replace much of the present-day airframe structure. Estimated percent reduc-
tions in airframe weights are noted in section 6.1.5.2.
Propulsion.—The propulsion systems on the 1975 V/STOL configurations contain
paper engines scaled from a base-point model. The engine scaling parameters were supplied
by the Boeing Propulsion Group.
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The following list shows the percentage weight reduction in the propulsion system for
the 1985 time period, measured from 1975 operational engines.
Engine 20%
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
(At this time, no reduction factor
(could be applied to these items.
Fixed equipment.—The fixed equipment weight for the 1975 configurations reflect
present-day systems, based on operating commercial aircraft.
The trends in the future will be toward more instrumentation and system redundancy
especially for V/STOL aircraft. This equipment will increase the reliability and ensure fail-
safe operation. Surface controls and hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, and electronic systems
will probably show an increase in requirements and capabilities. The above improvements
would show a weight increase in the fixed equipment. However, these weight penalties will
be offset by the development of solid-state systems for the instruments, electrical, and
electronic groups. Miniaturization of components and the combining of various electrical
functions will also tend to decrease the equipment weights. New structural materials will
provide further weight savings in the areas of surface controls, hydraulics, pneumatics, and
passenger accommodations. The overall trend for the future will show a decrease in fixed-
equipment weights.
The list below indicates the savings used for the 1985 equipment weights.
Instruments 20%
Surface controls 10%
Hydraulics 25%
Pneumatics No factor applied
Electrical 30%
Electronics 35%
Flight provisions 20%
Passenger accommodations 5 Ib (2.27 kg)/passenger
Cargo handling No factor applied
Emergency equipment No factor applied
Air conditioning 10%
Anti-icing 10%
Weight prediction variables.—The following list of variables is used in the weight
methods to analyze the various intraurban V/STOL concepts.
• Wing—Wing area; gross weight; wing sweep; taper ratio; thickness/chord ratio;
dead weight relief factors for fuel, engines, etc.; fatigue allowance; high-lift flap
systems; and augmentation allowance
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• Empennage—Horizontal and vertical tail areas, gross weight, design dive speed,
surface sweep, taper ratio, thickness/chord ratio
• Fuselage—Wetted area, weight of contents, body length, number of door cutouts,
design dive speed, and pressurization
• Landing gear-Gross weight and frequency of landings
• Propulsion-Length and diameter of engine, sea level static thrust, and fuel
capacity
• Fixed equipment—Gross weight, electrical requirements, airplane geometry, and
interior arrangement
Weight uncertainty.—The empirical methods used in this analysis have a statistical
accuracy of approximately ±10% on operating empty weight (OEW) for the commercial
airplane family. The items that build up to an OEW could quite possibly be much greater
than the above tolerance value.
Consistency in weight trends for parametric studies is maintained, however, because
basic weight equations reflect weight variations due to scaling of geometry, thrust, wing
loading, etc. Resulting calculated operating empty weight trends are therefore consistent for
each configuration type and type comparison.
6.1.6 Avionics and Flight Operations
The advanced technology of avionics and flight operations assumes an essentially new
use of the operating environment for the time periods considered in this study. This section
will describe the approach aids, navigation, and communication technologies required to
support the intraurban transportation aircraft in the postulated 1975-1985 ATC systems, as
they differ from the technology levels described in reference 19.
6.1.6.1 Approach and Landing Aids
The approach and landing phase of the intraurban aircraft operations will be accom-
plished with the use of the microwave landing system. This system is currently under study
by the Radio Technical Communication for Aeronautics, Special Committee 117 (SC-117).
The task of SC-117 has been to develop a precision guidance system concept for approach
and landing and an associated signal structure. The current ILS system, used in airports in
the United States since 1939, works well in many circumstances and should be adequate for
continuing applications such as a low-cost aid for general aviation for many years. However,
the ILS is not protected by IAO agreement past 1975. The new microwave system offers
new capabilities that will include:
• Guidance service for fully automatic touchdown without dependence on other
sensor systems
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• Broad coverage in both azimuth and elevation for automatic turn-on to final
approach, controlled departure, and missed approaches
• Proportional coverage over wide angles for curved approach paths and glidepaths
• Relative freedom from siting effects
• Small size for equipment to meet military needs, including aircraft carriers and
certain needs of general aviation
• Potential for low-cost ground and airborne equipment for small airports and
general aviation use.
These features make the microwave landing system(MLS) especially attractive for
STOL use in an intraurban transportation situation. The MLS will provide a signal to the
aircraft that will permit the aircraft to fly a completely programed curvilinear (or straight)
path from initial signal intercept to touchdown. This signal will be composed of coded radia-
tion from two scanning beam antennas and a distance measuring device. The signal will be
processed by an onboard digital flight control computer to provide guidance information to
the aircraft flight control system.
6.1.6.2 Navigation
The intraurban aircraft will navigate by means of an inertially aided radio navigation
system. This system, using the VOR/DME signal environment while en route, will provide an
area navigation capability that will justify reduced longitudinal en route spacings. The VOR/
DME stations currently available and operating in the San Francisco Bay area will provide
adequate signal coverage for the en route portions of the intraurban route system while the
microwave landing system will provide the navigation signals required for terminal area
approaches. Figure 9-3 illustrates the major units of the aircraft navigation system.
6.1.6.3 Communications
It is expected that the digital data link will largely replace VHP voice communications
for the prime communications functions in intraurban systems. As shown in figure 6-22, the
data link will provide the necessary communications for air traffic control time-
synchronized operations as well as the surveillance function required where the terminal
area or en route surveillance radar system has neither the desired cover nor the accuracy.
6.2 CONFIGURATIONS
6.2.1 Design Ground Rules
The following basic ground rules have been used for the vehicle designs and weight
estimates. Sensitivity studies have been made to determine the effect of variations in some
of these ground rules on the transportation system. The changes made for the sensitivity
studies in section 6.2.7 are outlined below.
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• Design payload
- Passengers 50, 100, and 150 at 200 Ib (91 kg) each
— Baggage volume—5 cu ft (0.14 cu m)/passenger
— Crew—two
• Interior layout
— Compartments 5-, 6-, 7-abreast (back to back)
- Seat width-20 in. (0.508 m)
- 'Compartment length-80 in. (2.03 m)
— Number of doors—two per compartment (30 by 72 in.—0.76 by 1.83 m)
— Stewardesses—none
— Baggage volume:
50 passengers—250 cu ft (7.08 cu m)
100 passengers-500 cu ft (14.16 cu m)
150 passengers—750 cu ft (21.24 cu m)
• Air conditioning
- Pressurization-1.0 psi (703.1 kg/sq m)
• Fixed equipment
— APU-none
— Galleys—none
— Toilets—none
— Seats—nonreclining, lightweight
— Passenger service unit—none
6.2.2 Mission Ground Rules
The ground rules used in the initial phase of the study divide the mission into a series
of increments. The increments used are:
• Taxi-out (fuel and time; no distance credit)
• Takeoff and climb to 1500 ft (457 m) (fuel and time; no distance credit)
• Climb from 1500 ft (457 m) to cruise altitude (fuel, time, and distance)
• Acceleration (fuel, time, and distance)
• Cruise (fuel, time, and distance)
• Descent from cruise altitude to 1500 ft (457 m) (fuel, time, and distance)
• Approach and landing (fuel and time; no distance credit)
• Taxi in (fuel and time; no distance credit)
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• Reserves
• Field length 2000 ft (610 m)
The increment of time used during each taxi-out and taxi-in has been assumed as 30 sec
for the VTOL and 1 min for the STOL. The mission chosen for design purposes is 100 nmi
(185 km) at a cruise altitude of 5000 ft (1524 m). These are not considered to be optimum
cruise conditions but are typical of what might be expected in system operation. Reserves
are assumed to be 20 min cruise for the VTOL airplane and 30 min cruise for the STOL
airplanes.
The period of time involved during the boarding phase is to be treated as a variable.
6.2.3 Configuration Philosophy and Description
6.2.3.1 Configuration Philosophy
As pointed out in the earlier sections, these very-short-range airplanes are insensitive to
the usual design parameters, i.e. range factor, structural design techniques, etc. However, the
overall system is very sensitive to turnaround time, reliability, and airplane price. For
instance, with an average block time of 10 min, if the turnaround time is increased from 5
to 10 min, the overall utilization of the airplane falls to 75% of its former value. This
perturbation in turnaround time not only increases the direct operating costs (DOC) but
requires that the fleet size and the number of gates at the STOLport be increased by 33% to
carry the same passenger volume.
Because of the sensitivity to turnaround time and reliability, the primary goals in
developing the airplane configurations have been ease of access to the passenger cabin and
simplicity of design, both as a means of reducing manufacturing costs and reducing mainten-
ance costs. Turnaround time can be minimized if
• Passengers have easy access to and from the cabin
• Cabin has many doors
• Engines are operated continuously
• Refueling can take place at each stop on a semiautomatic basis.
The above design goals are best met with a high wing, T-tail configuration in which the
engines are located in or above the plane of the wing. This type of configuration places the
cabin floor close to the ground and leaves an unobstructed area surrounding the cabin free
for boarding ramps or elevators.
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The other design goals of reliability and low price are best met by simplifying the basic
configuration and design details. For instance, manufacturing costs can be lowered by
• Use of constant sections
• Multiple use of parts and assemblies
• Minimization of the amount of machined skins
• Elimination of exotic materials
To comply with the above techniques of cost reduction, a constant-diameter body with
identical frames, doors, and seats and an untapered wing and horizontal tail were chosen for
each configuration. The untapered wing also simplifies the method of flap operation. The
landing gear is semiretracting in that the oleo is sucked up after takeoff leaving the lower
portion of the wheels exposed.
The 1975 airplanes lend themselves to conventional skin/stringer or bonded-
honeycomb-type construction. Since the airplanes are insensitive to aerodynamic cleanli-
ness, the skin tolerances can be relaxed to use either type of construction to best advantage.
Although the fiber composite materials are exotic for the 1975 airplanes and will not
be used in that time period, it is assumed that, by 1985, the fiber composites will be readily
available with production of the fibers in sufficient quantity to support large-scale airplane
manufacture.
The airplane sizing, which includes weights and performance estimates, is performed
using a computerized airplane design program.
6.2.3.2 Interior Layout
The largest term in the ground time buildup is passenger debarking and embarking. To
minimize this time, the approach taken was to provide the passengers with a large number of
doors and locate them within the airplane so that they are able to reach the doors easily.
The simplest layout to accommodate these design features is the "European train" concept
in which the passengers are seated face-to-face across the airplane with an aisle between
them and doors at both ends of the aisle, see figure 6-23.
The actual passenger totals for the three interior layouts were 49, 95, and 153 pas-
sengers for the jet-powered airplanes and 50, 100, and 150 for the rotary wing machines.
The passenger baggage is containerized and located on the same level as the passengers.
6.2.3.3 Alternate Interior Layout
Two alternate interior layouts were used for the gate time sensitivity study. The first of
the alternate interiors, type II, is shown in figure 6-24. Basically, the type I interior has been
modified by joining two cabins together through the removal of two seats. Using one door
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for loading and one for unloading per cabin, effectively halves the number of doors required
for each airplane. The number of passengers for each of the type II airplanes are now 53,
109, and 155.
The type III interior, which is similar to a conventional airplane interior, is shown in
figure 6-25. The layouts have been based on the 50-passenger configuration, and its esti-
mated turnaround time of 5 min. The number of aisles and doors have been chosen to make
the 100- and 1 SOrpassenger airplanes comparable to the 50-passenger airplane in turnaround
time. The 150-passenger airplane cabin had to be resized to accommodate the two aisles.
The body diameter was increased from 161.5 to 174 in. (4.10 to 4.42 m) This increase in
body size makes an underfloor cargo hold feasible and results in a change of trend in the
airplane weights, see section 6.2.6.
The actual passenger numbers for the type III interior airplanes are 52, 101, and 150.
6.2.3.4 STOL Configurations
1975 augmentor wing STOL.—The 1975 augmentor wing design is based on the current
Boeing conversion of the de Havilland Buffalo for NASA. In the concept, the air supply
from the two engines is kept separate and is divided equally between the two wings (see fig.
6-26). The air from each engine is divided at the rear face of the low-pressure compressor
and led through two ducts to each wing. The air is ejected from each duct through an
individual nozzle so that the air supply from each engine is maintained in a separate duct
system right through the nozzle. The air supplies from each engine mix within the flap
where they also mix with the ambient air.
Since simplicity and not high propulsion efficiency is striven for, the augmentor flap is
used for cruise as well as takeoff and landing. The cruise configuration of the flap is 0°
deflection with the upper and lower flap sections closed slightly from the takeoff configura-
tion. By eliminating the requirement for individual cruise nozzles for each engine and by
providing duct separation, it is possible to build a valveless system. Loss of one engine
neither unchokes the nozzle nor produces an imbalance of air supply between each wing.
The thrust for airplane propulsion is distributed along the trailing edge of the wing at
all times with only a small percentage of the residual thrust being produced by the primary
section of the engine. The most convenient engine location to provide access to the wing
interior, simplifying the ducting system and providing an uncluttered exterior to ease pas-
senger access, is the wing tip, see figure 6-27.
The problem of providing sufficient room within the wing for the ducting system is
eased by using the same wing loading as the 1975 conventional STOL, 55.0 psf (268 kg/sq m).
The unaugmented T/W required for takeoff is taken from figure 6-4 as 0.39. To accom-
modate the ducting system, the basic wing thickness-to-chord ratio has been increased to
21% and the rear spar has been moved forward to the 45% chord position. The flap chord is
25% of the wing chord. One parameter that has a strong effect on the wing chord geometry
is the mixing ratio between the ambient air and the ducted air in the cruise configuration.
No data are available on this subject at the present time. To overcome this shortcoming, two
values of mixing ratio at either end of the anticipated range have been taken, and the wing
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chord geometry has been developed for both configurations in figure 6-28. These two
examples show that, in both cases, the ducting can be accommodated (between the rear spar
location, at approximately the 45% chord point, and the flaps) with space available for the
structure and control runs.
The estimates of cruise performance were based on the assumption that the flap aug-
mentation was balanced out by the ram drag of the flap. Consequently, the propulsion
system could be treated as a normal bypass engine with a large total pressure loss in the
bypass system. The assumption may not be strictly true but is the best approximation that
can be made at the present time.
The CLMAX (FAR) is 6.20, and the landing field length can be met with a braking
level of 0.25 g. A low braking level such as this is advantageous in increasing brake and tire
lives.
Estimates show that a 50-fps (15.2 m/sec) sharp-edge gust at sea level, when cruising at
M = 0.5, will induce a load factor of n = 3.1 g. This load exceeds the design load factor of the
airplane which is 2.5 g. Under these conditions, the airplane would be restricted to a cruise
speed of M = 0.4. Due to the above loading conditions, and because of the uncomfortable
ride characteristics, it is considered to be necessary to include a gust alleviation device that
would assist in maintaining the cruise speed and raising the structural fatigue life.
1985 augmentor wing STOL.—The primary differences between the 1975 and 1985
augmentor STOL airplanes are in the duct and nozzle designs and in the airframe structure,
see figure 6-29. The 1985 airplane uses a single duct with variable-area nozzles to prevent
the throats becoming unchoked during single-engine operation. The duct design also requires
a valve between each engine and the duct to block the end of the duct in the event of an
engine failure. By using the single large manifold duct, the engine pressure ratio can be
reduced to 2.5, thus reducing the noise level of the propulsion system.
The augmentor flap system on this airplane is capable of generating a CL^AX (FAR)
of approximately 10.0, allowing the wing loading to be raised to 80 psf (390 kg/sq m). The
unaugmented thrust loading necessary to meet the takeoff requirements is a T/W of 0.46.
The thickness-to-chord ratio is increased to 27%, but, because of the truncation of the trail-
ing edge, the aerodynamic thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c) is only 21%. The landing require-
ments dictate a braking level during rollout of 0.25 g.
6.2.3.5 VTOL Configuration
1975 tandem rotor helicopter.-The 1975 helicopter (fig. 6-30) is a four-engine
tandem-rotor design with 20% rotor overlap, the maximum allowed by noise considerations.
The analysis is benefiting from the Boeing heavy-lift helicopter effort. The aircraft are sized
for two hover conditions: first a 90° F (32° C) day with cruise at normal rated power, and
second, installed horsepower such that hover can be maintained with one engine inoperative
(OEI).
Flight control movements of the collective control, cyclic control, and directional
pedals are transmitted mechanically through a system of bell-cranks and push and pull
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linkages to a mixing unit where the control movements are coordinated to give the correct
cyclic and collective pitch to the rotor blades through hydraulic actuators positioned near
the swashplates. The following controls are provided:
• Roll—Lateral cyclic pitch
• Yaw-Differential lateral cyclic pitch
• Pitch—Differential collective pitch
• Height—Collective pitch
The system is mechanical to the control valves of the hydraulic boost actuators and is,
in all respects, similar to the latest control arrangement of present tandem-rotor helicopters.
A dual stability augmentation system automatically maintains stability in roll, pitch, and
yaw. The SAS has limited authority and may be overtaken by pilot control in any emer-
gency situation.
The rotors are four bladed and fully articulated. The blades were considered to be of
the advanced geometry blade (AGB) configuration with respect to taper, thickness, and
twist. A double-spar arrangement was selected as optimum in strength to weight (Vjjp =
750 fps-228.6 m/sec).
The helicopter hubs are of the elastomeric type with maximum use of titanium in all
possible applications.
The four engines are mounted in podded nacelles cantilevered outboard and forward of
the aft pylon. Each engine drives into a nose bevel gear box that transmits engine power to
the longitudinal shaft through a transverse shaft for the single main distribution gear box. A
separate short transverse shaft exists for each engine. An overrunning clutch is installed at
the inboard end of each transverse shaft. The clutch provides a positive drive connection for
the transmission of power and permits an automatic disconnect of any engine that becomes
damaged or inoperative. The longitudinal shaft transmits power to the forward and aft main
rotor gear boxes that consist of a bevel and double planetary reduction to the rotor shaft. A
small single (1:1 ratio) gear set is included in the main distribution gear box. A schematic of
the system is shown in figure 6-31.
1985 Helicopter.—The 1985 helicopters will be similar in arrangement to the 1975
helicopter, being somewhat smaller for each passenger capacity. The analysis uses the pre-
vious NASA study of the 1985 time period (ref. 1) for a data base.
The flight controls of the helicopter of the 1985 time period will have fly-by-wire
(triple redundancy) control input and electronic mixing and phasing to the electrically
operated actuator control valves. Actuation of the rotor blades and auxiliary controls will be
hydraulic and pneumatic, as shown for the 1975 time period above, with appropriate use of
advanced system techniques.
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The blade planform is of the AGB type, as above, with some advantage assumed in
weight due to the probable development and use of high strength-to-weight ratio materials
and advanced construction techniques (Vjjp = 750 fps—228.6 m/sec).
1985 Tilt Rotor.-The tilt-rotor airplane (fig. 6-32) represents the latest wing/nacelle
design that has evolved from extensive study at Boeing. The tilt-rotor airplanes are being
sized using the VASCOMP II program (developed for NASA under contract NAS2-3142). A
disc loading of 15 psf (73.2 kg/sq in) is being used.
Control in the conventional mode is provided by the elevator, rudder, and ailerons. In
hover and transition, control is provided in the following manner:
• Roll—Differential collective pitch
• Pitch—Longitudinal cycle pitch
• Yaw—Differential longitudinal cyclic pitch or a combination of differential longi-
tudinal cyclic pitch plus differential nacelle tilt
• Height—Collective pitch
An automatic sequencing and phase transition from hover flight to conventional flight
controls will be referenced to forward speed and nacelle angle. Wing flaps are programmed
with nacelle tilt. Mixing and phasing of controls during hover and transition will be con-
trolled electrically. A fly-by-wire system of control inputs will be used up to the electrically
actuated actuator control valves. The actuators will be hydraulically powered. Limited-
authority SAS maintains stability in hover and transitional flight.
The three-bladed rotor is of the hingeless (rigid) type. The blades are considered to be
made of composite materials allowing optimization of planform, thickness-to-chord ratio,
taper, and twist. It was assumed that a blade tip section would be available with a tip Mach
number limit of 95% (VTip = 850 fps-259 m/sec).
Two engines are mounted in each tilting nacelle at the wing tip. Each engine shaft
extends forward through an overrunning clutch to a spur gear input to the rotor gear box.
The power is transmitted through the spur reduction and a double planetary reduction to
the rotor shaft. A power takeoff from the rotor gear box ring gear is transmitted through a
short shaft to a bevel set that, in turn, transmits power to the cross shaft that is concentric
with the tilting axis and permits equal distribution of power in case of engine failure or a
partial power condition due to damage. A schematic of the system is shown in figure 6-33.
6.2.4 Characteristics Summary of Airplanes
Details of the geometric characteristics, weight breakdowns, and other pertinent data
for the baseline airplanes are presented in this section. The overall geometric, weights, and
performance data for the airplanes are presented in tables 6-4 through 6-8, and the weight
statements are presented in tables 6-9 through 6-13.
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The above data are presented in a comparative form, with plots of takeoff gross weight,
operational empty weight (OEW) fraction, and payload fraction versus passenger capacity,
for all the airplanes in figures 6-34, 6-35, and 6-36. The basic conclusions drawn from these
comparisons are that:
• STOL airplanes are lighter than VTOL airplanes.
• OEW fractions vary between 50% and 70%.
• Payload fractions vary between 25% and 40%.
6.2.5 Airplane Performance Summary
The curves of block time and fuel used versus range for each of the baseline airplanes is
presented in figures 6-37 through 6-41. A comparison of the fuel used and block times
versus range for each of the 100-passenger airplanes is presented in figures 6-42 and 6-43. A
quick survey of these data indicates that the 1975 helicopter burns more fuel than the other
airplanes and that the block time of the helicopter is considerably higher than the other
vehicles.
6.2.6 Airplane Sensitivities Studies
The following studies were performed to determine the sensitivity of various airplane
characteristics to perturbation of various mission and design parameters. The results of the
economic analyses for all sensitivity studies, except the number of hops, are presented in
section 11.5.
6.2.6.1 Design Field Length
The investigation of the field-length variation of the 1975 and 1985 augmentor wing
airplanes was performed using the 95-passenger configuration as the baseline. The field-
length variation was achieved by holding the wing loading constant for each of the tech-
nology years and allowing the thrust loading to vary. The basic results of the study are
shown in figures 6-44 and 6-45 where fuel burned, empty weight, and gross weight are
plotted against field length. The sensitivities of the design parameters to field length, evalu-
ated at the 2000-ft (610-m) field length, are tabulated in table 6-14.
The performance data are presented in figures 6-46 and 6-47, where the fuel burned
and block time for each field length are plotted against range. A weight statement for each
of the airplanes is given in tables 6-15 and 6-16.
6.2.6.2 Thrust Loading
The field length data have been replotted to show the thrust loading sensitivities, see
figure 6-48 and 6-49. The values of the sensitivities are listed in table 6-17.
The results show that the airplane characteristics are relatively insensitive to changes in
thrust loading, which is the general conclusion of the sensitivity analysis of section 6.1.1.
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6.2.6.3 Design Cruise Mach Number
The sensitivities of the airplanes to design cruise Mach number have been investigated
using the 1975 and 1985 augmentor wing STOL baseline 95-passenger airplanes. The thrust
loadings and wing loadings for the 2000-ft (610m) field length have been used for each
airplane, and only the cruise Mach number has been varied.
The results of these sensitivity studies are presented in figures 6-50 and 6-51, and the
weight statements are in tables 6-18 and 6-19. The figures show that the gross weights and
operational empty weights are relatively insensitive to design cruise Mach number over the
range investigated. The fuel burned shows a minimum at approximately M° 0.4, and the
overall maximum variation in fuel burned is approximately 20%. For the Mach number
range studied, the block times were reduced from 0.575 to 0.342 hr at M = 0.6, a reduction
of 40%.
6.2.6.4 1985 Tilt-Rotor VTOL Disc Loading
The disc loading of the tilt-rotor VTOL was varied between 11 and 19 psf (53.7 and
92.8 kg/sq m). The result of increasing the disc loading is to increase the power requirements
and ultimately the cruise speed capability. Hence, the increase in disc loading results in an
increase of gross weight, see figure 6-52. The weight statements are given in table 6-20.
6.2.6.5 Gate Time Sensitivity
The gate time sensitivity has been performed by comparing the baseline airplane, which
is designed around the type I "European train" interior layout described in section 6.2.3.2,
with airplanes designed around the type II and III interior layouts described in section
6.2.3.3. The 1975 and 1985 augmentor wing airplanes were chosen as the basic airplanes for
use in the analysis.
The plot of gross weight versus passenger capacity is presented in figure 6-53 for each
type of interior and the two technology levels. The airplanes with the type I and II interiors
tend to fall on the same curve, but the conventional type III interior produces a 5% higher
gross weight at the 50- to 100-passenger capacities. However, the type III, 150-passenger
airplane has a 2%-3% lower gross weight due to the overall lighter body. The weight state-
ments for the airplanes are presented in tables 6-21 through 6-24.
The nominal gate times that each of the types of interiors represent are: type I, 3 min;
type II, 4 min; and type III, 5 min.
6.2.6.6 Low-Maintenance Engine
The sensitivity of the augmentor wing STOL to use of the low-maintenance and low-
cost engine has been investigated, and the airplane has been resized to reflect the changes in
the powerplant characteristics.
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The penalties associated with the low-maintenance and low-cost engine are estimated
to be:
• A 15% increase in engine weight
• A 10% increase in sfc
The impact of the powerplant change on the 49-passenger airplane can be noted from
the weight statement of table 6-25. The operational empty weight increased by 700 Ib (317
kg) or 2.9%.
The overall effect of the engine change on the direct operating costs can be seen from
figure 6-54. The increases in sfc and engine weight of 10% and 15%, respectively, produce an
increase of 3% in the DOC. However, a 20% reduction in engine price reduced the DOC by
1.7%, and a 20% reduction in engine maintenance costs reduced the DOC by a further 4.3%.
From the above analysis it can be seen that, if a choice has to be made between reduc-
ing initial engine cost or reducing the engine maintenance costs, the choice would be to
strive to reduce the maintenance costs. Furthermore, the reduction in maintenance costs is
also reflected in the reduction in maintenance facility requirements, which will assist in
reducing the indirect operating costs. No estimate was made of the change in maintenance
facility requirements.
6.2.6.7 Unrefueled Hops
The sensitivity of designing the four basic airplanes to perform a series of unrefueled
20-nmi (39-km) hops is presented in figure 6-55. The number of hops were varied from one to
seven, with a 4-min gate time after each hop. The percentage variation in gross weight per hop
for each type of airplane is:
1985 Tilt Rotor
1975STOL 1985STOL 1975 Helicopter VTOL
3.0% 2.1% 1.8% 1.3%
6.2.7 Description of Competing Configurations
The first phase of the study compared many possible airplane concepts that could be
suitable for an intraurban transportation system. These airplanes were eliminated from the
study at the end of phase I. A brief summary of the competing airplanes, their character-
istics, and the reasons for which they were dropped from the study follows.
6.2.7.1 1975 and 1985 Conventional STOL
The design parameters of the conventional STOL are dependent on the high-lift system
used. To maintain the current design philosophies of simplicity and reliability, a double-
slotted Fowler flap with a slotted aileron were chosen. A wing section with a t/c of 0.15 and
a blunt leading edge eliminated the need for leading edge devices. The CL^AX (FAR) for
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the configuration is approximately 3.60. Assuming an average deceleration of 0.45g in the
landing rollout, a wing loading of 55 psf (268 kg/sq m) is required to meet the 2000-ft (610
m) field length, see figure 6-56. The thrust loading required to meet the takeoff require-
ments is T/W = 0.48.
The final configuration and engine location selection is the result of satisfying the
following criteria:
• Keep engines clear of the cabin side to permit cabin access.
• Keep engines close to the airplane centerline to minimize yawing moments due to
single-engine operation.
• Minimize the propulsion/wing-lift interaction to avoid induced rolling moments
due to loss of an engine.
• Minimize loss of wing lift due to nacelle/flap interaction.
• Keep engines close to the eg to avoid a close-coupled configuration.
Economically, there was little difference between the conventional and the augmentor
wing STOL airplanes. It was believed that either of the two concepts was suitable for more-
detailed analysis, and the major results of the study would not be affected by the choice.
6.2.7.2 1985 Ejector Wing VTOL
During the evaluation of various jet-powered vertical-takeoff aircraft, the operational
ground rules were made that:
• All engines must be operated continuously.
• Loss of one engine must not result in a loss of control or hover capability.
The configuration that evolved is based on a tilt-wing ejector flap, see figure 6-57. The
ejector flap differs from the augmentor flap in that the ejector flaps are used as control and
thrust augmentation devices and not as a means of developing high lift levels. During hover,
the ejector flap provides both yaw and roll control; pitch control is developed through atti-
tude control thrusters in the nose and tail of the body. Four engines are installed for safety
with a combined installed thrust-to-weight ratio of unity. The excess thrust over weight is
obtained through augmentation in the ejector. It is estimated that the augmentation during
hover should provide an additional 40% thrust. In the event of an engine failure, the total
thrust-to-weight ratio would still be greater than 1.05, and control would be maintained by
ducting air from one wing to the other. The crossover duct has been sized for the worst pos-
sible condition of failure of two engines on one wing. In this event, the equivalent of one
engine's air supply would be ducted to the other wing ?nd, although the airplane would be
incapable of hovering, it would be capable of a conventional landing.
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The duct system requires valves for control of air supply in the event of engine failure.
These include valves between each engine and the duct and along the slot. Other valves will
be required to operate the attitude-control thrusters.
Structurally, the manifold duct acts as a rear spar and the pivot point for the wing. The
second duct is accommodated in the wing box region behind the front spar. Due to this use
of available space, the fuel tanks are located in the wing leading edge.
The 1985 ejector wing VTOL was dropped from the study because of its inability to
compete economically with the other airplanes.
6.3 FLIGHT SAFETY
The purpose of evaluating the flight safety data is to develop the costs associated with
insuring the airplane fleet and to compare the passenger safety with other modes of travel.
The analysis shown below is based on current trends extrapolated to the 1980-1990 time
period. Due to the quantity of data available and because the data are being used to generate
information on a different mode of air travel, the extrapolations are more than normally
prudent. For this reason, the results should be treated as trends rather than as firm values.
A survey of all free-world jet fleet accidents over the period 1959 to 1970 shows that
the majority of accidents (54.5%) occurred in the final portion of the flight profile, see
figure 6-58. Of the remaining 45.5% of the accidents, 31.9% occurred during taxi, takeoff,
and climb. The intraurban flights have essentially no cruise portion to the flight profile. Since
the majority of accidents occur during the noncruise region, the flight safety statistics are
evaluated on a departure basis and not on a passenger-mile basis.
One problem associated with evaluating the safety record of the current jet fleets is
that the landing field lengths for these airplanes are in the range of 5000 to 7000 ft (1524 to
2134 m), and the airplanes are often landing on 10 000-ft (3048 m) runways. In other
words, there is a large margin available for touchdown dispersion. This dispersion margin
will not be available to STOL airplanes, and, to minimize the effect of the constraint, full
use must be made of automated landings, low approach speeds, and steep glidepaths. The
estimated fatal accident rate is derived from a projection of fatal accident rate correlated
with time.
The trend in U.S. fatal accidents per million departures versus time is shown in figure
6-59. The data for the period 1959 to 1969 have been used to extrapolate to the intraurban
system time periods of 1980 and 1990. The trend indicates a fatal accident rate of 0.13
million departures by 1980.
Previous studies of the effect of approach speed on the accident rate have indicated
that a trend exists in which the reduction in approach speed tends to reduce the accident
rate. However, the quantity and quality of data available are insufficient to project a value
for accident rate at the approach speeds expected of the intraurban STOL.
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To be more conservative and negate some of the errors due to extrapolation, an acci-
dent rate of 0.5 per million landings has been used to estimate insurance costs. This is 70%
of the current DC-9 accident rate. Using the 1980 STOL base case, this would amount to a
long-term average of 0.345 accidents per year.
Comparable data for the helicopter is sparse and does not form a good statistical basis.
However, the data available for the period 1960 to 1965 indicates a fatal accident rate of
4.05 per million departures, which is comparable with the jet air transport fatal accident
rate for the same period.
An attempt has been made to compare rail, bus, and air transport in order to show
their relative safety. The first correlation is shown in figure 6-60 where the fatalities per 100
million passenger miles are compared annually. Air transport displays a vast improvement in
time and is now comparable with bus transportation, which has displayed no improvement
with time. The rail transportation data are erratic, but the upper bound shows a good
improvement with time. The erratic behavior is probably due to the reduced data sampling
incurred from reduced passenger operations.
When total fatalities are compared, the results shed more light on the relative safety of
operations. The total number of passenger fatalities over the period 1950 to 1969 for U.S.
route air carriers is 2573, bus is 2090, and rail is 765. However, other fatalities involving rail
transportation (railroad crossings, etc.) contributed another 46,000 fatalities. The number
of other fatalities related to U.S. route air carrier operations were 73 (not onboard the com-
mercial aircraft) for this same time period. No figure was available for bus-related fatalities.
The accidental fatality rate for the automobile passenger, which is an order of magnitude
higher than the other modes of travel, has shown a slight improvement in the same time
period.
To simplify analysis of the automobile fatalities and so determine the impact of the
intraurban system on the overall accidental fatalities, the number of fatalities per 1000
vehicles registered has been developed, see figure 6-61. These statistics are available for the
period 1915 to 1969. Extrapolating the upper and lower boundaries of the data variations
to 1980 yields a fatality rate of approximately 0.3 to 0.4 per 1000 vehicles registered.
The 1980 STOL base case projects a total of 48 551 passengers per day using the intra-
urban system, of which 60% would sell their automobiles. Using a mean fatal accident rate
of 0.35 per 1000 vehicles registered, this would amount to a saving of 10 lives per year. By
comparison, the assumed intraurban system fatality rate would yield an average of 4.7
fatalities per year, or a net saving of five lives per year.
Other methods of predicting relative accident rates in 1980 would yield slightly varying
numbers, but the importance here is that the aircraft system is still a safer mode of travel
than the automobile, even at these very short ranges.
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TABL E 6-1. -A UGMENTOR FLAP CYCLE AND NOISE PARAMETERS
Parameter
Fan pressure ratio
Bypass ratio
Turbine inlet temperature, R ( K)
Primary jet velocity, ft/sec (m/sec)
Fan jet velocity, ft/sec (m/sec)
Fan tip speed, ft/sec (m/sec)
1975
3.0
2.5
2800(1550)
700 (213)
1400 (428)
1350 (410)
1985
2.5
3.2
2800(1550)
700(213)
1250 (380)
1250(380)
TABLE 6-2.-STUDY ENGINE PARAMETERS
Parameter
Reference engine
shp/Wa (std day), hp/lb/sec (watt/kg/sec)
Turbine inlet temperature, F (°K)
Pressure ratio @ 95° F (308° K)
sfc, Ib/hp-hr (kg/watt hr)
Power/weight ratio (std day)
1975
T64/S5C-1
174(286000)
2200(1480)
15.7
0.468 (0.000284)
6.40
1985
GE1/S1A-modified
218 (358500)
2400(1590)
12.74
0.410(0.000249)
8.77
TABLE 6-3.-GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITEPROPERTIES-1985
Property
Longitudinal tensile strength
Longitudinal tensile modulus
Longitudinal compressive strength
Transverse tensile strength
Transverse tensile modulus
Flexural strength (L/D = 32/1)
Flexural modulus (L/D = 4/1)
Short beam shear (L/D = 4/1)
Filament content by volume
Composite density
psi
250 000
50 x 106
250 000
10000
1 x 106
220 000
40 x 106
16000
60%
0.05 Ib/in.3
N/m2
17.2 x 108
34.5 x 1010
17.2 x 108
6.9 x 108
69 x 108
151 x 108
27.5 x 1010
11 x 108
60%
1380kg/m3
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TABLE 6-4.-BASELINE AIRPLANES-1975 AUGMENTOR WING STOL
Airplane components
Span, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Mean chord, ft
Span, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Mean chord, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Length, ft
Diameter, in.
OEW, Ib
Payload, Ib
Mission fuel, Ib
Reserve fuel, Ib
Maximum taxi GW, Ib
Field length, ft
Range, nmi
Cruise speed, kn
Cruise altitude, ft
No. engines/SLST Ib
Passengers
49 95 153
English units
Wing dimensions
63.6
675
6.0
10.61
81.1
1097
6.0
13.52
99.6
1654
6.0
16.60
Horizontal tail dimensions
24.8
205
3.0
8.26
30.1
302
3.0
10.04
33.7
379
3.0
11.24
Vertical tail dimensions
124
1.0
184
1.0
222
1.0
Body dimensions
61.0
130.5
86.0
145.0
111.7
161.5
Weights
24 160
. 9800
1 717
1 441
37 118
36408
19000
2660
2282
60350
53159
30600
3872
3347
90978
Performance
2000
100
325
5000
2000
100
325
5000
2000
100
325
5000
Propulsion
2/7238 2/1 1 768 2/17741
Passengers
49 95 153
International system of units
Wing dimensions
19.38
62.71
6.00
3.23
24.72
101.91
6.00
4.12
30.36
153.66
6.00
5.06
Horizontal tail dimensions
7.56
19.04
3.0
2.52
9.17
28.06
3.0
3.06
10.27
35.21
3.00
3.43
Vertical tail dimensions
11.52
1.0
17.09
1.0
20.62
1.0
Body dimensions
18.59
3.31
26.21
3.68
34.05
4.10
Weights
10959
4445
779
654
16837
610
185
602
1 524
16515
8618
1 207
1 035
27375
24 113
13880
1 756
1 518
41 268
Performance
610
185
602
1 524
610
185
602
1 524
Propulsion
2/3283 2/5338 2/8047
Units
m
m2
m
m
m2
m
m2
m
m
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
m
km
km/hr
m
kg
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TA BL E 6-5. -BASEL INE AIRPLANES-1985 A UGMEN TOR WING STOL
Airplane components
Span, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Mean chord, ft
Span, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Mean chord, ft
Area, sq ft
Aspect ratio
Length, ft
Diameter, in.
OEW, Ib
Payload, Ib
Mission fuel, Ib
Reserve fuel, Ib
Maximum taxi GW, Ib
Field length, ft
Range, nmi
Cruise speed, kn
Cruise altitude, ft
No. engines/SLST Ib
Passengers
49 95 153
English units
Wing dimensions
47.4
375
6.0
7.90
60.4
607
6.0
10.06
74.0
913
6.0
12.33
Horizontal tail dimensions
21.1
149
3.0
7.05
25.6
219
3.0
8.54
28.6
273
3.0
9.54
Vertical tail dimensions
96
1.0
142
1.0
170
1.0
Body dimensions
61.0
130.5
86.0
145.0
111.7
161.5
Weights
17497
9800
1 421 '
1 259
29977
25393
19000
2198
1 989
48580
36262
30600
3207
2937
73006
Performance
2000
100
325
5000
2000
100
325
5000
2000
100
325
5000
Propulsion
2/6895 2/11 173 2/16791
Passengers
49 95 153
International system of units
Wing dimensions
14.45
34.84
6.00
2.41
18.41
56.39
6.00
3.07
22.56
84.82
6.00
3.76
Horizontal tail dimensions
6.43
13.84
3.00
2.15
7.80
20.34
3.00
2.60
8.72
25.36
3.00
2.91
Vertical tail dimensions
8.92
1.0
13.19
1.0
15.79
1.0
Body dimensions
18.59
3.31
26.21
3.68
34.05
4.10
Weights
7937
4445
645
571
1 360
11 518
8618
997
902
22036
16448
13880
1455
1 332
33 116
Performance
610
185
602
1 524
610
185
602
1 524
610
185
602
1 524
Propulsion
2/3127 2/5068 2/7616
Units
m
m2
m
m
m2
m
m2
m
m
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
m
km
km/hr
m
kg
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TABLE 6-9.- WEIGHT STA TEMENT-1975
AUGMENTOR WING STOL
BASELINE AIRPLANES
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
49 95 153
Ib
4 126
625
377
6678
722
211
418
13 156
1 857
188
65
78
214
130
514
3046
424
625
300
138
1087
691
468
2706
95
81
364
108
0
354
7441
0
0
23643
517
24160
33960
37 118
7 142
927
559
10213
1 148
252
780
21022
3507
220
75
78
314
257
655
5107
436
891
348
203
1 087
775
501
3974
179
118
477
116
0
575
9681
0
0
35810
599
36408
55408
60350
11 113
1 144
669
14548
1 752
496
1 634
31 357
6 108
252
85
78
410
384
805
8123
453
1 172
409
285
1 087
886
544
6042
272
167
650
126
0
868
12961
0
0
52441
718
53159
83759
90978
49 95 153
kg
1 871
283
171
3029
327
96
190
5968
842
85
29
35
97
59
233
1 382
192
283
136
63
493
313
212
1 227
43
37
165
49
0
160
3375
0
0
10724
234
10959
15404
16837
3240
420
254
4633
521
114
354
9536
1 591
100
34
35
142
116
297
2316
198
404
158
92
493
351
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
261
4391
0
0
16243
272
16515
25 133
27375
5041
519
303
6599
795
225
741
14 224
2771
114
39
35
186
174
365
3685
205
532
186
129
493
402
247
2741
123
76
295
57
0
394
5879
0
0
23787
326
24 113
37993
41 268
103
TABLE 6-10.- WEIGHT STA TEMENT-
1985AUGMENTOR WING STOL
BASELINE AIRPLANES
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverse r
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
49 | 95 153
Ib
1 573
311
202
4741
642
186
508
8164
1694
185
63
78
214
161
383
2778
336
496
213
117
761
432
375
2385
95
70
325
96
0
337
6038
0
0
16980
517
17497
27927
29977
2514
449
292
6922 .
1 019
222
924
12342
2964
217
72
78
314
320
488
4452
344
754
243
171
761
476
401
3498
179
99
429
100
0
546
8000
0
0
24794
599
25393
44393
48580
3782
555
344
9695
1 552
436
1 766
18130
4638
248
81
78
410
479
598
6532
355
1 025
280
238
761
533
435
5326
272
138
586
112
0
821
10882
0
0
35544
718
36262
66862
73006
49 95 153
Kg
714
141
92
2150
291
84
230
3 703
768
84
29
35
97
73
174
1 260
152
225
97
53
345
196
170
1 082
43
32
147
44
0
153
2739
0
0
7702
234
7937
12668
13597
1 140
204
132
3 140
462
101
419
5598
1 344
98
33
35
142
145
221
2019
156
342
110
78
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
248
3629
0
0
11 247
272
11 518
20 137
22036
1 716
252
156
4398
704
198
801
8224
2 104
112
37
35
186
217
271
2963
161
465
127
108
345
242
197
2416
123
63
266
51
0
372
4936
0
0
16123
326
16448
30329
33 116
104
TABLE 6-11.- WEIGH T STA TEMENT-1975
TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTER
BASEL INE AIRPLA NES
Airplane Components
Rotor
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear \
Nose landing gear /
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Drive system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Miscellaneous accommodations
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
50 98 | 150
Ib
3873
6435
1315
725
12348
940
295
483
4027
5745
265
1973
245
775
750
220
2275
135
750
70
1 198
8656
0
0
26 749
520
27269
37269
41 000
7484
10080
2335
1 267
21 166
1 944
546
661
8353
11 504
265
3328
265
875
750
220
4500
135
1 500
70
3128
15036
0
0
47706
520
48226
67826
75000
10922
13290
3265
1 727
29204
2892
783
812
12671
17158
265
4595
275
930
750
220
6 150
135
2250
70
4268
19908
0
0
66270
520
66790
96790
106150
50 98 | 150
kg
1 757
2919
596
329
5601
426
134
219
1 827
2606
120
895
111
352
340
100
1 032
61
340
32
543
3926
0
0
12 133
236
12369
16905
18598
3395
4572
1 059
575
9601
882
248
300
3789
5218
120
1 510
120
397
340
100
2041
61
680
32
1 419
6820
0
0
21 639
236
21 875
30766
34020
4954
6028
1 481
783
13 247
1 312
355
368
5 748
7783
120
2084
125
422
340
100
2790
61
1 021
32
1 936
9030
0
0
30060
236
30296
43904
48 150
105
TABLE 6- 12.-WEIGHTSTA TEMENT-1985
TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTER
BASELINE AIRPLANES
Rotor
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear 1
Nose landing gear |
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Drive system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Miscellaneous accommodations
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
50 | 98 150
Ib
3719
4440
1 155
552
9866
738
208
371
3656
4973
211
1 948
184
543
490
176
2025
135
680
60
926
7378
0
0
22217
520
22737
32737
35650
7252
6970
2065
980
17267
1 562
372
492
7785
10211
211
3344
199
612
490
176
4000
135
1 353
60
2026
12606
0
0
40084
520
40604
60204
66000
10896
9265
2995
1 416
24572
2502
560
618
12352
16032
211
4759
206
651
490
176
5400
135
2028
60
3808
17924
0
0
58528
520
59048
89048
97000
50 98 | 150
kg
1 687
2014
524
250
4475
335
94
168
1 658
2256
96
884
83
246
222
80
918
61
308
27
420
3347
0
0
10078
236
10313
14850
16 171
3290
3162
937
444
7832
706
169
223
3531
4632
96
1 517
90
278
222
80
1 814
61
614
27
919
5718
0
0
18 182
236
18418
27308
29938
4942
4 203
1 358
642
11 146
1 135
254
280
5603
7272
96
2 159
93
295
222
80
2449
61
920
27
1 727
8 130
0
0
26548
236
26784
40392
44000
106
TABLE 6-13.-WEIGHTSTATEMENT-1985
TILT ROTOR VTOL
BASELINE AIRPLANES
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail 1
Vertical tail /
Body
Main landing gear 1
Nose landing gear J
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Propeller installation
Drive system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
50 100 150
Ib
2 111
437
3374
1 141
549
7612
894
318
85
2168
1 715
5180
210
2683
185
545
490
175
2025
135
520
85
7053
0
0
19845
520
20365
30365
32597
4105
895
6323
2 122
918
14343
1496
532
151
4264
3621
10064
210
4893
200
615
490
175
4000
135
907
85
11 773
0
0
36 180
520
36700
56700
60636
6211
1 342
8839
3063
1 272
20727
2072
737
209
6358
5627
15003
210
7033
210
650
490
175
5400
135
1 420
85
15808
0
0
51 538
520
52058
82058
87511
50 100 150
kg
957
198
1 530
518
249
3453
406
144
38
983
778
2350
95
1 217
84
247
222
79
919
61
236
38
3 199
0
0
9002
236
9 238
13 774
14 786
1 862
406
2868
963
416
6506
678
241
68
1 934
1 642
4565
95
2219
91
279
222
79
1 814
61
411
38
5340
0
0
16411
236
16647
25719
27504
2817
609
4009
1 389
577
9402
940
334
95
2884
2552
6805
95
3 190
95
295
222
79
2449
61
644
38
7 171
0
0
23378
236
23614
37222
39695
107
TABLE 6-14.-FIELD LENGTH SENSITIVITIES
Sensitivity
awFUEL
9(FL)
3WOEW
d(FL)
3WGW
9(FL)
Airplane
1975
Ib/ft
-0.440
-3.00
-4.10
kg/m
-0.654
-4.46
-6.10
1985
Ib/ft
-0.315
-1.60
-2.30
kg/m
-0.468
-3.38
-3.420
108
TABLE 6- 15.-W EIGHTSTA TEMENT-1975 AUGMENTOR WING STOL,
95PASSENGERS, FIELD LENGTH VARIATION
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
SLST per engine (2 engines)
Field length, ft
1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000
Ib
7920
1 102
657
10525
1 198
262
22481
5366
254
75
78
314
257
682
7026
439
942
358
217
1 087
793
501
3974
179
126
477
127
0
883
10 104
0
0
39611
599
40209
59209
65428
18058
7491
1 005
599
10355
1 171
257
21 679
4335
237
75
78
314
257
668
5964
438
915
352
210
1 087
783
501
3974
179
122
477
121
0
714
9871
0
0
37514
599
38 113
57 113
62639
14595
7 142
927
559
10213
1 148
252
21 022
3507
220
75
78
314
257
655
5 107
436
891
348
203
1 087
775
501
3974
179
118
477
116
0
575
9681
0
0
35810
599
36408
55408
60350
11 768
6882
871
529
10102
1 131
249
20526
2888
206
75
78
314
257
646
4464
435
874
344
199
1 087
769
501
3974
179
116
477
112
0
472
9537
0
0
34527
599
35126
54 126
58624
9644
6703
832
508
10025
1 119
247
20 182
2446
195
75
78
314
257
639
4004
435
861
342
195
1087
764
501
3974
179
114
477 -
109
0
397
9435
0
0
33621
599
34220
53220
57428
8 126
Field length, m
305 457 610 762 914
kg
3592
500
298
4 774
543
119
10 197
2434
115
34
35
142
117
309
3 187
199
427
162
98
493
360
227
1 803
81
57
216
58
0
400
4583
0
0
17967
272
18239
26857
29678
8 191
3398
456
272
4697
531
117
9834
1 966
108
34
35
142
117
303
2705
199
415
160
95
493
355
227
1 803
81
55
216
55
0
324
4477
0
0
17016
272
17 288
25906
28413
6620
3 240
420
254
4633
521
114
9536
1 591
100
34
35
142
117
297
2317
198
404
158
92
493
351
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
261
4391
0
0
16 243
272
16515
25 133
27375
5338
3 122
395
240
4582
513
113
9311
1 310
93
34
35
142
117
293
2 025
198
396
156
90
493
349
227
1 803
81
53
216
51
0
214
4326
0
0
15661
272
15933
24 551
26592
4375
3040
377
230
4547
508
112
9 155
1 110
88
34
35
142
117
290
1 816
198
390
155
88
493
347
227
1 803
81
52
216
49
0
180
4280
0
0
15250
272
15522
24 140
26049
3686
109
TABLE 6-16.-WEIGHTSTATEMENT-1985
AUGMENTOR WING STOL, 95
PASSENGERS, FIELD LENGTH
VARIATION
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
SLST per engine (2 engines)
Field length, ft
1 000
2713
517
332
7077
1050
228
955
12872
4 131
242
72
78
314
320
502
5660
345
790
247
179
761
483
401
3498
179
104
429
107
0
765
8288
0
0
26821
599
27419
46419
51 554
15647
1 500 2000 2500 3000
2599
478
309
6990
1032
225
938
12571
3467
228
72
78
314
320
494
4974
344
769
245
174
761
479
401
3498
179
102
429
103
0
641
8 125
0
0
25670
599
26269
45269
49859
13113
2514
449
292
6922
1019
222
924
12342
2964
216
72
78
314
320
488
4452
344
754
243
171
761
476
401
3498
179
99
429
100
0
546
8000
0
0
24794
599
25393
44393
48580
11 173
2442
425
277
6864
1 007
220
911
12146
2536
206
72
78
314
320
482
4008
343
740
241
167
761
473
401
3498
179
98
429
97
0
466
7894
0
0
24049
599
24647
43647
47493
9522
2387
407
265
6818
998
218
900
11 993
2 196
196
72
78
314
320
478
3655
343
730
240
165
761
471
401
3498
179
96
429
95
0
401
7810
0
0
23457
599
24056
43056
46648
8210
Field length, m
305 457 610 762 914
1 231
234
150
3210
476
103
433
5839
1 874
110
33
35
142
145
228
2567
156
358
112
81
345
219
182
1 587
81
47
194
49
0
347
3759
0
0
12 166
272
12437
21 056
23385
7097
1 179
217
140
3 171
468
102
425
5702
1 573
103
33
35
142
145
224
2256
156
349
111
79
345
217
182
1 587
81
46
194
47
0
291
3686
0
0
11 644
272
11 916
20534
22616
5948
1 140
204
132
3 140
462
101
419
5598
1 344
98
33
35
142
145
221
2019
156
342
110
78
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
248
3629
0
0
11 247
272
11 518
20137
22036
5068
1 108
193
126
3 114
457
100
413
5509
1 150
93
33
35
142
145
219
1 818
156
336
109
76
345
215
182
1 587
81
44
194
44
0
211
3581
0
0
10909
272
11 180
19798
21 543
4319
1 083
185
120
3093
453
99
408
5440
996
89
33
35
142
145
217
1 658
156
331
109
75
345
214
182
1 587
81
44
194
43
0
182
3543
0
0
10640
272
10912
19530
21 160
3724
110
TABLE 6- 17.-THRUSTLOADING SENSITIVITIES
Sensitivity3
9WFUEL
3(T/W)
3WOEW
3(T/W)
3WGW
anvw)
Airplane
1975
Ib
3000
23500
31 000
kg
1 360
10650
14050
1985
Ib
2500
12500
19000
k9
1132
5600
8610
a\A/FUEL sensitivity refers to fuel burned.
Ill
TABLE 6- 18.-W EIGHT STA TEMENT-1975
AUGMENTOR WING STOL, 95
PASSENGERS, MACH NUMBER
VARIATION
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Mach number
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.591
Ib
7 150
929
560
10216
1 148
252
780
21 036
3510
221
75
78
314
257
656
5 110
436
892
348
203
1 087
775
501
3974
179
118
477
116
0
576
9682
0
0
35828
599
36427
55427
60403
7095
917
554
10 193
1 147
252
779
20937
3489
220
75
78
314
257
656
5087
436
888
347
202
1 087
774
501
3974
179
118
477
116
0
573
9671
0
0
35695
599
36294
55294
60039
7 142
927
559
10213
1 148
252
780
21 022
3507
220
75
78
314
257
655
5 107
436
891
348
203
1 087
775
501
3974
179
118
477
116
0
575
9681
0
0
35810
599
36409
55409
60350
7213
943
567
10242
1 150
253
781
21 148
3533
221
75
78
314
257
658
5 136
437
896
349
205
1 087
777
501
3974
179
119
477
116
0
580
9695
0
0
35979
599
36577
55577
60812
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.591
kg
3 243
421
254
4 634
521
114
354
9 542
1 592
100
34
35
142
117
298
2318
198
405
158
92
493
352
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
261
4392
0
0
16252
272
16523
25 142
27399
3 218
416
251
4624
520
114
353
9497
1 583
100
34
35
142
117
298
2307
198
403
157
92
493
351
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
260
4 387
0
0
16 191
272
16463
25081
27 234
3 240
420
254
4633
521
114
354
9 536
1 591
100
34
35
142
117
297
2317
198
404
158
92
493
352
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
261
4 391
0
0
26243
272
16515
25 133
27375
3 272
428
257
4646
522
114
354
9593
1 603
100
34
35
142
117
298
2330
198
406
158
93
493
352
227
1 803
81
54
216
53
0
263
4 398
0
0
16320
272
16591
25210
27584
TABL E 6- 19.-WEIGHTSTA TEMENT-1985
AUGMENTOR WING STOL, 95
PASSENGERS, MACH NUMBER
VARIATION
Airplane Components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
A ir ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Mach number
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Ib
2536
457
296
6940
1 020
223
924
12396
2984
217
72
78
314
320
489
4485
344
758
243
171
761
477
401
3498
179
100
429
100
0
550
8011
0
0
24883
599
25481
44481
48918
2506
447
290
6916
1018
222
923
12322
2957
217
72
78
314
320
487
4445
344
752
243
170
761
476
401
3498
179
99
429
100
0
545
7997
0
0
24764
599
25362
44362
48462
2514
449
292
6922
1 019
222
924
12342
2964
217
72
78
314
320
488
4452
344
754
243
171
761
476
401
3498
179
99
429
100
0
546
8000
0
0
24794
599
25393
44393
48580
2532
455
296
6937
1 020
223
924
12387
2980
217
72
78
314
320
489
4471
344
757
243
171
761
477
401
3498
179
100
429
100
0
550
8010
0
0
24867
599
25466
44466
48860
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
kg
1 150
207
134
3 148
463
101
419
5623
1 354
98
33
35
142
145
222
2034
156
344
110
78
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
249
3634
0
0
11 287
272
11 558
20 176
22189
1 137
203
132
3 137
462
101
419
5589
1 341
98
33
35
142
145
221
2016
156
341
110
77
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
248
3627
0
0
11 233
272
11 504
20 123
21 982
1 140
204
132
3 140
462
101
419
5598
1 344
98
33
35
142
145
221
2019
156
342
110
78
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
248
3629
0
0
11 247
272
11 518
20 137
22036
1 149
206
134
3 147
463
101
419
5619
1 352
98
33
35
142
145
222
2028
156
343
110
78
345
216
182
1 587
81
45
194
45
0
249
3633
0
0
11 280
272
11 551
20 170
22 163
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TA BL E 6-20. - WEIGH T STA TEMENT-1985
TILT ROTOR VTOL, WO
PASSENGERS, DISC LOADING
VARIATION
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail 1
Vertical tail /
Body
Main landing gear 1
Nose landing gear /
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Propeller installation
Drive system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Rotor loading
Ib/sq ft
11 15 19
Ib
4,500
816
6200
2050
750
14316
1 213
435
126
3860
3300
8934
210
4600
180
615
490
175
4000
135
970
85
11 460
0
0
34 710
520
35230
55230
58500
4 105
875
6323
2 122
918
14343
1 496
532
151
4264
3621
10064
210
4893
200
615
490
175
4000
135
970
85
11 773
0
0
36 180
520
36700
56700
60636
3775
924
6390
2 'i80
1 068
14337
1 725
616
172
4580
3840
10933
210
5080
220
615
490
175
4000
135
970
85
11 980
0
0
37 250
520
37770
57770
62300
kg/sq m
53.7 73.3 92.8
kg
2041
370
2812
930
340
6494
550
197
57
1 751
1 497
4052
95
2086
82
279
222
79
1 814
61
440
39
5 198
0
0
15744
236
15980
25052
26536
1 862
397
2868
963
416
6506
679
241
68
1 934
1 642
4 565
95
2 219
91
279
222
79
1 814
61
440
39
5340
0
0
16411
236
16647
25 719
27504
1 712
419
2898
989
484
6503
782
279
78
2077
1 742
4959
95
2304
100
279
222
79
1 814
61
440
39
5434
0
0
16897
236
17 132
26204
28 259
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TABLE 6-21.-WEIGHT STA TEMENT-1975
AUGMENTOR WING STOL,
TYPE II INTERIOR
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
53 109 155
Ib
4450
721
435
6754
746
217
419
13743
1 967
191
65
78
214
130
529
3 174
425
654
304
144
1 087
699
468
2982
115
85
507
108
0
375
7955
0
0
24872
535
25407
36007
39375
8265
1 182
685
10839
1 224
266
791
23251
3922
229
75
78
314
257
694
5569
440
964
363
223
1 087
801
501
4668
225
130
606
118
0
645
10 771
0
0
39591
686
40277
62077
67639
10983
1 126
659
13099
1 742
494
1 633
29 737
6052
252
85
78
410
384
801
8063
453
1 166
407
283
1 087
883
544
6299
304
166
733
126
0
860
13310
0
0
51 109
724
51 833
82833
90 150
53 J 109 155
kg
2019
327
197
3064
338
98
190
6234
892
87
29
35
97
59
240
1 440
193
297
138
65
493
317
212
1 353
52
39
230
49
0
170
3608
0
0
11 282
243
11 525
16333
17861
3 749
536
311
4917
555
121
359
10547
1 779
104
34
35
142
117
315
2526
200
437
165
101
493
363
227
2 117
102
59
275
54
0
293
4886
0
0
17958
311
18 270
28 158
30681
4982
511
299
5942
790
224
741
13489
2 745
114
39
35
186
174
363
3657
205
529
185
128
493
401
247
2857
138
75
332
57
0
390
6037
0
0
23 183
328
23 511
37 573
40892
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TABLE 6-22.-WEIGHTSTATEMENT-1985
AUGMENTOR WING STOL,
TYPE II INTERIOR
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
53 109 155
Ib
1 701
371
247
4797
665
192
510
8483
1 798
189
63
78
214
161
395
2897
337
525
216
123
761
437
375
2627
115
73
453
97
0
358
6497
0
0
17877
535
18412
29012
31 873
2912
587
373
7348
1 087
234
934
13474
3317
225
72
78
314
320
516
4843
346
825
252
187
761
490
401
4108
225
109
546
102
0
613
8964
0
0
27281
686
27967
49 767
54497
3775
554
343
8755
1 550
436
1 766
17 178
4631
248
81
78
410
479
597
6525
355
1 024
280
237
761
533
435
5545
304
138
660
112
0
820
11 205
0
0
34908
724
35632
66632
72904
53 109 155
kg
771
168
112
2 176
302
87
231
3848
816
86
29
35
97
73
179
1 314
153
238
98
56
345
198
170
1 192
52
33
21
44
0
162
2947
0
0
8 109
243
8352
13 160
14457
1 321
266
169
3333
493
106
424
6 112
1 505
102
33
35
142
145
234
2 197
157
374
114
85
345
222
182
1 863
102
49
25
46
0
278
4066
0
0
12375
311
12686
22574
24720
1 712
251
156
3971
703
198
801
7 792
2 101
112
37
35
186
217
271
2960
161
464
127
108
345
242
197
2515
138
63
30
51
0
372
5083
0
0
15834
328
16163
30224
33069
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TABLE 6-23. - WEIGHT STA TEMENT-1975
AUGMENTOR WING STOL,
TYPE III INTERIOR
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
52 | 101 150
Ib
4615
772
465
7460
758
220
420
14 710
2022
193
65
78
214
130
537
3238
426
668
307
148
1 087
703
468
3073
126
87
580
109
0
386
8 168
0
0
26117
531
26647
37047
40515
8061
1 134
663
11 647
1 210
264
789
23769
3848
227
75
78
314
257
687
5486
440
951
360
220
1 087
797
501
4648
235
128
641
118
0
633
10757
0
0
40012
619
40631
60 831
66335
10438
1046
615
12267
1 704
484
1 627
28 181
5814
248
85
78
410
384
785
7806
451
1 136
400
274
1087
870
576
6060
287
160
691
125
0
826
12944
0
0
48931
710
49641
79641
86638
52 101 150
kg
2093
350
211
3384
344
100
191
6672
917
88
29
35
97
59
243
1 469
193
303
139
67
493
319
212
1 394
57
39
263
49
0
(75
T 705
0
0
11 047
241
12087
16804
18378
3656
514
301
5283
549
120
358
10 782
1 745
103
34
35
142
116
312
2488
200
431
163
100
493
361
227
2 108
106
58
291
54
0
287
4879
0
0
18 149
281
18430
27593
30089
4 735
474
279
5564
773
220
738
12 783
2637
112
39
35
186
174
356
3541
206
515
181
124
493
395
261
2 749
130
73
313
57
0
375
5871
0
0
22 195
322
22517
36 125
39299
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TABLE 6-24.-WEIGHTSTA TEMENT-1985
AUGMENTOR WING STOL,
TYPE III INTERIOR
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
Passengers
52 101 150
Ib
1 749
393
263
5294
672
193
511
9076
1 835
190
63
78
214
161
399
2941
337
536
218
125
761
438
375
2707
126
74
518
97
0
366
6678
0
0
18695
531
19226
29626
32566
2807
549
351
7873
1 069
231
931
13811
3224
223
72
78
314
320
509
4 741
346
807
250
183
761
486
401
4088
235
106
578
101
0
595
8936
0
0
27433
619
28 107
48307
52947
3605
511
319
8214
1 519
428
1 761
16357
4467
245
81
78
410
479
587
6347
353
998
276
230
761
527
461
5342
287
134
623
111
0
791
10895
0
0
33599
710
34309
64309
70325
52 101 150
kg
793
178
119
2401
305
88
232
4 117
832
86
29
35
97
73
181
1 334
153
243
99
57
345
199
170
1 228
57
34
235
44
0
166
3029
0
0
8480
241
8721
13438
14 772
1 273
249
159
3571
485
105
422
6265
1 462
101
33
35
142
145
231
2 150
157
366
113
83
345
220
182
1 854
106
48
262
46
0
270
4053
0
0
12 444
281
12749
21912
24017
1 635
232
145
3726
689
194
799
7420
2026
111
37
35
186
217
266
2879
160
453
125
104
345
239
209
2423
130
61
283
50
0
359
4 942
0
0
15 211
322
15563
29 170
31 899
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TA BL E 6-25. - WEIGH T STA TEMEN T-1975
AUGMENTOR WING STOL, LOW
MAINTENANCE ENGINE SENSITIVITY
Airplane components
Wing
Horizontal tail
Vertical tail
Body
Main landing gear
Nose landing gear
Nacelle and strut
Total structure
Engine
Engine accessories
Engine controls
Starting system
Fuel system
Thrust reverser
Air ducting system
Total propulsion group
Instruments
Surface controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Electronics
Flight provisions
Passenger accommodations
Cargo handling
Emergency equipment
Air conditioning
Anti-icing
Auxiliary power unit
Community noise abatement
Total fixed equipment
Exterior paint
Options
Manufacturer's empty weight
Standard and operational items
Operational empty weight
Maximum zero fuel weight
Maximum taxi weight
SLST per engine (2 engines)
Baseline
airplane
LOIA/-
maintenance
engine
airplane
Ib
4 126
625
377
6678
722
211
418
13 156
1 857
188
65
78
214
130
514
3046
424
625
300
138
1 087
691
468
2706
95
81
364
108
0
354
7441
0
0
23643
517
24 160
33960
37 118
7 238
4 280
671
405
6749
732
214
418
13469
2 197
190
65
78
214
130
521
3394
424
639
302
141
1 087
695
468
2 706
95
83
364
108
0
364
7477
0
0
24340
517
24857
34657
38 194
7 448
Baseline
airplane
Low-
maintenance
engine
airplane
kg
1 871
284
171
3 029
327
96
190
5968
842
85
29
35
97
59
233
1 382
192
283
136
63
493
313
212
1 227
43
37
165
49
0
161
3375
0
0
10724
235
10959
15404
16837
3283
1 941
304
184
3061
332
97
190
6 110
997
86
29
35
97
59
236
1 540
192
290
137
64
493
315
212
1 227
43
38
165
49
0
165
3392
0
0
11 041
235
11 275
15270
17325
3378
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FIGURE 6-11.-POLLUTION CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 6-16. -SPECIFIC STRENG TH ANISO TROPIC CUR VES
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FIGURE 6-18.~-PROPORTIONAL LIMITS OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
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FIGURE 6-20.-GRAPHITE/EPOXY UTILIZA TION
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FIGURE 6-27.- 1975 AUGMENTOR WING STOL GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, 95 PASSENGERS
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FIGURE6-29.-1985AUGMENTOR WINGSTOL GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, 95PASSENGERS
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FIGURE 6-32.-J 985 TILT ROTOR GENERAL ARRANGEMENT-100 PASSENGERS
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FIGURE 6-34.-TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT-BASELINE AIRPLANES
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FIGURE 6-35.-OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT FRACTION-BASELINE AIRPLANES
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FIGURE 6-36.-PAY LOAD FRACTION, BASELINE AIRPLANES
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FIGURE 6-37.-1975 AUGMENTOR WING STOL FUEL USED, BASELINE AIRPLANES
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FIGURE 6-38.-1985AUGMENTOR WING STOL FUEL USED, BASELINE AIRPLANES
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7.0 NOISE ANALYSIS AND DATA
An i m p o r t a n t factor a f fec t ing the technical , economic, and operational character is t ics
of an airborne in t raci ty rapid-transit system is noise. The vehicles must be qu ie t enough to
be acceptable both in the center of the city and in the residential and business areas over
and into which they operate. If they are not, there may be operating restrictions imposed
tha t could seriously impair the operation economically or. indeed, prevent its operation
altogether. F ina l ly , it is very impor tan t tha t the system be allowed to operate at its f u l l
potent ia l and not be l imi ted by operating restrictions in ways that could affect system flexi-
b i l i ty and safety. Accordingly, this section discusses criteria for judging the acceptabili ty of
noise, the noise levels that may be encountered from intraurban aircraft, and the technology
required.
7.1 DESCRIPTION OF NOISE
The assessment of the impact of aircraft noise on people in an urban area certainly
must take in to account the noise level, the frequency of flights, the time of day (whe ther
day or n i g h t ) , and the amoun t of ambient noise already present in the v i c in i t y of concern.
After a review of systems for describing the reaction of people to noise, the noise exposure
forecast ( N E F ) was adopted as including the necessary factors, provided it could be modi-
fied to include the effects of ambient noise. A method has been employed for doing this.
and the basic equation for NEF, adjusted for ambient noise, is
(1 )
where PNLppp^ is the effective perceived noise level calculated from a sound level spec-
trum corrected for ambient noise, APNLQpg is the correction for the number of flights per
day, and 75 is an arbitrary subtrahend to yield a numerical value substantially different
from numbers encountered in other systems such as sound pressure level, perceived noise
level, or loudness level. It is approximate ly the threshold of annoyance for communi ty
noise. For several a i rcraf t types operating on or near an airport , it is necessary to combine**
NEFs calculated for the several airplanes. This is done by logar i thmic combinat ion, for one
runway or f l i gh tpa th . by using the equat ion
E -l NEF ; i101og,0
i
For mul t ip l e aircraft types and f l ightpaths.
N E FTOTAL= I O I°SIO 2yj
Pairs of NEF can be combined using figure 7-1. ANEFi is the amount to be added to the
larger. NF.Fi.
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The components of the NEF equation as well as the criteria levels arc described below.
7.1.1 Ambient Noise Level
Subjective reaction to a noise source depends on the ambient noise level. One can
easily comprehend this by noting that, when the ambient noise level is high enough, the
noise source is masked and the listener is not then aware of it at a l l . Under less extreme cir-
cumstances, the effect of ambient noise is to modify the reaction that would otherwise be
obtained without ambient background noise. Ordinarily, the ambient noise level is not con-
sidered in making subjective noise calculations. It is possible to include the effects of
ambient noise with the use of figure 7-2. One-third-octave or octave-band sound levels of the
stimulus have subtracted from them the amount read on the ordinate for a given difference
between the stimulus sound level and the ambient sound level read on the abscissa. This
corrected sound level spectrum is used to calculate perceived noise level. An approximate
and more direct method of making this calculation is given in the next section. As an aid to
estimating ambient community noise levels, tables 7-1 and 7-2 are included. Table 7-1 is a
tabulation of sound levels measured at selected locations in the San Francisco area by a
NASA design study team working at Stanford University (ref. 20). Table 7-2 lists urban
noise levels tabulated for the Federal Aviation Agency (refs. 21 and 22). (An increase of
1 dB per year since 1964 has been assumed.)
7.1.2 Effective Perceived Noise Level
Effective perceived noise level is a measure of subjective reaction to sound, which
includes corrections for time duration and discrete frequency spectral content.
The standard procedure for calculating effective perceived noise level is described in
detail in reference 4 (FAR 36).
To facilitate the calculation of perceived noise level taking into account the effect of
ambient noise, figure 7-3 has been included. The use of this figure in effect modifies
equation (1) to
NEFA = PNLEFF + APNLA + APNLQps - 75. (2)
The first term is now the standard effective perceived noise level. The second term,
APNLA, which is the ambient noise adjustment, is read from figure 7-3. It is well to
remember that this is an approximate method and may not yield consistent results when it
is applied to aircraft having widely different sound level spectra.
7.1.3 Frequency of Flights
Another important parameter in calculating noise exposure forecast is the number of
operations (takeoffs or landings) at a given location. The next-to-last term in either equa-
tion, APNLgpg, introduces the frequency of operations into the calculation. Figure 7-4
gives the value of this term for a range of flight frequencies. It is well to note that the effect
of operation frequency is more pronounced at night than it is in daytime. A given number
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of operations at night adds 12 dB more to the NEF than does the same number ot" opera-
tions during daytime. Here, day is defined as 0700 to 2200 and night 2200 to 0700 on the
24-hr clock.
7.1.4 Criteria
It is assumed that noise criteria for an intraurban system should strive for acceptability
rather than test endurance of the people it affects. Accordingly, speech interference as well
as other annoyance criteria were considered. Robinson's criterion of 85 PNdB (ref. 5),
which he considers the max imum allowable in a quiet residential area, corresponds approxi-
mately to a preferred speech interference level (PSIL) of 65 dB, which will permit uninter-
rupted speech communication over distances of 2 to 8 ft. This is consistent with communi-
cation requirements for domestic recreation activities and other pursuits in which
accompanying conversation is common and desirable. The corresponding noise exposure
forecast, NEF, is, therefore, established as 10 for residential areas and 15 for indus t r i a l
areas.
7.2 AIRCRAFT NOISE LEVELS
Noise levels are given for three different classifications of aircraft. These noise levels do
not contain any adjustment for the effect of ambient noise. These classifications are:
augmentor wing, helicopter, and til t rotor.
These noise levels are given as a basis for calculating NEF for specific locations and for
estimated traffic densities. Takeoff and landing profiles assume a 35-ft (10.7 in) obstacle at
the end of the runway and at threshold, respectively.
7.2.1 Augmentor Wing
There are two versions of this a i rplane, one with 1975 technology and the other 1985
technology. The main differences that affect noise are the changes in engine performance
parameters and in the aerodynamic configuration of the airplane as these affect the engine
thrust requirements for takeoff and landing. Takeoff and landing profiles are given in figures
7-5 and 7-6. The takeoff profile assumes that the airplane wil l achieve an a l t i tude of 35 ft
(10.7 m) at 1500 ft (457 m) from brake release and climb at an angle of 14°. The landing
profile is based on a 6°glide slope. Takeoff and landing noise contours for the 1975 airplane
are given in figures 7-7 and 7-8. The takeoff noise contour for the 1985 airplane is given in
figure 7-9.
7.2.2 Helicopter
Rotor rotational and vortex noise were calculated by the methods of Lowson and
Ollerhead (ref. 23) and Schlegel et al. (ref. 24). An empirical correction of 5 dB was added
to the levels predicted by Schlegel's method to give agreement with test data better than
with uncorreeted predictions. Far-field extrapolation included allowance for spherical
spreading and atmospheric absorption. No allowance for ground attenuation was included.
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The flight profile was as shown in figure 7-10. The approach profile would be similar to that
for takeoff; however, reduced thrust at the midpoint during descent reduces the noise levels
somewhat, thus contracting the EPNdB contours at this point only. The rotor was assumed
to be the only significant noise source; the power plant ins ta l la t ion wi l l provide adequate
inle t t reatment. For this study, the jet velocities of the engines are assumed to be suffi-
ciently low that jet noise does not contribute to the noise signature. No tone correction has
been included in the EPNL contours; however, an increment for time duration has been
included, and this significantly adds to the uncorrected PNL, particulary at the point of
brake release and during climb. Effective perceived noise level contours for 100- and
150-passenger helicopters for 1975 are shown in figures 7-1 1 and 7-12.
7.2.3 Tilt Rotor
The same considerations as in the previous section apply to this airplane. EPNL con-
tours fo ra 1985 airplane are shown in figures 7-13 and 7-14.
7.3 EN ROUTE NOISE
It does not appear that noise under the cruise flightpath will be a problem. Two
examples will illustrate this conclusion. For the 1975 augmentor wing airplane at a typical
cruise speed of Mach 0.4, jet noise will be about 10 PNdB less than at takeoff speed for
which the takeoff noise level contours (fig. 7-9) were calculated. When the airplane has a
cruise alt i tude of 2000 ft (610 m), the effective perceived noise level on the ground will be
75 EPNdB. Assuming the ambient noise level to be 60 PNdB, the ambient noise level correc-
tion will be -15 PNdB (fig. 7-3). A further assumption of 630 operations per day will add
1 5 PNdB (fig. 7-4). Using equation (2) and the above assumptions, the ambient noise-
corrected noise exposure factor (NEFA) can be calculated
NEFA = PNLEFF + APNLA + APNLOPS - 75
= 7 5 - 1 5 + 1 5 - 7 5
= 0
which is well below the NEF criteria in section 7.1.4. With higher ambient noise levels and
lower operational densities, the NEF will be even less. Another example, at a cruise altitude
of 3000 ft (915 m), an ambient noise level of 60 PNdB and 200 operations per day, gives
the following result:
NEFA - 70-19 + 10-75
= -14
again well below the criteria. These two examples show that, when the airplane is cruising at
Mach 0.4 or more between 2000 and 3000 ft (610 and 915 m) altitude, noise on the ground
should not be a problem.
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TABLE 7-1.-SOUND LEVELS MEASURED AT SELECTED LOCATIONS IN SAN FRANCISCO3
Location
Bayshore
(trucks) freeway
Bayshore
(cars)
Downtown
Union Square
Hayward Air
Terminal
Oakland
Airport
Freemont
Pier One
Stanford
Shopping Center
Mission and
Jackson
Oakland-
Piedmont
Berkley
Pier
Palo Alto
Golf Course
Octave band center frequency, Hz
31.5 62.5 125 | 350 500 1000 2000 4000 | 8000
dB
80
71
80
73
94
90
77
70
65
82
69
74
64
90
81
84
77
92
85
82
70
76
78
71
76
65
92
84
86
76
91
84
80
68
70
74
71
70
61
89
80
80
73
90
80
71
66
65
68
61
65
54
81
74
75
68
85
71
69
65
60
64
58
62
50
80
73
74
67
75
69
63
64
57
56
54
60
50
80
72
68
64
64
64
57
63
52
50
49
57
50
75
68
60
60
50
58
51
54
—
—
_
68
64
50
59
_
51
-
49
—
_
PNdB
101
95
91
88
98
91
85
84
82
80
75
73
70
Reference 20.
I85
TABLE 7-2.-NOISE LEVELS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF LOCA TIONS?'b
Location
Quiet suburban area (night)
Urban residential area (daytime)
Commercial area (light traffic)
Industrial area
Downtown commercial area
Noise level, PNdB
45 to 55
55 to 65
60 to 70
60 to 80
65 to 85
a
 Basic source is reference 20.
bAdd one dB/yr sir\ce 1964 (ref. 21).
FIGURE 7-1.-NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST ADDITION CHART
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8.0 GROUND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
8.1 TYPES OF AIR TERMINALS
In tli'is study, air terminals are categorized as follows:
• Type A— Ground-level STOLport at exis t ing airport
• Type B-Ground-Ievel STOLport at undeveloped site
• Type C— Rooftop STOLport, downtown or at marine site
• Type D— Rooftop STOLport at major air carrier airport
• Type E-Grouiul-level VTOLport
• Type F— Rooftop VTOLport, downtown or at marine site
• Type G— Rooftop VTOLport at major air carrier airport
8.2 TERMINAL LOCATIONS
The site selection of air terminals was based on consideration of the following factors:
noise and compatible land use, aircraft design— STOL or VTOL, ATC considerations, loca-
tion of passenger origination and destination, obstacles and protection surfaces, existing
airport facilities, ground access, air terminal costs, land costs, and weather considerations.
8.2.1 Community Noise and Compatible Land Use
An impor t an t aspect of an in t raurban transportation system is that the VTOLports or
STOLports be so located as to be "good neighbors" from a noise standpoint . Of course, the
quie ter the air vehicle, the more readily an air terminal can be sited for use by this vehicle .
However, if the aircraf t lias moderate noise, it may still be possible to f ind a sui table air
terminal location if the site is in the midst of open areas, industrial and commercial areas, or
areas used for outdoor recreation. The noise section of this study gives noise data on the
ind iv idua l air vehicles and discusses the effect of aircraft operational frequency and ambien t
noise level in the overall consideration of noise to produce a noise exposure forecast. NEF^.
Table 8-1 i l lus t ra tes the values of NEF suitable or unsuitable for various land uses.
Figures 8-1 through 8-8 show the noise footprints of the various airplanes for the indi-
cated conditions of flight frequency and background noise superimposed on community
maps of typical air terminal sites.
8.2.2 Aircraft Design-STOL or VTOL
A VTOL will not require as much land area for the air terminal as will a STOL vehicle.
Also, due primari ly to the steeper climb and descent angles of the VTOL, its noise footprint
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is smaller than that of the STOL. Since the STOL vehicle is generally restricted to a definite
route on departure from and approach to the air terminal, the VTOL, which is not so
restricted, has a much wider number of potential air terminal sites available. For these
reasons, a VTOLport may be located in an area satisfying other demands, such as ground
access and proximity to passenger O and D, where location of a STOLport in such an area
may not be possible.
8.2.3 ATC Considerations
Air terminals should be sited so that the STOL and VTOL approach and departure
paths do not interfere with CTOL traffic or navigation signals. For STOLport and VTOL-
port siting at existing airports, use of existing CTOL procedures on the CTOL runways wil l
generally suffice where the CTOL traffic does not overcrowd the existing runway capacity.
Where the existing CTOL runway is at or near capacity, parallel STOL runways should be
considered. Future technology is projected such that a minimum separation of 3000 ft (91 5
m) between parallel STOL and CTOL runways should be acceptable.
For other locations, the site will generally be satisfactory if it is 5 mi (8.05 km) or
more from an existing CTOL airport and if general consideration is given to the paths of
CTOL aircraft on landing and takeoff to and from these existing airports. In any event, all
sites selected are given thorough ATC analyses by competent ATC personnel.
Projected IFR navigation equipment will allow a maximum of 41 one-way operations
(landings or takeoffs) per hour for each STOL runway. Unless the parallel separation is suffi-
cient, adding runways to the STOLport will not increase its capacity. Therefore, where high
passenger volume is required at an air terminal, multiple STOLport sites, parallel STOL run-
ways with 3000 ft (915 m) or more separation, or use of the high-capacity VTOLport may
be required.
8.2.4 Location of Passenger Origination and Destination
For use in air terminal site selection, especially for the preliminary sites, the use of
suitable maps of the area suffice. The land use, population density, and employment density
maps of the San Francisco area of reference 2 are indicative of the probable locations of
passenger origination and destination. The marketing computer analysis, showing the suit-
ability of the preliminary sites, is used to refine air terminal site selections.
8.2.5 Obstacles and Protection Surfaces
The air terminal is located so that vertical obstacles, such as tall buildings, towers,
mountains, etc., do not penetrate the prescribed protection surfaces. Reference 25 defines
the protection surfaces for STOLports. Protection surfaces for VTOLports are discussed in
section 8.4.2.
8.2.6 Existing Airport Facilities
Location of air terminals, especially STOLports, at existing airports should always be
considered where other location factors are not unduly sacrificed. At existing airports, the
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required land and some facilities are already available. The land surrounding the airport has
probably been previously zoned for airport-compatible uses, and the local residents are
acclimated to the existence of air operations in the area. If the airport is an air carrier air-
port, the intraurban air terminal makes an appropriate interface for passenger transfer. The
existing CTOL runways may have sufficient unused runway capacity to also accommodate
the required STOL traffic.
8.2.7 Ground Access
Air t e rmina l siting that considers the existence or planning of future ground transporta-
tion systems may significantly reduce the cost of the air terminal by reducing the ground
access costs. Also, the convenience of the intraurban system to its customers may be signifi-
cantly affected by the terminal location with respect to ground access facilities. The siting
of the air terminal over or near railroads, rapid transit lines, or freeways may well improve
its acceptability from a noise standpoint because of the noise produced by these other
modes of transportation. (See sec. 7.0 of this document for the effect of ambient noise on
overall air terminal community noise.)
8.2.8 Air Terminal Structure Costs
Traffic volume data and gate time will dictate the number of gates required at the air
terminal, which in turn will be a major factor in determining the air terminal structure costs.
However, there may be some choice as to the type of air terminal (see sec. 8 .1 ) to be con-
structed. The structure cost for a rooftop STOLport or VTOLport is many times more than
the equivalent facility located at ground level. However, the ground-level faci l i ty will require
more land, which may make the total cost of the ground-level terminal greater than the total
cost of the rooftop terminal. We can therefore conclude that air terminal structure costs
must be considered as a factor in the evaluation of potential air terminal sites.
8.2.9 Land Costs
The cost of land for an air terminal is a significant item in the overall terminal cost.
This is especially true when the STOLport or VTOLport is located in a downtown business
area. As would be anticipated, historical land sales data show that the cost of land generally
increases as the central business district (CBD) is approached.
The model formula developed and substantiated by reference 26 is considered repre-
sentative of a reliable indication of this subject. The pertinent formulas for 1975 and 1985
land prices, updated in terms of 1970 dollars, are shown in figure 8-9. Separate curves and
formulas are shown for 1975 and 1985 inasmuch as historical data show an increase in land
prices of approximately 5.5% per year above the increase in the consumer price index. The
validity of the formulas for distances beyond 10 mi is not known. In addition, land prices in
locally depressed or prosperous areas may not be substantiated by the formulas. However,
use of these formulas should prove satisfactory in a computer system analysis.
Where terminals are constructed over existing facilities or land control under clear
zones is required, a figure of 157c of bare land costs is reasonable for the required air rights.
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8.2.10 Weather Considerations
Weather conditions vary slightly with geographical location wi th in the s tudy area (ref.
27 ). An average of about 25 days per year wi l l have an occurrence of less than 0.5-mi (0.8
km) visibil i ty (ref. 28)- Approximately 90% of the air operations in the Bay area are under
VFR conditions and 10% under IFR conditions (ref. 27). Since the intraurban vehicle is
designed with IFR capability, visibility conditions should not influence the operation of the
system and therefore should not be a factor in determining air terminal location.
In the study area, the surface winds have a speed greater than 17 kn (31.5 km/hr), an
average of about 3% of the time and a speed greater than 28 kn (58 km/hr) an average of
about 0.15% of the time (ref. 28). Since the VTOL will be able to select the most advanta-
geous direction for operations with wind, and since the STOL vehicle wi l l have crabbed
steering provisions and will have a crosswind capability of 38 kn (70.5 km/hr), it is not antici-
pated that wind velocity will be a factor in the selection of air terminal sites. However, in the
final design of any STOLport in the system, full consideration should be given to local winds in
determining the STOL runway alignment so as to minimize the number of landings in cross-
wind conditions. For this intraurban study area, the prevailing wind blows from the north-
west (ref. 29). Section 8.4.2 discusses the influence of wind on VTOLport design criteria.
Wind tunnel studies of airflow around buildings indicate that strong shear forces and
turbulent eddies are formed over and in the lee of buildings. Full consideration of this factor
should be given in design and location of air terminals in downtown areas.
8.3 AIR TERMINAL SITE SELECTIONS
To provide initial data for system computer analyses, preliminary air terminal sites
were selected in the 30 geographical areas designated as "super zones" in the nine-county
study area. The criteria of section 8.2 above were used as practicable in making these site
selections. Following the various sensitivity studies described in section 11, the pre-
liminary sites were further evaluated and relocated as indicated. Some additions and dele-
tions were made. Changes were made as a result of more detailed studies of such items as
noise and ground access. The sites determined for the 1980 base case, using the 49- or
50-passenger air vehicle with a 3-min gate time, are shown on figures 8-10 and 8-11 and are
described in table 8-2.
8.4 TERMINAL DESIGN
8.4.1 Primary Intraurban Terminal Design Criteria—Facilities for
Minimum Turnaround Time
Computer analyses confirm that every effort must be made to minimize the vehicle
ground time and ground servicing personnel to maximize the system profit potential. The
intraurban system will not require the following ground services normally performed at
CTOL air carrier stops: air conditioning service, ground power service, galley service, water
service, toilet service, air start service, and tow tractor service. Due to the short duration of
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each stop, the main engines will not be shut down. Walk-around maintenance checks and
cabin cleaning will not be accomplished at each stop. It is envisaged that such services will
be performed at night and during off-peak-hour periods. Thus, the required ground servicing
items are passenger handling, baggage handling, and fueling.
8.4.1.1 Passenger Handling
The basic intraurban vehicle has been configured to expedite passenger loading and
unloading. This is accomplished by use of the "European train" concept with full fuselage
width compartments and both left and right side sliding doors. To provide the terminal
interface with the rapid passenger handling potential of the basic vehicle, a terminal
passenger capsule will be required for positioning on each side of the aircraft. These capsules
will elevate or move on tracks as necessary to mate the capsule doors with those of the air-
craft. Such semienclosed terminal passenger transfer equipment is also considered required
due to the safety aspects relative to the continuously operating main engines.
A combination of gate slab guides, visual aids, and perhaps semiautomatic control wi l l
be required to assist the pilot in properly positioning the air vehicle with respect to these
passenger load and unload facilities.
Passengers will deplane through the right side airplane doors and will enplane via the
left side doors. This type of operation allows passengers to commence loading via the left
side doors prior to departure of all passengers through the right side doors. Figure 8-12
shows that an entire passenger exchange can take place, for the 95-passenger configuration,
in approximately 1 min. This evaluation is based on a very conservative deplaning rate of 20
passengers per minute per door and an enplaning rate of 17 passengers per minute per door.
8.4.1.2 Baggage Handling
A centrally located baggage compartment with large right and left side doors will be
provided in the intraurban vehicle. Two standard containers will be carried in this compart-
ment for passenger baggage. Appropriately located baggage compartments will be provided
in the passenger handling capsules for the incoming and outgoing baggage containers. A
powered transfer system is envisaged for loading and unloading the baggage containers. The
airplane baggage compartment may or may not be convertible for use as a passenger com-
partment when the air vehicle is on routes other than to or from a major air carrier airport.
8.4.1.3 Semiautomatic Fueling
A single fuel receptacle will be located on the underside of the air vehicle fuselage to
mate with a semiautomatic fueling nozzle that will elevate from a recess in the gate slab. In
servicing, one man will be required to monitor the operation of this fueling system. Details
on the aircraft fuel capacity and frequency of fueling have not been developed. In any
event, it is not planned that fuel servicing will determine the length of the ground servicing
time.
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8.4.1.4 Servicing Times
Typical sequences of ground servicing and the servicing personnel required for STOL
and VTOL ground operations are shown on figures 8-13 and 8-14. Actual operations may
prove tha t the ramp captain is able to perform the fuel monitoring funct ion .
8.4.2 VTOLport Design Criteria
Limited information on VTOLport design criteria is provided in reference 30. How-
ever, certain aspects of reference 31 do not appear applicable to the fu ture VTOL opera-
tions envisaged in this intraurban study.
Boeing investigations indicate that VTOL craft are much more sensitive to crosswind
operations than are either STOL or small CTOL vehicles and that passengers won't accept
true vertical landings. Therefore, it appears that an approach and landing capability must be
provided for VTOL craft that permits "weathercocking" into all or most directions from
which the wind would be expected to blow. The VTOL approach, although steeper than
STOL, is still accomplished at an angle much less than 45°. This means that a set of stand-
ardized approach and departure paths about each VTOLport, connecting with the en route
airspace, must be provided. These paths will be steeper and shorter than those provided
STOL aircraft. Depending on the distribution and intensity of wind about the VTOLport, a
multiplicity of approach and departure paths must be provided. From the above, it can be
concluded that the linear approach and departure path specified for heliport operation by
reference 30 is not appropriate for use with future VTOL operations. Also, the mul t ipath
approaches and departures would have the advantage of allowing dispersion of noise con-
centrations on the various land areas around the perimeter of the VTOLport.
From the basic design criteria for an intraurban air terminal that the vehicle ground
time be minimized, it follows that the VTOL craft should land directly at its gate position in
lieu of at a specified landing pad followed by taxi to a designated gate. Technology, both in
aircraft and in IFR navigation aids, makes possible landing and takeoff from and to any
direction. Simultaneous landings and takeoffs to and from adjacent gates under IFR condi-
tions are feasible provided that the respective flightpaths do not conflict, that no shadowing
of the navigation system signal occurs, and that air operations on takeoff and landing do not
pass directly over adjacent pads when those pads are occupied.
Figures 8-15 and 8-16 present VTOLport design criteria that were developed from the
above discussion. The circular gate area dimensions are a logical transition from the criteria
of reference 30 to provide for the multi-directional nature of VTOL operations. The 6:1
(about 10°) slope of the conical protection surface should provide adequate vertical separa-
tion from the intended VTOL craft approach and departure paths of about 15° or more.
Figure 8-17 shows possible VTOLport layouts that would result from use of the above
criteria.
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8.4.3 STOLport Design Criteria
Generally the criteria of reference 25 are considered suitable for use in STOLport
design for the i n t r a u r b a n system. For this study and pr imar i ly for safety purposes on roof-
top STOLports, runway width has been increased to I 50 ft (45 m), runway length to 2000
ft (610 m). and the safety area beyond the runway threshold to 1 50 ft (45 m).
Grooved runways should be provided to improve the overall safety of operations at a
m i n i m u m cost.
Figures 8-1 8 and 8-19 depect two concepts of rooftop STOLports.
8.4.4 Gate Requirements
The number of gates required at an air terminal is a funct ion of the frequency of air-
craft movements and the gate servicing time. Figure 8-20 shows this informat ion. Of signifi-
cance is the l imi ta t ion on the number of gates for a single-runway STOLport. (See sec.
8.2.3.) Data are given for 3-, 8-, and 11-min gate times to correspond witli inputs to com-
puter system analyses.
8.4.5 Ground Transportation Interface
The in t raurban air system should be integrated with existing and planned area trans-
portation systems. Rapid transfer is a necessity between the intraurban air terminal and
highway, rapid transit, other air, and perhaps rail and marine transportation. Construction
of the in t raurban air terminal above or adjacent to these ground transportat ion facil i t ies is
the preferred method of providing this rapid transfer feature. The location of intraurban air
terminals at downtown sites may well eliminate the need for planned highway and rapid
transi t systems. However, in the design of each individual air terminal , f u l l consideration
must be given to the influence of the air terminal on the ground transportation systems in
the immedia te v ic in i ty and on those that will "feed" the air terminal .
It is ant ic ipated that in t raurban air terminals at major air carrier airports would
a c t u a l l y reduce the exist ing ground congestion and that massive projects to extend addi-
t ional freeway and rapid transit systems to these airports could be cancelled.
8.4.6 Air Terminals at Existing Major Air Carrier Airports
A large portion of the passenger volume carried by the intraurban sytem will be to and
from the major air carrier airports at San Francisco and Oakland. At San Francisco Inter-
nat ional Airport , the preferred intraurban air terminal location is atop the CTOL terminal
building. STOL runways parallel to the main SFO CTOL runways will be required with a
m i n i m u m paral lel runway separation of 3000 ft (91 5 m). Whether the existing, current , or
planned construction at the CTOL terminal will allow such an intraurban faci l i ty to be bui l t
is not known. However, such a location represents the best location, especially as to ground
access. ATC considerations, and compatibility with existing airport facilities.
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At Oakland International Airport, various locations for ground-level and elevated
STOLports and VTOLports were considered. However, it was determined that the best air
t e rmina l location to serve Oakland International Airport would be a ground-level site south-
west of the Oakland-Alameda Coliseum. The passenger terminal of this air terminal would
be connected to the tracked shut t le system planned to tie together the Coliseum, the
Oakland Internat ional Airport, and the nearby BARTD station. This air terminal location
would be better able to serve the local passenger origin and destination as well as the off-
hour activities at the Coliseum.
8.4.7 Air Terminals at Ground-Level Locations or at Existing Small Airports
The majority of the air terminals will be located at sites where construction of ground-
level facilit ies will be possible and most economical. Many of these wil l be located at exist-
ing small airports where adequate land is available for ground-level construction.
Typical small airports in the study area were examined in detail as to their overall suit-
ability for use in the intraurban system, for practicality of using feasible ground servicing
procedures, and for developing the cost estimates of section 8.4.9.
8.4.8 Maintenance Facilities
To better understand the cost of the intraurban maintenance facilit ies, the land area
required, and the impact of maintenance requirements on the system, a basic maintenance
plan is included here. The plan is developed around a fleet of 80 augmentor wing STOL
aircraft .
8.4.8.1 Facilities Requirements
Because of high use of the aircraft during the day, the basic concept considered here
accomplishes most maintenance during the hours from 9:00 pm to 5:00 am. All scheduled
maintenance will be accomplished in increments during these hours so that no spare a i rcraf t
will be required due to overhauls, etc.
A centralized maintenance control facil i ty and two satellite maintenance bases are pro-
vided for maintenance and overhaul. A suitable shop and hangar facility for centralized
maintenance and overhaul is shown in figure 8-21.
The central maintenance control facility could be located anywhere in the San
Francisco Bay area, but preferably at a small suburban airport also serving as an intraurban
air terminal. Figure 8-22 depicts the location of the shops and hangars shown in figure 8-21
at the Napa County Airport. The satellite maintenance bases could be located at intraurban
air terminals on the periphery of the system. Suggested locations are Livermore and Morgan
Hill . A hangar and shop complex is shown in figure 8-23 for a satellite base.
Central maintenance should include the following shops. (Shops required at satel l i te
maintenance facil i t ies are starred.)
• Instrument
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• Avionic and electrical
• Hydraulic
• Engine overhaul—major
• Wheels, tires, brakes*
• Sheet metal and seat repair*
• Engine replacement*
• Pneumatics
• Standard and special tool rooms*
• Engine test cell
Space should be provided at each maintenance facility to park at least 20 airplanes.
Figures 8-21 and 8-23 show hangar space for four airplanes at each facility witl i room for
future expansion.
The central control facility would be capable of conducting the A, B, C, and D checks.
Briefly, these checks consist of the following:
• A check-Thorough visual check for airworthiness, generally wi thout removal of
panels
• B check—Thorough visual check, opening certain access doors and panels, some
lubrication and fi l ter replacement, and selected operational checks
• C check-Thorough detailed inspection to determine continued airworthiness,
system funct ional operational checks, complete lubrication, and recalibration of
some components
• D check-All items in previous checks, lubrication, calibration, component
replacements as necessary, and thorough structural inspection
The satellite bases should be able to accomplish A and B checks. All checks and tasks
can be accomplished at the central control base. A checks that are required each day on
portions of the fleet could be accomplished at gate positions, but, if unscheduled main-
tenance developed, the airplane could be replaced with one from a maintenance base. The C
and D checks should be scheduled at the main base on an incremental basis. For example, a
structural inspection of the horizontal stabilizer could be accomplished overnight as a part
of the D check.
Unscheduled maintenance on tires, brakes, engines, flap actuators, etc. wil l disrupt the
entire route schedule for that airplane and will strand or delay passengers. Mobile
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maintenance teams and replacement airplanes (minimum of 2% of the fleet) should be
available immediately.
Central maintenance should be provided with computer services to track component
time, program increments of maintenance checks, and various other tasks.
Approximately 320 000 sq ft (29 700 sq m) are allowed for shop facilit ies, excluding
the test cell but including spares storage space. The following breakdown for "brick and
mortar" for one main base and two satellite bases shows a total of approximately SI 3
million.
Satellite shop area 48 000 sq ft (4 460 sq in)
Central base shop area 320 000 sq ft (29 700 sq m)
Hangar area at each base 57 600 sq ft (5 350 sq in)
Shop cost S20/sq ft ($186/sq m)
Hangars $26/sq ft ($242/sq m)
The above costs include general construction, electrical, plumbing, heating, venti lat ing,
air conditioning, and fire protection. The test cell cost is estimated at $430 000.
Central base cost
320 000 x 20 = $6 400 000
57 600 x 26 = 1 500 000
Test cell = 430 000
Total = $8 330 000
Satellite base cost
48 000 x 20 = $ 960 000
57 600 x -26 = 1 500 000
Total = S2 460 000
Two satellite bases = S4 920 000
Grand Total = $13 250 000
The cost of overhaul equipment and required shop equipment will vary from S4 to
S7.5 million. The amount will vary within this range due to many factors such as amount of
overhaul work subcontracted in lieu of buying equipment, the wide range of vendor prices,
the selection of equipment, etc. For this study, a figure of $6 million will be selected to
outfit the shops, equip the test cell, and obtain the special tools and test equipment required
for engine overhaul (approximately $420 000) and other aircraft component overhaul.
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The cost of maintenance tools for the system is estimated at S2.0I mil l ion. This
number was derived from a c t u a l tool requi rements by ATA breakdown for 707, 727, and
737 a i r c r a f t .
The t o t a l ma in tenance investment for an 80-airplane fleet is now:
Bui ld ings SI 3 250 000
Overhaul e q u i p m e n t 6 000 000
Tools and stands 2010000
Total S21 260000
A s imi la r analys is conducted for 60- and 100-airplane fleets yields the relat ionship of
ma in t enance inves tment and fleet size shown in figure 8-24.
8.4.8.2 Ma in t enance Concepts
In a d d i t i o n to the concept just presented, other plans were investigated. These plans
are described briefly here and summarized in table 8-3.
In plan I. all 80 aircraft would be dispersed to three maintenance bases at n ight for
scheduled or unscheduled maintenance.
In plan 2. 20 of the 80 aircraft are parked at the STOLports outside the downtown
area and the remain ing 60 are cycled through the maintenance bases. The number of satel-
l i t e bases was reduced to two.
Plan 3 uses the central maintenance facili ty and three satellite bases with one airplane
parked overnight at each of 40 gate positions. The remaining 40 airplanes are dispersed to
the m a i n t e n a n c e bases. Each gate position will require ground equipment such as engine
plugs, hydraul ic carts, and oil service.
Al though only three p lans have been considered, others may be evaluated by using a
bu i ld ing -b lock approach. Plan 2 considered here was the basis for the maintenance system
described in section 8.4.8.1 and the prices shown in figure 8-24.
8.4.9 Terminal Costs
The total air t e r m i n a l cost consists of the sum of the costs of all the individual items
required to provide the required air t e rmina l for the time period under consideration. The
air t e r m i n a l may or may not be self-supporting, inc luding payment of bond interest and
p r i n c i p a l , depending on the policy of ownership. Nevertheless, the in i t i a l cost of providing
the ground fac i l i t i es for th is in t raurban transportation system is a significant aspect of this
study.
The following are pertinent items of air terminal costs that must be considered:
• Land
• Clear-z.one air riehts
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• Flight deck
• Air vehicle parking aprons
• Control tower and ground air navigation equipment
• Access roads
• Structure
• Passenger terminal except for space for concessionaires
• Furnishings, equipment, and utilities
• A and E design fee and construction contingencies
• Clearing, grading, drainage, and demolition
The cost of the various air terminals will vary depending on (1) type of air terminal
(see Sect. 8.1), (2) fixed costs such as control tower and ATC, (3) costs varying with the
number of gates required, and (4) land costs. For the various types of air terminals, formulas
for determining the air terminal cost are listed in table 8-4. These formulas can be used in
computer analyses, or the terminal costs can be determined readily for the entire system
from the outputs of computer analyses showing the required number of gates and from
using the land cost data of figure 8-9.
In arriving at the formulas of table 8-4, the following criteria and assumptions were
used:
• Costs are in 1970 dollars.
• Air terminal design criteria are as per sections 8.4.2 and 8.4.3
• Formulas include architect-engineer design fee and construction contingencies.
• A 3-min gate time is used.
• 49- or 50-passenger air vehicle is used.
• Gate layout, size, and equipment are planned to provide minimum cost with
transition to the 100-passenger aircraft in 1990.
• Only the costs for the aviation-oriented facilities required by the air terminal are
included; the cost of providing facilities for concession operators and excess space
available for other rentals is assumed to be provided by others.
• STOLports at existing small airports are assessed 50r/r of land costs for a complete
2000-ft (610 m) runway STOL port but are assessed complete runway and
taxiway costs.
2 1 2
• Clear-zone air rights for elevated downtown air terminals cost 75% of bare land
costs.
• Control tower and ground air navigation equipment cost $5 million per air
terminal.
• Air rights are required for 50 ft (15 m) outside VTOLport flight area.
• VTOLport flight area and flight area perimeter varies with number of gates, as
shown on figure 8-25.
• VTOLports at existing small airports are assessed 100% of land costs, including air
rights. '
• Rooftop intraurban air terminals at major air carrier airports are assessed 50%
land costs, zero air rights costs, and zero ground access costs.
Where known conditions at individual air terminal sites do not substantiate the above
assumptions and criteria, the cost computation is varied accordingly.
Table 8-5 shows a summary of total air terminal costs, including land, for the intra-
urban system in 1980-basc cases for VTOL and STOL. The 49- or 50-passenger aircraft will
be used, and a 3-min gate time is assumed.
8.4.10 Alternate Air Terminal Use
The proposed air terminals for this intraurban system were evaluated for alternate use
to determine whether the cost of the ground system might be shared with others not
directly associated with the aviation activities of the intraurban network.
Aviation-oriented facilities or those ground facilities directly associated with and
required by the intraurban system are: control tower; flight deck; passenger waiting rooms;
cargo and baggage handling and storage spaces; passenger ticketing; restrooms; air terminal
employee lounge; operations, administration, and maintenance offices and spaces; passage-
ways, elevators and escalators: and interface with ground transportation systems. With the
possible exception of the last two items, the above aviation-oriented facilities are not avail-
able for use by others.
Facilities for the following non-aviation-oriented uses, or concessions, are also normally
associated with an airport: car rentals, limousines, taxis and buses; automobile parking and
parking meters; restaurants, liquor, and snack bars; hotels and motels; advertising; flight
insurance: coin-operated devices: personal services such as barber shops and shoe shine
parlors; and specialty shops. These concessions also may serve many persons who are not
users or employees of the air transportation system. Airport restaurants arc very profitable
and have proven successful in drawing a large percentage of their patrons from nonpassenger
groups. In the proposed intraurban network, it is anticipated that many terminal automobile
parking facilities would serve others as well as the air system employees and passengers. At
air terminals at Berkeley heliport and Oaklahd-Alameda Coliseum the air terminal parking
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could readily be shared with the nearby sporting activity patrons. A study of existing airport
f inancial reports shows that substantial revenues are being realized from these concessions,
even over and above bond interest and principal payments.
At the in t raurban downtown air terminals, the required height of the structure gener-
a l l y wi l l p'rovide bui lding space in excess of that required for both aviation-oriented and
concession-oriented facilities. An evaluation of the cost of this excess space, as compared
with the revenue that could be obtained from rental as office space or automobile parking in
these downtown areas, indicates that a substantial profit can be made from such use of this
excess space.
From the above studies, it was determined that the air terminal costs of section 8.4.9
should consist of only the cost of facilities directly associated with and required by the
in t raurban system. The cost of the non-aviation-oriented facilities and excess space would be
financed separately, and their profits would be more than adequate to cover the cost of
their construction. In fact, depending on the operating policy of this air terminal system,
the profits from these facilities could be used to help defray the cost of construction and
operation of the aviation-oriented facilities. Section 11.0 of this document further discusses
this aspect.
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TABLE 8-1. -LAND USE COMPATIBILITY CHART FOR AIRCRAFT NOISE-
NOISE EXPOSURE FACTOR (NEFA)
Lnnrl usu compatibility
Residential
Commercial
Hotel, motel
Offices, public buildings
Schools, hospitals, churches
Theaters, auditoriums
Outdoor amphitheaters, theaters
Outdooi lecrfifiiional (nonspectator)
Industrial
Noise exposure forecast areas
NEFA less
than 10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
(c)
(a) (c)
(a)
Yes
Yes
NEFA
between 10 and 15
(b)
Yes
(c)
(c)
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
NEFA
greater than 15
No
(c)
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
(c)
a
 A detailed nnise analysis should be undertaken by qualified personnel for all indoor or outdoor
music auditoriums and all outdoor theaters.
Case history experience indicates that individuals in private residences may complain, perhaps
vigorously. Concerted group action is possible. New, single-dwelling construction should generally
be avoided. For apartment construction, note (c) applies.
c
 An analysis of building noise reduction requirements should be made, and needed noise control
ludiuib:> should be included in the building design.
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TA BL E 8-3. -MA IN TEN A NCE CONCEPT SUM MA R Y
Facilities
Aircraft at central base
Number of satellite bases
Aircraft at each satellite base
Aircraft parked at gates
Central base facilities
Overhaul Equipment
Satellite bases
Maintenance toots:
Central base
Satellite bases
Gates
Total
Total maintenance investment
Plan 1
Number
20
3
20
0
Cost
$ 8330000
6 000 000
7 380 000
560 000
1 280 000
1 840 000
S23 550 000
Plan 2
20
2
20
20
$ 8330000
6 000 000
4 920 000
560 000
850 000
600 000
2010000
S21 260000
Plan3
10
3
10
40
$ 8330000
6 000 000
7 380 000
260 000
630 000
1,210000
2,100000
S 23 81 0000
TABLE 8-4.-STOLPORT AND VTOLPORT COST FORMULAS
Type Description Costs3, 1970 dollars in millions
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Ground level STOLport at existing airport
Ground level STOLport
Rooftop STOLport, downtown or at Marine site
Rooftop STOLport at major air carrier airport
Ground level VTOLport
Rooftop VTOLport at downtown or marine site
Rooftop VTOLport at major air carrier airport
9.0+ 1.0X + 76.0Y
9.2+ 1.0X+ 152.0Y
49.0 + 0.6X + 46.6Y
44.5 + 0.6X + 18.0Y
5.0+ 10X+(1.2 + 5.0X)Y
9.0 + 2.46X + (0.9 + 1.9X)Y
5.0 + 2.46X + 0.85XY
X = number of gate positions required
Y = land cost per acre x 10
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TABLE 8-5.-1980 AIR TERMINAL COST SUMMARY3
STOLport
Zone
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
Terminal
type
C
A
C
B
B
A
A
B
A
-
A
A
-
B
A
B
B
B
A
A
B
A
A
A
B
No. of
gates
7
2
3
1
1
3
3
1
2
-
2
1
-
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
Total
Costb
87.9
37.6
81.0
34.3
34.3
15.2
14.4
14.6
12.8
-
14.6
11.2
-
15.9
17.0
27.9
29.2
19.3
13.7
11.9
16.7
12.5
11.7
13.7
24.2
609.1
49-passenger airplane
VTOLports
Zone
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
Terminal
type
F
F
F
F
G
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
F
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
No. of
gates
6
2
3
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
Total
Costb
35.0
15.7
19.0
15.0
12.6
7.5
7.4
6.2
7.3
6.2
7.3
6.1
6.2
7.4
9.0
17.4
9.0
6.9
6.4
7.5
6.2
6.3
6.2
6.2
6.3
8.0
255.3
1980 costs in 1970 dollars in millions
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FIGURE 8-10.-1980 STOLPORTSITE SELECTIONS
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FIGURE 8-11.-1980 VTOLPORT SITE SELECTIONS
Forward
0
I
25
I
Time, sec
50 60
I
75
I
95-passenger configuration
12 passengers/compartment
8 doors each side
Passengers deplaning
Passengers deplaning and enplaning
Passengers enplaning
Right door opens, passengers deplane
2 ) Left door opens, passengers enplane
^/
-^3 ) Last passenger out, right door closes
.—'
-v
4 ) Last passenger in, left door closes
FIGURE 8-12.-PASSENGER FLOW
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(
1. Touch down and roll out
2. Taxi in
3. Position passenger-baggage
load/unload equipment
4. Deplane passengers
5. Unload baggage*
6. Enplane passengers
7. Load baggage*
8. Fuel airplane
9. Remove passenger-baggage
load/unload equipment
10. Taxi out
1 1 . Obtain clearance, take off
Time, min
) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
•-
,
— I
^H
Gate
•i
1
time
^
'
••
1
^H
Personnel required
for each gate
Ramp captain 1
Fueling 1
Doors, baggage 2
Total T
~-
*To or from hub airport STOLport only
• 100-passenger STOL
• Engines not stopped
• No "walk around" inspection
• Based on layout of rooftop STOLport
• 3000 Ib (1360 kg) fuel added via semiautomatic fueling
connection located on fuselage underbody
FIGURE 8- 13.-STOL GROUND OPERA TIONS
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(
1. Touch down, align in gate
2. Position passenger-baggage
load/unload equipment
3. Deplane passengers
4. Unload baggage*
5. Enplane passengers
6. Load baggage*
7. Fuel airplane
8. Remove passenger-baggage
load/unload equipment
9. Obtain clearance, take off
Time, min
) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 £
i
L.
Gate
••
•MM
••
••
time
•i
Ml
•Mi
Ml
-j
i i i
Personnel required
for each gate
Ramp captain 1
Fueling 1
Doors, baggage 2
Total 4
*To or from Hub Airport VTOLport only
• 100-passenger VTOL
• Engines not stopped
• No "walk around" inspection
• VTOL lands and takes off at gate position
• Passenger-baggage load/unload equipment
elevates from flush with gate slab to
alongside each side of VTOL
• 3000 Ib (1360 kg) fuel added via semiautomatic
fueling connection located on fuselage underbody
FIGURE8-14.-VTOL GROUND OPERATIONS
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Approach-departure surface
Approach-departure surface
6:1
-200 fta
(61 m)
10000ft-
(3048 m)
a. Or twice the greater
dimension of length,
wingspan, or rotor
diameter
FIGURE 8-16.-PROPOSED VTOLPORT PRECISION IFR OBSTRUCTION CLEARANCE
SURFACES
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Four-gate VTOLport
'500 ft (152m)
Area = 5.4 acres
Six-gate VTOLport
Area = 8.8 acres
FIGURE 8-1 /.-POSSIBLE VTOLPORT LA YOUTS
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j Future
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\
v rt ,f :u H0 ( ff n^1U ^
Two-story building
• Shops and off ices— first floor
• Spares storage— second floor
Total area 320 000 sq ft
(29 700 sq m)
(122m)
ditional construction:
Computer building
Engine test cell
Hangars with
45-ft clearance
(13.7m)
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FIGURE8-21.-CENTRAL CONTROL BASE
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FIGURE 8-22.-NAPA COUNTY AIRPORT PROPOSED INTRAURBAN MAINTENANCE FACILITY
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FIGURE 8-24.-MAINTENANCE FACILITIES COST
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9.0 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ANALYSIS
The air traffic control (ATC) analysis is an examination of the environment in which
the intraurban transportation system must operate in both the near term and far term (1975
and 1985). This environment determination is critical to the establishment of the economic
system viability. Under current operating rules (relating to approach spacing during final
approach), the expected runway acceptance rate is only 28 landings per hour. Obviously,
many proposed STOLport locations will not produce a demand equal to this. Nevertheless,
the focal STOLport locations considered in this study will require a runway operation rate
capability greater than this value. The intent in this analysis is to demonstrate how this can
be accomplished.
9.1 OPERATIONS OF EXISTING CTOLPORTS
The ATC environment analysis is based on a study of the existing use of the airspace.
Almost all of today's operations are made by CTOLcraft operating in a manually controlled
ATC system. The primary responsibility for control of the IFR traffic in the area studied
rests with the Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC), and the Oakland
Terminal Radar Control (TRACON). The ARTCC controls the en route traffic while the
TRACON controls the terminal-area traffic. The IFR CTOL traffic flows along routes called
STAR and SID (standard arrival routes and standard instrument departures). Figure 9-1
illustrates the traffic flow in and out of the three major IFR CTOL terminals: San
Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose.
The analysis of the operations of existing CTOL operations reveals the airspace volume
that today is committed to approach and departure routings to the CTOLports in the Bay
region. Those routes generally avoid passing over the CBD of San Francisco and cross over
densely populated residential areas at altitudes higher than those projected for use in the
intraurban STOL system. The analysis shows that airspace not currently committed to IFR
CTOL use exists for dedication to intraurban STOL use.
9.2 POSTULATED ATC SYSTEM FOR 1975
Since a new control system procedure is required to support an improved (increased)
STOL runway operations rate, the 1975 system is a natural starting place. The STOL intra-
urban system will operate within dedicated en route airspace and from STOLport runways
exclusively used by the STOL fleet. This will provide the independent environment neces-
sary for the easy introduction of a new ATC system scheme.
The intraurban STOL ATC system postulated for 1975 will be based on strategic con-
trol of time-synchronized aircraft operating within a closed system. The current and pro-
jected U.S. national airspace system (NAS) operates under tactical control where most
traffic planning is carried on a rather short-term basis with conflicts resolved as they start to
occur. The North Atlantic ATC system, on the other hand, is an example of strategic
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control where long-term accurate planning is used with each flight to avoid conflict situa-
tions with all other strategically controlled flights.
The tactical system is used in domestic airspace because the navigation and surveillance
environments allow the use of smaller spacings (higher traffic densities) and the complexity
of the traffic is beyond the capability to manually plan strategic flights. With advances in
airborne avionics and ground-based equipment, strategic control in the STOL environment is
possible. Large ground-based computers can accomplish the long-term flight planning
required for strategic control, while advanced precision navigation and four-dimensional
guidance equipment can ensure aircraft position as a function of time with an accuracy that
is small compared to the desired separation between aircraft.
The use of strategic control moves the major portion of the ATC workload from real-
time during the flight to fast-time before the flight. The avoidance of conflicts minimizes
the need for communication thereby reducing this workload. Thus, the controllers real-time
task becomes one of monitoring flight progress and since the desired paths are known as a
function of time, the details of progress monitoring are an easy task for a computer.
Strategic control also minimizes STOL airspace requirements since large volumes need
not be set aside for maneuvering to resolve conflicts or vectoring to achieve desired spacing.
Preliminary analyses indicate that strategic control, when applied to approach opera-
tions, will allow an increase in runway acceptance rate because (1) the control and com-
munication workload is no longer the constraining factor and (2) longitudinal spacing can be
controlled more precisely than with automated vectoring-type systems (e.g., CAAS, FASA,
DICE, etc.).
Since the advanced navigation and guidance equipment required for strategic control is
planned for CTOL commercial transports in the near future (primarily for reasons of safety
and improved pilot operations), it seems that this method of control is inevitable.
There are extensive data on the performance of tactical control. However, only a
limited amount of data of similar quality are available on strategic control. Therefore, an
effort is required to develop data on airplane performance under strategic control, to
analyze the performance of the strategic control concept considering the constraints due to
STOL traffic demands and weather, and to determine the required system development
effort.
The time-synchronized STOLcraft will fly routes defined by a series of waypoints,
altitudes, and time to pass each waypoint. ATC will assign waypoint times to each flight
that are later than those assigned the preceding flight by some desired time space. The
STOLcraft will fly this scheduled path, making good the waypoint times with an error that
is small compared with the desired time spacing. Figure 9-2 illustrates the time-synchronized
concept for a flight as it nears the terminal area. In this example, the STOL will reach the
initial approach fix at the assigned time, within some small error limit. Based on the earliest
possible landing time, ATC would assign the next open landing slot. Then the waypoint
times and path would be calculated and transmitted to the STOLcraft. Leaving the initial
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approach point at T, traveling through T^ to TQM *^e ^ 8nt w°uld maintain its position by
flying a common ground speed and approach profile with other STOL craft in the system.
A digital computer would be used to combine data from an inertial measurement unit
and from VOR/DME equipment in an optimum fashion with Kalman filtering to provide
continuous precise measurement of airplane position. The automatic path guidance system
will control the velocity of the aircraft and cause it to make good a scheduled flightpath as
received by data link. These functions are the next step beyond the area navigation, vertical
guidance, and data link capabilities being installed on some aircraft today, and the same or
similar equipment can be used. Figure 9-3 illustrates the aircraft system equipment
requirements.
The ATC equipment being planned for implementation between now and 1980 can be
used to accomplish time-synchronized approach control. NAS stage A and ARTS provide
the digital processors necessary to compute the scheduled flightpaths. The improved beacon
system will provide three-dimensional surveillance, while a digital data link would be used to
receive data such as the planned final approach speed and to transmit the flightpath and
schedule.
The performance available from precision navigation and automatic path guidance,
when used for time-synchronized approach control, has been estimated. Using automatic
path guidance, the outer marker can be reached within 2 sec of the assigned time. From
outer marker to the threshold it is the difference in transit time errors for two successive
approaches that is significant. For example, if an unkown headwind causes them all to arrive
10 sec late, this doesn't change the spacing in time. Therefore, the one airplane contribution
to loss of separation between outer marker and threshold error is about 4 sec.
9.2.1 Aircraft Separation Time Analysis
Our studies of the effects of this accuracy of arrival on runway operations rates sub-
stantiate the requirement for changing the ATC control mode to raise the operation rates.
One analysis considered the following:
The flightpath considered consists of the final approach from the outer marker to
touchdown and the ground roll to turnoff. The STOL runway under consideration was 1500
ft (457 m) long, with a 10-kn (18.5-km/hr) turnoff speed exit at the end of the runway. A
6"glide-slope angle was assumed, the glide-slope antenna being located 300 ft (91.5 m) from the
threshold. The outer marker (OM), representing the glide-slope intercept point at 1500 ft
(457 m) altitude, was 2.3 nmi (4.26 km) distant from the runway threshold. The layout of
the runway and approach path is shown in figure 9-4.
Figure 9-4 also shows the speed profile of a typical approach. The values for speed,
time, and distance shown on the chart were derived through the use of the following
considerations:
• The actual approach speed of an aircraft was assumed to be a normally distributed
random variable that was a function of the assigned approach speed (equal to the
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reference speed of the aircraft, Vj^gp).* For V^pp = 77 kn (143 km/hr), the
parameters of the distribution were as follows:
Mean MVApp= 82.3 kn (152.5 km/hr)
Standard deviation avAPP= 5-04 kn ^9-3 km/nr)
The touchdown speed was also assumed to be a normally distributed random vari-
able whose parameters, based on V^pp = 77 kn (143 km / hr), are shown below:
Mean MVTD = VREF = 77 kn ( 1 43 km/hr)
Standard deviation CTVTD = 4. 1 5 kn (7.7 km/hr)
The difference between approach speed and touchdown speed was bled off during
flare, which was started at the threshold.
Touchdown dispersal was assumed to be a normally distributed random variable.
Mean MTD = 400 ft (122 m)
Standard deviation o = 50 ft ( 1 5 m)
• Deceleration due to braking was assumed to be at a constant rate of 1 0 ft/sec- (3
m/sec^) (mean) with a standard deviation of 0.7 ft/sec^ (0.21 m/sec^). Slowdown
to turnoff speed (10 kn-18.5 km/hr) was accomplished in two stages:
— Aircraft was decelerated until a speed of 50 fps (15.2 m/sec) (=» 30 kn— 55
km/hr) was reached.
— Aircraft coasted at this speed until a point was reached from which the air-
craft could be decelerated to a speed of 10 kn (18.5 km/hr) by the time the
exit was reached.
Derivation of the above values was based on statistical parameters describing the
behavior of conventional jet transports on approach and landing obtained from flight tests
described in references 31 and 32. These operational parameters were chosen to give a
worst-case description of STOL aircraft behavior, based on the assumption that the per-
formance of the STOL aircraft under consideration can be expected to be no worse, and
possibly better, than that of a conventional jet on final approach and landing.
Using the above values, the travel time from outer marker to threshold (TI) and the
time from threshold to turnoff, called runway occupancy time (TRO), were determined.
Values of TI and TRO for three reference speeds are tabulated in table 9-1 .
*
VREF is definecj as ' -3 times the stall speed of the aircraft for a given gross weight and flap
setting.
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The concept of the required separation time is illustrated in figure 9-5. Separation of
aircraft on final approach must be such as to ensure that an aircraft will not reach the land-
ing threshold before the previous aircraft has turned off the runway. The second aircraft
must perform a go-around if this condition is violated.
To evaluate the extent to which aircraft performance may limit runway acceptance
rate, a minimum required separation time at the outer marker was determined, while keep-
ing the corresponding go-around rate low. In figure 9-5, the solid lines represent mean values
of TI and TRO. In selecting the required separation time, 3a values of TI and TRO were
used to ensure that go-arounds occur less than 0.01% of the time.
The separation times shown in table 9-1 and in figure 9-5 are based on the assumption
that aircraft will be able to arrive at the outer marker precisely at the times required. The
variation of separation times with arrival accuracies is shown in table 9-2.
Figure 9-6 shows the rate at which aircraft can be landed at a single STOL runway
(runway acceptance rate— RAR) as a function of reference speed and ATC separation cri-
teria. For example for Vj^gp = 77 kn (143 km/hr) corresponding to an approach speed of
82.3 kn (153 km/hr) and an ATC separation criteria of 1 nmi (1.85 km), the time separation
is 43.1 sec. The runway acceptance rate associated with this time separation, with a zero
go-around rate, is equal to 83 aircraft per hour.
Comparing figure 9-6 with the values of required separation time shown in tables 9-1
and 9-2, it can be seen that, for Vj^gp = 77 kn (143 km/hr) and standard deviation of
arrival time accuracy at the OM less than 4 sec, the runway acceptance rate depends only on
the selected separation criteria until the ATC longitudinal separation standard falls below
1 nmi.
If the standard deviation of arrival accuracy at the OM is raised to 4 sec, the required
separation time of 47.52 sec (from table 9-2) exceeds the available time separation of 43.1
sec at 1 nmi (1.85 km) longitudinal separation (for a go-around rate of less than 0.01%).
However, if the go-around rate is allowed to increase to 0.2% of the runway acceptance rate,
then the required separation time drops to 38.0 sec and the runway acceptance rate is still
ATC separation limited at longitudinal separations of 1 nmi or greater.
9.2.2 Conclusions
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the acceptance rate of a single STOL
runway is limited by ATC separation requirements, not by aircraft performance character-
istics or runway geometry, for separations 1 nmi or greater.
At a uniform assigned approach speed (VRgp) of 77 kn (143 km/hr) and a 1-nmi (1.85
km) arrival/arrival separation rule at the OM, the expected RAR is equal to 83 aircraft per
hour with a go-around rate less than 0.01% of RAR, so long as the standard deviation of
arrival times at the OM is less than 4 sec. If ATC separation less than 1 nmi can be realized,
correspondingly higher runway acceptance rates, while keeping the go-around rate to less
than 0.01%, can be achieved by introducing additional runway exits with higher turnoff
speeds.
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9.3 SUCCESSIVE ARRIVALS AND ARRIVAL/DEPARTURES
The present rule requires that a departing aircraft be separated from an arriving aircraft
on final approach by a minimum of 2 nmi (3.70 km) if separation will increase to a mini-
mum of 3 nmi (5.55 km) within 1 min after takeoff.
This rule serves two purposes: one, to ensure that the departing aircraft has left the
runway before the arrival reaches the threshold, and two, to ensure adequate separation of
the two aircraft in case the arriving aircraft had to perform a go-around.
The STOL runway under consideration below is the same as described in the previous
section and illustrated in figure 9-4. The go-around (missed approach) procedure used in the
following discussion consisted of a climb to 1500 ft (457 m) followed by a 180° climbing
turn to 2500 ft (762 m).
Figures 9-7 and 9-8 show the altitude and distance versus time profiles, respectively, of
alternating arrivals and departures operating under today's rules of 3 nmi (5.55 km) mini-
mum separation of arriving aircraft at the threshold. Departing aircraft have started their
takeoff rolls as soon as the previous arrivals have turned off the runway.
As shown on figure 9-8, the 2-nmi (3.70-km) separation requirement at the threshold
between departure 1 and arrival 1 is met, and 60 sec after takeoff, at 73 sec on figure 9-8,
the separation goes to 2.92 nmi (5.41 km). If arrival 1 initiates a go-around when at 500 ft
(152 m) altitude (fig. 9-7), adequate horizontal and vertical separation exists between the
two aircraft at all times.
Hence, it seems that if arriving aircraft, all having a common Vj^£p of 77 kn (143 km/
hr), are making approaches to the described STOL runway under the present 3-nmi (5.55
km) separation rule, a departure can be inserted between each two arrivals while complying
with the departure/arrival separation requirement. The runway operations rate (ROR) can
thus be increased to twice the RAR (see fig. 9-6). Therefore,
ROR = 2 RAR = 2(27.5) = 55 aircraft per hour
(for VApp = 82.3 kn (153 km/hr) corresponding to VREF = 77 kn) (143 km/hr)
Figures 9-9 to 9-12, inclusive, show the altitude and distance versus time profiles for
arrival/arrival separations of 2 and 1.5 nmi (3.7 and 2.8 km). The basic safety criterion of no
two aircraft on the runway at the same time was not violated for these separation standards.
However, the 2-nmi (3.7-km) departure/arrival separation requirements must be relaxed
before arrivals and departures can be alternated at these reduced separation distances. In
addition, it would have to be shown that ATC control loop accuracy has been sufficiently
improved to enable the safe handling of the reduced separation of a departing aircraft and
an arriving aircraft resulting from the latter performing a missed approach, as shown in figs.
9-10 and 9-12.
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If the reduced arrival/arrival separations are found feasible, the following operations
rates can be attained on a single STOL runway when arrivals and departures are alternated:
Separation Standard ROR
2 nmi (3.7 km) 82 aircraft per hour
1.5 nmi (2.8 km) 1 1 0 aircraft per hour
(for a common Vj^gp 77 kn (143 km/hr), corresponding
to a mean V of 82.3 kn— 1 53 km/hr)
Figures 9-13 and 9-14 show the altitude and distance versus time profiles, respectively,
of mixed arrivals and departures operating under a 1-nmi (1 .85 km) arrival/arrival separation
rule. As can be seen on the diagrams, arriving aircraft cross the threshold before the depart-
ing aircraft leave the runway, hence, violating the safety criterion of no two aircraft on the
runway at the same time. If an arriving aircraft had to perform a go-around, its horizontal
separation from the aircraft that just took off could be as low as 1 300 ft (427 m). There-
fore, to make mixed operations possible at 1 nmi (1.85 km) separation, the runway
occupancy time of arrivals would have to be reduced along with increasing to a very high
degree the accuracy of the ATC control loop. Operations rates of 166 aircraft per hour
could be achieved.
This study has shown that, under today's arrival/arrival and departure/arrival separa-
tion rules (3 nmi (5.55 km) and 2 nmi (3.7 km), respectively), a departure can be inserted
between each two arrivals, giving an ROR for the STOL runway of 55 aircraft per hour.
At arrival/arrival separation standards less than 3 nmi, alternate arrivals and departures
could be conducted with improved ATC control loop accuracy, and/or reduced runway
occupancy time of arrivals. Runway operations rates of 1 10 aircraft per hour could be
achieved with a 1 .5-nmi (2.80-km) longitudinal separation rule and 1 66 aircraft per hour
with a 1-nmi (1.85-km) separation rule.
9.4 POSTULATED ATC SYSTEM FOR 1985
The conceptual ATC system for 1975 described in section 9.2 only applied to the
independently operated STOL intraurban system. By 1985 we can expect that this same
system can be applied to both the independent STOL system and the scheduled CTOL
carriers. The early application of the strategic time-synchronized ATC to STOL will have
hastened its extension to the remaining airline population. Only the unequipped general
aviation aircraft will fly outside the strategic time-synchronized control environment.
The independence of STOL from CTOL operations will be maintained during this time
period because of the differences in aircraft dynamic handling characteristics and approach/
departure speeds.
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9.5 INTRAURBAN ROUTES
The en route portion of the intraurban transportation system is composed of dedicated
airspace lying beneath en route airspace assigned to CTOL operations. The STOL routes are
described by standard area navigation route identifiers: azimuth and range from VORs
located near the routes (alternatively, these descriptors may be in latitude and longitude).
Each waypoint has an assigned altitude for given directions of travel in the case of routes
carrying two-way traffic or where routes cross or intersect.
Because of the short length of the en route portion of the intraurban route structure,
only a small volume of airspace must be dedicated to STOL exclusive use. The volume of
airspace assigned to actual approach and departure paths appears, in plan view at least,
somewhat larger than the en route airspace. This is because airspace in and about each STOL
airport must be available for possible approaches from more than one direction (on account
of wind changes), and missed-approach/go-around procedures. The airspace assigned to each
STOL airport must be identified on navigation charts. This airspace will include the areas
required for approaches to both ends of all usable runways for all applicable wind condi-
tions. In actual use, the airspace being used for any one wind direction may be much less
than that shown on the charts.
9.6 AVIONICS REQUIREMENTS
As discussed in section 8.2, one key to a successful intraurban transportation system is
having the ability to maintain a high runway operations rate. Table 9-3 lists the physical
characteristics of a proposed avionics system that is suitable for use in a variety of aircraft
that might be considered for intraurban application, is compatible with the advanced ATC
system described earlier, and is capable of supporting increased operations rates.
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TABLE 9- 1.-TRA VEL TIMES AND RUNWA Y OCCUPANCY TIMES FOR THREE
. REFERENCE SPEEDS
VREF-
kn (km/hr)
70(130)
77 (143)
84(156)
Runway occupancy time
Mean
^TRO-
sec
21.74
19.69
17.32
Variance
<*TR02'
sec
2.897
3.510
4.248
Approach time, Tl
Mean
My,,
sec
110.62
100.57
92.19
Variance
"T,2.
sec
4.576
3.782
3.178
Required separation time
^TRO + 3 f fTI+3 yffT!2 + aTR02
sec
36.35
33.61
30.82
TABLE 9-2,-EFFECT OF ARRIVAL ACCURACY ON REQUIRED SEPARA TION TIME
VREF-
kn (km/hr)
70(130)
77 (143)
84(156)
Standard deviation of arrival times at outer marker, OJQ^, sec
1 2 4 6 8 10
Required separation time, sec
37.70
34.88
32.16
40.09
37.20
35.48
49.84
47.52
44.94
60.64
58.34
55.97
71.95
69.69
67.29
93.49
81.29
78.91
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TABLE 9-3.-INTRAURBAN AIRPLANE AVIONICS
Quantity
per
airplane
(b)
(b)
(b)
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
Avionics system
Inertia! navigation system
Flight control computer
(central data processor and
automatic guidance program
Microwave landing system
Interphone
Passenger address
Voice recorder
VHF communications
VOR
ATC
Attitude reference
Compass
Flight director
Indicator, altimeter
Airspeed
Air data
Flight recorder
Weight
each/ total.
1b
100
30
75
35
60
20
20/40
12/24
14
kg
45.3
13.6
34.0
15.9
27.2
9.1
9.1/18.1
5.4/10.9
6.3
Volume
total,
ATRa
1
1/4
3/8
3/8
1/2
1/2
1/4
Power
total,
W
200
100
100
50
80
12
100
30
30
a(ATR) (0.0248) = m3
1 ATR = 1510 in.3
Single-thread system
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Outer
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Exit
33.6 sec
3aT2
80
i
100 120
Time, sec
140
VREF =77kn (39.6m/sec)
CTT2 = °TRO + °T1
Expected value of runway acceptance rate =107 aircraft/hour
Expected go-around rate < 0.01% of runway acceptance rate
Longitudinal separation = 0.72 nmi (1330 m)
FIGURE9-5.-REQUIRED ARRIVAL-ARRIVAL SEPARATION TIME
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10.0 OPERATING COST
There are three important considerations that must be investigated before embarking
on a new system such as intraurban aircraft transportation: investment, public benefit, and
operating profitability. Part of operating profitability is operating cost.
The intraurban transportation system is a unique concept, therefore, the methods
developed to assess operating costs are also unique. The attributing factors-aircraft price,
cash direct operating cost, cash indirect operating cost and allocated investment cost—have
been separately analyzed to embody the intraurban system.
10.1 AIRCRAFT PRICE BUILDUP
The cost estimates for the intraurban configurations were developed through the use of
a computerized cost model. This model provides the ability to display the cost of the fly-
away aircraft systems by the following standardized classifications: wing, body, empennage,
landing gear, nacelle, power pack, electrical, electronics, controls, hydraulics/pneumatics, air
conditioning, and interiors.
Cost regression curves were developed for the above classifications based on both
Boeing and industry data. The availability of this technique allows expedient evaluation for
production quantities of any aircraft regardless of configuration. Each airplane configura-
tion was then evaluated individually to establish the complexities of design, tooling, and
manufacturing, relative to the basic regression cost curves developed, and adjusted by this
evaluation to determine the relative magnitude of the tasks between the various designs.
The cost/price of the aircraft was based on a reasonable return on investment in a com-
mercial environment. The total one-company market was assumed to be 1500 to 2000 air-
craft at a peak rate of 30 per month.
If the cost/price of the aircraft were based on the same return on investment but a
much smaller production quantity (300-400), the price would increase about 50%. For the
95-passenger augmentor wing STOL, the price would increase from $1 968 000 to
S3 151 000. The effect of this on DOC is shown in section 10.2.6 and in the overall
economic analysis in section 11.5.
Table 10-1 lists th cost/price for the three configurations at each of the passenger
capacities for 1975 and 1985. The 1985 airframe cost is essentially the same as the 1975
airframe. This results in a slightly higher cost per pound for the 1985 technology composite
construction. (See sec. 6.1.5.3 for costs of composite structure.)
10.2 CASH DIRECT OPERATING COST
Cash direct operating cost (DOC) includes crew pay, insurance, direct maintenance,
direct maintenance burden, fuel, and oil. Depreciation is in allocated investment cost and,
hence, not part of cash direct operating cost.
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10.2.1 Crew Pay
Crew pay is based on a two-man crew—pilot and copilot. All regulations limiting the
number of hours a crew may work per month, or annually, have been lif ted. Crews will work
regular shifts on a five-day week and will return home at the end of the shift.
The method used to derive a crew's yearly salary is based on an outline in a 1969
union/airline agreement. This includes a monthly base pay, hourly pay, mileage pay, gross
weight pay, plus a 15% increase to cover welfare, payroll taxes, trainees, instructors, etc.
A variety of shifts was considered, as shown in figure 10-1. Although the yearly salary
varies according to the length of the shift, the maximum change in dollars per block-hour
from one shift to another is less than $5/hr. Since a variety of shifts may be employed, an
average dollar per block-hour was used.
10.2.2 Insurance
Insurance included in direct operating cost covers the hull, public liabili ty, and prop-
erty damage. Passenger liability insurance is considered an indirect operating cost.
During the initial introduction of a new airplane type, the insurance is high, but, over
the useful life of the airplane, it will average 2% per year when applied to the total initial
airplane price.
10.2.3 Direct Maintenance
Direct maintenance expenses for the study were developed using two principal sources:
from CAB Form 41 schedules for scheduled airlines and from airline sources where a more
detailed breakdown exists. The following methodology discussion will show how the two
sources are used to complement each other with the resulting maintenance estimates being
more realistic.
Historical CAB Form 41 maintenance expenses were collected for a number of years to
observe the relative contribution of airframe and engines on aircraft of significantly differ-
ent design. Aircraft with differing design ranges, numbers of engines, and scheduled operat-
ing environments were compared. This allowed conclusions to be drawn on size, numbers of
engines, and aircraft average trip length.
Four conventional aircraft averages were determined as representative of their types to
be the basis of the subsequent estimations. Selected aircraft were:
• A large four-engine aircraft
• A medium three-engine aircraft
• Two smaller two-engine aircraft
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The maintenance expenses of these four aircraft were separated into 13 major func-
tional systems to provide the basis for estimating STOL maintenance expense levels. The 13
systems elected for estimating are combinations of the Air Transport Association (ATA)
specification 100 breakdown for maintenance operations. The 13 systems are:
(1) Landing gear
(2) Body
(3) Wing
(4) Empennage
(5) Electronics and instruments
(6) Electrical
(7) Controls
(8) Nacelle
(9) Interiors
(10) Hydraulics and pneumatics
(11) Air conditioning
(12) Engines
(13) Power pack
Figures 10-2 through 10-5 present dollars per trip at the average flight time for the
various systems. The extrapolations to the lower gross weights were the basis for the STOL
estimates. These first-level estimates were then modified to account for major changes in
design from conventional aircraft to the study aircraft. Examples of systems requiring judg-
mental modifiers are:
• Larger number of doors
• Low-speed takeoffs and landings that allow greater tire tread thickness
• Elimination of galleys, toilets, oxygen, and water/waste systems
Tables 10-2 and 10-3 list the 1975 and 1985 STOL estimates (based on conventional
design) and modifying factors used in estimating maintenance costs for the study. By relat-
ing the modified estimates to the parameters of system weight and price, it was possible to
estimate the effect of variations on the basic design.
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All aircraft, except portions of the helicopter and tilt-rotor aircraft, were developed
using the above basis. Vertol division provided the estimates of labor and materials for
engines, power pack, rotor, drive, and control systems of the helicopter and tilt-rotor air-
craft. The remaining systems were estimated in the above-described manner with helicopter
reported costs being the base.
10.2.4 Direct Maintenance Burden
One and a half times the direct maintenance labor dollars has been used. CAB 1968
and 1969 statistics shows the average burden for small passenger aircraft is 150% of labor
maintenance.
10.2.5 Fuel and Oil
Although domestic fuel prices have shown increases in the past year, the most com-
monly used fuel price of 10 cents per gallon ($26.40 per cu in) plus a 2% nonrevenue factor
has been used in this study since a specific price forecast for the study area has not been
made. Oil has no appreciable impact on direct operating cost and has, therefore, been
excluded.
10.2.6 Analysis and Results
The purpose in analyzing the DOC is to aid in choosing a design to fulf i l l the intra-
urban transportation system requirements. In this study, depreciation is an allocated invest-
ment cost and will not be included as a direct operating cost. Cash DOCs are used.
Three aircraft designs in two time periods have been analyzed. In a 1975 time period,
the augmentor wing STOL design and a helicopter are compared. Each has three configura-
tions. Figures 10-6 and 10-7 present the cash DOC comparison in dollars per trip versus
range, and cents per seat-statute-mile versus range. In each configuration, the augmentor
wing STOL has a lower cash DOC. This can be largely attributed to block time.
Figures 10-8 and 10-9 segregate the dollars per trip for the two aircraft into the cash
DOC elements, adding depreciation for information only. Figure 10-1 Ogives the dollars-per-
trip breakdown at 30 nmi (55.5 km) showing the cost due to fuel and hourly oriented costs
above the line and those dependent on a yearly ut i l izat ion below the line. Again, deprecia-
tion is shown for information only. For this section, an average utilization of 5 hr per day
for 310 days per year (1550 hr per year) has been used.
The cost in cents per seat-statute-mile versus range for the three configurations and the
cost in cents per seat-statute-mile versus number of passengers are shown in figures 10-11
and 10-12 for the two aircraft.
In the 1985 time period, an augmentor wing STOL aircraft, a helicopter, and a tilt-
rotor VTOL aircraft are compared. In this time period, both the helicopter and the aug-
mentor wing STOL are benefiting from improved technology and material expected to be
available at this time. The tilt-rotor VTOL will not be available until this time period.
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Figures 10-13 through 10-21 present the cash DOC for the 1985 aircraft in the same
manner the previously discussed 1975 aircraft were shown. Figure 10-13 and 10-14 show
that the tilt-rotor VTOL has slightly lower cash DOCs in all configurations than the aug-
mentor wing STOL. The helicopter is higher at all ranges and configurations. Tilt-rotor
VTOL flight time is only slightly higher than the augmentor wing STOL, but, as shown in
figure 10-18, the tilt-rotor VTOL fuel consumed is lower.
Several sensitivity studies were run on the augmentor wing STOL for both the 1975
and 1985 time periods. They are: sensitivity on body configurations, takeoff field length,
minimum-cost cruise speed, reduced production quantity, and a simplified engine that will
reduce engine maintenance and price. In addition, a disc loading sensitivity study was run on
the tilt-rotor VTOL.
The results of these sensitivity studies are presented in figures 10-22 through 10-28.
10.3. INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS
10.3.1 Introduction
The determination of indirect operating costs (IOC) for an airline system is, at best,
highly subjective. IOC can be defined, generally, as all expenses incurred in airline activities
not directly associated with the acquisition or operation of flight equipment. The rationale
developed to quantify lOCs follows existing methods to some degree but modified, as
required, by the uniqueness of the intraurban operations. The operating expense functions
of the Civil Aeronautics Board's uniform system of accounts and reports are generally
followed.
The quantification of IOC required analyzing the staff requirements, labor rates, and
capital investments necessary to operate the system and to support the requirements of the
basic system developed for the San Francisco Bay area.
The basic system that evolved is characterized by: short segments, high frequencies,
single-class service, automatic ticketing and no reservations, minimum staffing, and an
austere environment.
10.3.2 Description of Accounts
Each operating function in the IOC group was analyzed in detail and related to one or
more pertinent operating statistical units of measure.
10.3.2.1 Passenger Service
Passenger service encompasses all activities related to passenger comfort, safety, and
convenience. In this analysis, it is assumed that there will be no in-flight meals and, con-
sequently, no need for cabin attendants.
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There is one cost reported in this account that is relevant to the intraurban system-
Passenger l iabi l i ty insurance. Historically, the cost of passenger l iabil i ty insurance, as well as
various un i t costs for the domestic t runk airlines, have been as shown in table 10-4 (all
figures are annual expense and are in constant 1968 dollars).
There does not appear to be any stabi l i ty in the uni t costs, although the trend is clearly
toward lower unit costs. For the base system, the expected passenger l iabil i ty expense
would be $6.5 million, based on the 0.688 million departure rate. Again for the base system,
the expected annual passenger l iabil i ty expense would be S3.8 mil l ion, based on the 15.2
million passengers per year passenger rate. While it is realized that the intraurban system will
require a large number of revenue departures, the anticipated aircraft control system will
increase the safety of the system by about 50%. Therefore, the passenger liability expense
per passenger trip will be set at 12.5 cents or 50% of the current rate. The total yearly
passenger l iab i l i ty expense RLE is given by
PLE = 0.125 (LF)(Seats)(Departures)
where:
LF = average load factor
Seats = aircraft capacity per departure
Departures = annual number of departures, millions
10.3.2.2 Aircraft Servicing
Aircraft servicing covers all expenses incurred on the ground incidental to the protec-
tion and control of the in-flight movement of aircraft—visual inspection, routine checking,
servicing, and aircraft fueling—and other expenses incurred on the ground pertinent to
readying for the arrival and departure of aircraft at terminal locations. In addition, landing
fees are included in this account.
Aircraft servicing can be subdivided into the four general cost areas listed below. The
average percent of the aircraft servicing account for domestic trunks is also listed.
Historical Average
Cost Area of Total, ','c
Aircraft control 14
Landing fees 19
Aircraft handling 38
Other expenses 29
Aircraft Control.-Aircraft control activity encompasses flight planning, meteorology,
crew scheduling, and related work. It might be hypothesized that almost all of the aircraft
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control function will be computerized and require a very minimal staff of people. It is
assumed that three men per node (terminal) will be required or 24 man-hours per day. Thus,
Annual aircraft control cost = (24 hr/day)(rate/hour)(days/year)(nodes)
= 24($5.00)(314 days)(nodes)
= $37 680(nodes)
where the S5.00 per hour rate ($10 000 annually) and the 314 days per year are assumed
values for these parameters.
Landing fees.—Landing fees vary by airport location and are, in effect, a fee paid by
the airline to the locale to use for construction and maintenance of terminal facilities. As
such, landing fees are considered a part of the subsidy necessary to maintain the operation
of the intraurban system and, therefore, will not be considered part of the IOC of the sys-
tem. Terminal costs are discussed in section 8.0
Aircraft Handling.—Aircraft handling is related chiefly to the handling of airplanes at
airport locations. It is assumed that four men are required for each gate at each airport loca-
tion. Since demand, as expressed in departures, is not uniform over the entire day, it will be
unnecessary to have all gates manned during the entire working day. To allow for peak
demand, it is assumed that half of the gates at each location will be manned at all times (16
hr/day) and that the remaining gates will be manned for peak traffic (4 hr/day). Thus, at
node i,
Total man-hours per day = I-T( 1 6)(4)
where Nj is the number of gates at node i. Therefore, for the system,
Total man-hours = 2 40 N.- = 40 (total gates in system)i '
Total annual cost = 40 (gates)(rate/hour)(days/year)
= 40($5.00)(314)(gates)
= $62 800 (gates)
where the rate per hour is $5.00 ($10 000 annually) and a 314-day work year is assumed.
A second activity that falls in this cost category is the cleaning, refueling, and visual
check of aircraft. It is assumed that this will be done during the evening at a remote site.
Assuming two-man crews that are able to clean, refuel, and check the aircraft at the rate of
two per hour, or one man-hour per aircraft, the number of man-hours per day for a given
fleet size is:
Man-hours = 1 .0(fleet size)(a)
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where a is the proportion of the fleet serviced on a daily basis and has been set at 1.0. Then,
Total annua l cost = (fleet size)(rate/hr)(days/year)
= (fleet size)($5.00)(314)
= (1570)(fleetsize)
where the rate per hour is $5.00 ($10 000 annually) for a 314-day work year.
Other Aircraft Servicing Expenses.-This cost category includes employee costs, such as
training and instruction, as well as the purchase of outside services and office equipment
rentals. There is no totally acceptable method of identifying all costs associated with this
cost category. Therefore, it will be assumed that this cost contributes 29% of the total air-
craft servicing account cost or 35.8% of aircraft servicing costs, exclusive of landing fees.
Therefore,
Other = 0.358 (Acft servicing cost - landing fees)
= 0.358 (Acft control + acft handling + other)
0.642 other = 0.358 (Acft control + acft handling)
Other = 0.558 (Acft control + acft handling)
Substi tut ing the aircraft control and aircraft handling costs found in earlier sections yields
Other = 0.558[37 680 (nodes) + 62 800 (gates) + 1570 (fleet size)]
= 21 025(nodes) + 35 042(gates) + 876(fleet size)
The total estimated aircraft servicing cost (TASC) for the intraurban network is given by
TASC = Acft handling + acft control + other
= 58 705(nodes) + 97 842(gates) + 2446(fleet size)
10.3.2.3 Traffic Servicing
Traffic service encompasses the processing of revenue payloads at terminal locations.
For this IOC study, the intraurban system will carry no cargo; thus, revenue payload con-
sists of passengers and baggage. Included in this function are the charges generated by direct
ticket sales.
Passenger hand l ing expenses vary according to the size of the terminal as well as
volume of traffic. To handle the anticipated volume of traffic, automatic ticketing is impera-
tive. There is a system currently available that will satisfy the requirements of the intraurban
transportation system. Recently PSA (Pacific Southwest Airlines) has installed self-service
ticket dispensing machines at various airports. The device is an electromechanical uni t in
which the customer inserts any acceptable credit card, pushes destination and activator
buttons, and receives a ticket in 4 sec. Cost of each machine, developed by Asteroid Cor-
poration of San Diego, California is S3000. Assuming that the cost and ticketing time of the
unit is representative, the necessary number of ticketing units and the cost per gate can be
determined.
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The number of ticketing machines necessary for a gate is
f c 1 TStp 1
m
L'B/'P J I 'B J
/Stp \
= GILTh-^ + 1VB I
where:
[ ] implies the greatest integer less than (GILT).
Assuming, for reliability purposes, that a 25% backup is required, the number of ticket-
ing machines per gate is
/Stp \
1.25m= 1.25 GILT —- + 1
VB /
Summing over all gates and nodes, the total number of ticketing machines M is given
by
M= 1.25m(gates)
r /stp
= 1.25(gates) GILT —-
I \ IDI \ ^
Letting tp = 8 sec and tg = 180 sec,
M = 1.25GILT(0.044S + l)(gates)
Letting S = 50, 100, and 150 yields,
GILT(0.44S+ l) = 3,if S = 50
= 5 , i f S = 1 0 0
= 7 , i f S = 1 5 0
or
GILT(0.044S + 1) = 1 + 0.04S
The "chargeable" cost of the ticketing machines per year, assuming 10% depreciation,
10% principal, and 7% interest on investment is
0.27(S3000/machine)M = 810[ 1 + 0.04(seats)] (gates)(l .25)
= 1012.5 [1 +0.04( seats)] (gates)
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There is a flat monthly maintenance charge for the machines of $100 per node. Thus, the
yearly maintenance charge is $1200(nodes)
Although the ticketing function is entirely self-service, there should be a ticket agent
on site to handle problems with invalid credit cards, etc. The level of manpower required is
2.5 agents per node per day or 20 man-hours per node per day. Thus,
Agent cost = 20(rate/hoiir)(days/year)(nodes)
= 20($5.00)(314)(nodes)
= $31 400 (nodes)
where the rate per hour is $5.00 $ 10 000 annually) for a 314-day work year.
The nonlabor portion of this account, historically, has amounted to 30% of the labor
cost. Thus the nonlabor contribution is 0.30(31 400)(nodes) or 9420(nodes). Summariz ing
the cost by component,
Ticketing units = 1012.5[1 + 0.04 (seats)] (gates)
Maintenance = 1 200( nodes)
Agents =31 400( nodes)
Nonlabor = 9420(nodes)
Total (TTSC) = 42 020(nodes) +1012.5(gates)
+ 40.5(seats)(gates)
10.3.2.4 Promotion and Sales
Promotion and sales includes all costs associated with the creation of public preference
for the air carrier and stimulation of this mode of air travel, direct sales solicitation, con-
firmation of passenger space sold, development of tariffs and operating schedules, expense
attributable to the operation of nondirect ticket offices, and agency commissions on ticket
sales. It is ant icipated that this expense can be e l iminated ent i re ly due to au tomat ic ticket-
ing and a no-reservation policy. Also, any advertising deemed necessary can be done through
public service announcements. The monopoly position such a system enjoys wil l e l iminate
the necessity of advertising on a cont inual basis.
10.3.2.5 Servicing Administration
Servicing administration includes expenses of a general nature incurred in performing
supervisory or adminis t ra t ion activities for traffic servicing and aircraft servicing. Assuming
one supervisory employee per 10 people and one administrative employee per three super-
visory personnel, the following manpower is required:
I ] 4
Total manpower per employee = 7n + 30 = 30
Total man-hours/day = 0.133(traffic servicing labor hours +
aircraft servicing labor hours)
= 0.1333[40(gates) + 24(nodes) + fleet size + 20(nodes)]
= 0.1333[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
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Historically the nonlabor cost has been 33% of the labor cost or on a per-hour basis, it is
equal to 0.0444[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
Therefore, the total annual servicing and administration cost (TSAC) is given by
TSAC = (rate/hour)(days/year)(0.1778)[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
= (7.50)(260)(0.1778)[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
= 15 225.2(nodes) + 13 868.4(gates) + 346.71 (fleet size)
where the rate per hour is $7.50 ($15 000 annually) for a 260-day work year.
10.3.2.6 General and Administrative Costs
General and administrative expenses include all items of a corporate nature plus
expenses incurred in performing activities that contribute to more than a single operating
function such as general financial accounting activities, purchasing, legal, and general opera-
tional administration not directly applicable to a particular function.
Assuming three G&A personnel for every four servicing administation personnel, the
equivalent man-hour ratio is:
(~4 /no) = 0-10 man-hours attributable to
aircraft and traffic servicing
The total manhours for G&A is then
0.10[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
The nonlabor cost is assumed to be 67% of the labor cost. Thus, on a per-hour basis the
nonlabor cost is
0.0667[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
The total G&A cost (TGAC) is
TGAC = (rate/hour)(days/year)(0.1667)[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
= (15.00)(260)(0.1667)[44(nodes) + 40(gates) + fleet size]
= 28 600(nodes) + 26 OOO(gates) + 650(fleet size)
where the rate per hour is $1 5.00 ($30 000 annually) for a 260-day work year.
10.3.2.7 Ground Facilities
This account is composed of the following costs:
(1) Depreciation-ground property and equipment—This function covers the deprecia-
tion of terminal, administrative, and maintenance facilities; construction costs;
and expenses of general ground equipment. This cost is being included with the
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other depreciation, and a discussion may be found in the sections on depreciation
and on terminal construction and site purchase.
(2) Maintenance burden— ground equipment— The maintenance burden expense
encompasses primarily a portion of the cost of administrat ion of maintenance
stocks and stores; keeping pert inent maintenance operation records; and schedul-
ing, controlling, planning, and supervising maintenance operations.
(3) Direct maintenance-ground equipment— The direct maintenance account includes
expenses related to repair and maintenance of ground property and equipment.
Historically, it has contributed about 26% of the total ground facility expense.
The problem of identifying and defining all contributors to the above costs is diff icul t .
However, it is a widely accepted fact that such expenses are highly correlated with their
counterparts in direct operating costs. Current ly, the ratios of IOC to DOC for accounts
5200 (item 3 above) and 5300 (item 2 above) for the domestic t runks are 0.10 and 0.12,
respectively.
For the DOC, let
Y5200 = A5200 + B520o(distance)
Y5300 = A5300 + B5300(distance)
where Y<PQQ and Y/TTQQ are measured in dollars per departure. Then, the corresponding
equations for IOC are
Y
*5200 = °- ' OA5200 +
Y>5300 = °- ' 2A5300 + °- ' 2B5300(distance)
where the units of Y'<PQQ and Y'^QQ are in dollars per departure.
For a 95-seat airplane, the values of Y are shown in table 10-5 for two ranges. Using
this information to solve for the values of A and B, gives
_ 27.36 - 23.29 _ 4.07
B5200- 46-11 .50 ~ 3 4 . 5 ~ ° ' 1 1 8
A5200 = Y5200 '
= 23.29-0.118(11.5) = 21.92
Therefore,
Y5o0Q = 2 1 .92 + 0. 1 1 S(distance)
For IOC, the cost per departure for 5200 is
Y'5200 = 2.192 + 0.01 18(distance).
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Repeating the process for 5300,
R ,18.58- 15.47,3.11 _B5300- 46-11.50 "34.5"
A5300 = Y5300 ' 0.090(distance)
= 15.47 -(0.090)(1 1.5)= 14.435
Therefore,
Y5300 = 14-435 + 0.090( distance)
For the IOC, the cost per departure for 5300 is
Y
 5300 = 1.735 + 0.0108(distance)
The total ground facility cost (TGFC) for a 95-seat airplane is given by
TGFC =d^ (2.192 + 1.735) + (0.01 18 + 0.0108)(distance)
= 3.927(departures) + (0.0226)(total miles flown)
If the above analysis is applied to DOC data for 49-seat and 1 50-seat airplanes, the
values in table 10-5 are obtained. The slopes and intercepts are shown in table 10-6.
For the IOC, the cost per departure coefficients for each seating configuration are
shown in table 10-7.
The coefficients, when plotted as a function of number of seats per aircraft in figure
10-29, are approximately linear. Therefore, 2 A1, 2B! can be expressed as linear functions of
the number of seats per aircraft. Letting A' denote ZA' and B' denote SB1, we have
OI ., 5.296-2.947 2.349 nno..Slope A = - - - = .. =0.0233
Intercept = 3.927 - (0.0233)(95) =1.717
A' = 1.717 + (0.0233)(seats)
Slope B' = ' = 2^080 = 0 0000?92
Intercept B' = 0.0226 - (95)(0.0000792) = 0.0151
B1 = 0.0 1 5 1 + (0.0000792)(seats)
The annual TGFC is given by
TGFC= 2 [A1 + B' (distance)]
DEP
= A' (departures) + B'(total miles)
= [1.717 + (0.0233)(seats)(departures)
+ (0.01 5 1 + (0.0000792)(seats)] (miles flown)
= 1.717 (departures) + 0.0233 (seats)(departures)
+ 0.0 1 5 1 (miles flown) + 0.0000792(seats)(miles flown)
Summarizing the STOL IOC by cost component yields table 10-8.
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The annual IOC is given by the following formula, using the totals from table 10-9.
IOC = 0.14458(nodes) +1.717(departures) + 0.0151 (miles flown)
+ 0.138723(gates) + 0.0000405 2(gates)(seats) + 0.003443(fleet)
+0.0233(departures)(seats) + 0.125(departures)(seats)(load factor)
+ 0.0000792(seats)(miles flown)
This equation has been inserted directly into the transportation network model (sec.
1 1.0) so that the lOCs for each vehicle in each system studied are consistent. The network
model supplies the number of departures, miles flown, etc.
10.3.3 Calculation of IOC for the Base Case
The operating values for the base case are:
Nodes—26
Gates-48
Fleet-73
Passengers—15.245 million annually
Departures—0.68766 mill ion annually
Miles flown-17.297 million annually
Load factor-0.447
Seats per aircraft—49
Departures per gate-14 326 per year
Miles per depar ture—25.15
Departures per aircraft-9420 per year
The IOC for the base case is broken out by component using the values of table 10-9.
Component Cost Percent
Aircraft servicing 6.402 42.8
Traffic servicing 1.236 8.3
Servicing administration 1.087 7.3
General and administrative 2.039 13.6
General facilities 2.294 15.4
Passenger liability expense 1.883 1 2.6
Totals 14.941 100.0
FOC per passenger departure = SO.9705
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Figures 10-30, 10-31, and 10-32 graphically depict IOC as a function of the volume of
passengers for various aircraft capacities. Note that the passenger liability expense and the
expense related to the number of nodes have been identified. Also identified is the IOC for a
constant number of departures (687 660 from the base case). It is interesting to note, as
table 10-9 reveals, that a large number of additional passengers can be handled at a small
incremental addition to the IOC. The dollar per passenger figures above assume that the
parametric relationships indicated in figures 10-30, 10-31, and 10-32 are maintained. Since
these parameters are not independent, it is probable that, as traffic increases, the number of
nodes, gates, fleet size, etc., would vary, resulting in less-favorable ratios. These figures have
been included primarily to illustrate the variability of the lOCs and should not be used alone
to determine any sensitivities, unless a network model run is available showing the relation-
ship between the parameters.
A number of interesting relationships can be seen in table 10-10, which compares the
base intraurban system with the average of the domestic trunks, local service airlines, and
helicopter airlines. The dollars per passenger carried for the intraurban system is less than
one-twentieth of the trunks and less than one-tenth of the local service, but the dollars per
revenue passenger mile turn out to be of a similar magnitude.
One last comment should be made concerning the IOC of the intraurban system. The
assumptions made herein have purposely forced IOC to very low levels. It is felt that only at
these levels does the system have any possibility of being economically feasible. The IOC
cost calculated here should be viewed not only as an estimate of what IOC levels the intra-
urban system will incur for various aircraft types but also as an indication of manpower and
staffing ratios necessary to attain these cost levels. It should be evident that austerity will
not only be necessary but mandatory.
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TABLE 10-1.-AIRCRAFTACQUISITION COSTS
Aircraft type
Augmentor wing STOL
Helicopter VTOL
Tilt rotor VTOL
Passenger
capacity
49
95
153
50
98
150
50
100
150
1975 technology, 1970
dollars in millions
Airframe3
1.121
1.423
1.787
1.449
1.992
2.440
Engines
0.438
0.545
0.685
0.228
0.355
0.452
Total
1.559
1.968
2.472
1.677
2.347
2.892
—
—
-
1985 technology, 1970
dollars in millions
Airframe3
1.140
1.432
1.783
1.449
1.992
2.440
1.323
1.946
2.481
Engines
0.430
0.531
0.663
0.211
0.331
0.441
0.239
0.377
0.488
Total
1.570
1.963
2.446
1.660
2.323
2.881
2.481
2.323
2.969
Includes $305 000 for electronics in all cases
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TA BL E 10-2. -DIRECT MA INTENANCE COST-1975
($/Trip at Average Flight Time)
Airplane
components
Wing
Body
Empennage
Landing gear
Nacelle
Electrical
Electronics
and instruments
Controls
Hydraulics
and pneumatics
Air conditioning
Interiors
Power pack
Engines
Total
Curve value
conventional
aircraft at
60 400 Ib
gross weight
0.65
2.08
0.28
5.33
0.21
1.20
1.63
0.60
1.07
0.84
3.76
3.20
14.40
35.25
%
change
-35
-35
-50
-40
-30
-30
Analysis
Extra doors may bring maintenance up,
but because of slower speed window
maintenance should go down.
Nonretractable gear, slower landing
speed, and thicker tires improve number
of takeoffs/set of tires.
Less complex system— no individual
lights, galley, toilet lights, etc.
This is a highly complex system, but
because of airplane use the electronic
system can be left on during shift,
eliminating high cycle cost.
No pressurization.
Galleys, toilets, oxygen, and water/
waste eliminated.
Augmentor wing power pack is smaller
than that of conventional airplanes.
Monitoring is installed and on-condition
maintenance provided.
Engines are overdesigned to improve
cycle cost, although engines are still
smaller than those of conventional air-
planes because of augmentor wing.
Monitoring is installed and on-condition
maintenance provided.
STOL
augmentor
wing value
0.65
2.08
0.28
3.47
0.21
0.77
1.63
0.60
1.07
0.42
2.23
2.17
9.80
25.38
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TABLE 10-3.-DIRECTMAINTENANCE COST-1985
($/Trip at Average Flight Time)
Airplane
components
Wing
Body
Empennage
Landing gear
Nacelle
Electrical
Electronics
and instruments
Controls
Hydraulics
and pneumatics
Air conditioning
Interiors
Power pack
Engines
Total
Curve value
conventional
aircraft at
48 500 Ib
gross weight
0.52
1.72
0.20
4.30
0.18
0.94
1.25
0.45
0.87
0.62
3.00
2.80
12.56
29.41
%
change
+20
-35
-35
-50
-40
-30
-30
Analysis
Ducting is more complex than in 1975
airplanes.
Extra doors may bring maintenance up,
but because of slower speed window
maintenance should go down.
Nonretractable gear, slower landing speed,
and thicker tires improve number of
takeoffs/set of tires.
Less complex sytem— no individual
lights, galley, toilet lights, etc.
This is a highly complex system, but
because of airplane use the electronic
system can be left on during shift,
eliminating high cycle cost.
No pressurization.
Galleys, toilets, oxygen, and water/
waste elininated.
Augmentor wing power pack is smaller
than that of conventional airplanes. Moni-
toring is installed and on-condition
maintenance provided.
Engines are overdesigned to improve
cycle cost, although engines are still
smaller than those of conventional air-
planes because of augmentor wing.
Monitoring is installed and on-condition
maintenance provided.
STOL
augmentor
wing value
0.62
1.72
0.20
2.80
0.18
0.60
1.25
0.45
0.87
0.31
1.80
1.90
8.54
21.24
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TABLE 10-4.-PASSENGER LIABILITY INSURANCE HISTORY-
DOMESTIC TRUNK AIRLINES
Year
Total liability
cost (millions)
Cost/departure
Cost/rpm
Cost/passenger
1969
$29.6
9.42
0.00032
0.252
1968
$32.6
10.85
0.00038
0.299
1967
$30.9
11.23
0.00041
0.318
1966
$28.1
12.29
0.00047
0.355
1965
$27.1
12.03
0.00053
0.387
TABLE 10-5.-MAINTENANCE DOC-AUGMENTOR WING STOL
49 passenger
Range
10 nmi
40 nmi
v aY5200
17.81
21.25
Y b5300
11.52
14.19
95 passenger
Y5200
23.29
27.36
Y5300
15.47
18.58
150 passenger
Y5200
30.88
35.73
Y5300
20.97
24.63
'
 Y5200 = Direct maintenance—dollars per departure
=
 Maintenance burden—dollars per departure
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TABLE 10-6.-MAINTENANCE DOC-SLOPES AND INTERCEPTS
Seats
49
95
150
A5200a
16.72
21.92
29.26
R bB5200
0.095
0.118
0.141
A5300
10.63
14.44
19.75
B5300
0.0775
0.090
0.106
A = dollars/departure at zero range (intercept)
B = dollars/mile (slope)
TABLE 10-7.-IOC COEFFICIENTS-GROUND FACILITY COSTS
Seats
49
95
150
A>5200
1.672
2.192
2.926
B/5200
0.0095
0.0118
0.0141
A/5300
1.275
1.735
2.370
B
'5300
0.0093
0.0108
0.0127
ZA-
2.947
3.927
5.296
SB'
0.0188
0.0226
0.0268
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TABLE 10-8.-IOC COEFFICIENT SUMMARY
Cost
category
Total
aircraft
servicing
cost
 (TASC)
Traffic
servicing cost
(TTSC)
Servicing and
administration
cost
(TSAC)
General and
administration
cost (TGAC)
Ground
facility cost
(TGFC)
Passinger
liability
expense
(RLE)
Totals
Parameter
Nodes
0.058705
0.042020
0.015255
0.0286
0.144580
Departures,
millions
1.717
1.717
Gates
0.097842
0.001013 +
(0.00004052)
(seats)
0.013868
0.026
0.138723 +
(0.00004052)
(seats)
Miles,
millions
0.0151
0.0151
Fleet
size
0.002446
0.000347
0.00065
0.003443
(Seats) (dep).
millions
0.0233
(0.125)LF
0.0233 +
(0.125)LF
Seat miles,
millions
0.0000792
0.0000792
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TABLE W-9.-IOC LOAD FACTOR-CAPACITY SENSITIVITY
Load
factor
0.31
0.447
0.58
Capacity, seats
49
$1.367/passenger
$0.986/passenger
S0.788/passenger
95
$0.805/passenger
$0.596/passenger
$0.488/passenger
150
$0.585/passenger
S0.444/passenger
S0.371 /passenger
TA BLE 10- JO. -SUM MA RY OF COM PA RA Tl VE OPERA TING STA TISTICS
FOR VARIOUS CLASSES OF SERVICE
Class of
service3
Domestic
Local
Helicopter
Intraurban
Passengers,
millions
116.671
23.388
0.418
15.245
Departures,
millions
3.142
1.594
0.064
0.688
RPM,
billions
90.393
6.473
0.011
0.356
IOC,
millions
2417.535
266.835
4.4
14.941
IOC unit costs
$/pax
20.72
11.41
10.52
0.95
S/dep
769.0
167.0
69.0
21.0
S/RPM
0.0267
0.0412
0.4000
0.0420
aData for the STOL network is from the base case.
Data for domestic, local, and helicopter service is
from 1969 CAB handbook.
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11.0 MARKET AND ROUTE ANALYSIS
This section will cover the basic areas of passenger demand potential, network analysis,
and the economic evaluation. Its purpose is to show the relationships between system
parameters, how these parameters affect the economic evaluative measures, and to select the
"best" STOL and VTOL vehicles in conjunction with their concomitant system facilities for
the 1975-85 and 1985-95 time periods.
The San Francisco Bay area examined is geographically displayed in figure 11-1. Its
boundary is composed of the outermost boundaries of the following nine counties: San
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra Costa, Solano, Napa, Sonoma, and
Marin. A quote from page 1 of reference 2 helps to characterize this area:
"In 1965, on these 4.5 million acres, lived 4.4 million people holding 1.7 million
jobs. They owned about 2 million automobiles and motorcycles and 285,000
trucks. These operated on 1,400 miles of state highways and 14,300 miles of
county roads and city streets."
The reference predicts a 48% increase in person trips from 1965 to 1980, a 78%
increase in person trips from 1965 to 1990, and a 70% increase in population from 1965 to
1990. This indicates the requirement for increased capability of the overall transportation
media.
In addition to revenue-producing passengers, consideration is given to the transporta-
tion of cargo via the intracity air mode during its off-peak periods.
11.1 PASSENGER DEMAND
Given that a person has decided to make a trip, he is confronted with the problem of
selecting the travel mode or modes he will use. The elements he will consciously or sub-
consciously consider include, for each alternative mode, the time it will take for the entire
trip (door-to-door), the total trip cost, travel comfort, convenience, safety, pleasure, status,
etc. (not necessarily in this order). Further, in considering the purpose of the trip, the
environment, his income, the time he must spend away from his job or home, alternate use
of his time while en route, and many other items too numerous to mention, the traveler
makes the decision based on the collective relative values he assigns to the involved variables.
This decision-making process, performed by all travelers, accounts for the mode selection
(mode split) from the available alternatives.
If a new mode becomes available, not only will the percent of travelers by each mode
shift, but the total number of person-trips may increase. Thus, the passenger demand for the
new mode is the sum of those diverted from existing modes and those induced by the new
mode by virtue of its availability, novelty, or improvements in one or more variables beyond
the threshold limit established by the new traveler.
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Another element entering into the already complex task of forecasting passenger
demand is the redistribution of traveler residences, places of employment, shopping centers,
etc., due to the addition of the air travel mode. To further decrease trip times and costs by
the air mode, a traveler might prefer to reside as close as possible to his enplanement point;
likewise, he would have a tendency to work, shop, and enact personal business near other air
terminals. The resulting distribution of origination and destination points would no doubt
induce additional passenger demand that, in turn, would continue to fuel the fire for con-
tinued development in and around the air terminals. Since no known method is available for
determining how much of the present-day traffic was induced to travel because of one or
more changes in the transportation system, it becomes apparent that the problem of fore-
casting induced traffic is even more formidable.
An analytical approach to predicting mode split, given a perturbation in the total trans-
portation system, is possible only if all of the mode decision-making elements can be
expressed quantitatively. Then, relating the quantitative requirements and desires of each
traveler to the available mode choices, the decision would be cut and dried. Working collec-
tively with all travelers, the existing modes would provide the data necessary to distribute
travelers into discrete classes, providing the inference to accurately predict mode-split
changes as a function of variable perturbation.
Because only a few of the trip characteristic elements can be expressed quantitatively,
and the available data on intracity air travel is insignificant, the mode-split equation (see sec.
11.1.2.1) developed for this study is based primarily on subjective reasoning. Moreover, the
equation predicts passenger demand due to diversion only; for the reasons stated earlier, no
attempt was made to predict induced traffic. The air-terminal-pair demand, based only on
diversion of existing traffic, is thus conservative.
Since the mode-split equation yields the percent of existing passenger flow that would
be diverted if, in fact, the new air mode were introduced, person-trip data are required to
obtain numerical demand quantities. The Bay Area Transportation Study Commission
(BATSC) (ref. 2) has recently concluded a 5-year study of transportation requirements and
ground transportation systems for this area and, in the process, obtained actual person-trip
data for 1965. (This organization, now incorporated in the Regional Transportation
Planning Commission, has proved most cooperative in providing data and information for
this study.) The BATSC study projected these data to provide travel forecasts by mode and
other classifications (such as trip purpose) for the years 1980 and 1990. These data, in con-
junction with the mode-split equation, provided the passenger demand for each intracity air
transportation system examined.
11.1.1 Travel Base Data
The data base for this study is that obtained by the BATSC in connection with its May
1969 report (ref. 2). It was used to construct time-of-day passenger demand distributions
and to generate, via the mode-split equation, passenger demand between the air terminals.
Data are available for the years of 1965, 1980, and 1990.
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11.1.1.1 Passenger Demand Between Air Terminals
To organize data received from many sources and localities on a common basis, a
hierarchical or nested system of coding by zonal units was developed by BATSC for the Bay
area. The BATSC zonal structure selected for the study herein defines traffic flow geograph-
ically in terms of 291 origination and destination analysis zones. Figure 11-2 displays the
relative sizes and shapes of the zones, which collectively occupy the entire land space within
the study area. This level of detail was considered to be sufficiently small for the traffic and
modal-split analysis.
The traffic data used to determine air passenger demand consist of the average number
of weekday person-trips occurring in each of the zone-pairs. The 291 zones provide 42 195
zone-pairs for which the number of daily person-trips is recorded on magnetic tape. The
Boeing CDC 6600 computer was used to perform the necessary data processing.
Total person-trips for all modes of travel and all purposes of travel was used as the base
of traffic. Because the vast majority of total person-trips are via auto, the trip costs and
times were computed using auto characteristics (i.e., the relatively small transit traffic is
ignored because, in general, the transit passenger is very cost conscious and is not likely to
pay the much higher air fare). Furthermore, air demand resulted from diversion of single-
occupant auto traffic (40% of auto passengers) only; diversion from multioccupant auto
traffic would be insignificant due to the much lower passenger costs.
As part of the network, an air terminal was located at each of the three major civil air
carrier airports: San Francisco International, Oakland International, and San Jose Municipal.
Thus, the links between these terminals and all the others provide air transportation access
to these three major airports.
11.1.1.2 Time of Day (TOD) Demand Distribution
The relationship between the demand rate (e.g., passengers per hour) and the clock
time of day is illustrated by a TOD distribution. For example, passenger demand between a
residential area and a highly industrialized area would probably be significantly greater in
the 6:30 am to 8:30 am and 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm time periods than during the remainder of
the day. Although the rate of demand has an effect on access congestion and line-haul fre-
quency, thereby affecting trip time, the resulting incremental change in trip time (door-to-
door) is assumed to be nearly equal for all modes. Because trip time in mode split is
accounted for by the numerical difference between the air mode trip time and the trip time
of the mode from which demand is being diverted, the effect of demand rate will not be
visible. The TOD distribution, then, is used only to schedule aircraft in the network model;
it is not a factor in mode-split determination of air passenger demand.
The TOD distributions were constructed from BATSC data consisting of departure
times (all modes) for individual person-trips within the Bay area. Specifically, departure
times (clock time of day) were collated into 15-min incremental time intervals throughout a
24-hr weekday. The resulting distributions are shown and explained further in section
11.4.2.1. Demand densities (passengers per 5-min interval) for each air terminal-pair were
computed in the network model by allocating daily demand according to the corresponding
time-of-day distribution.
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11.1.2 Mode-Split Implementation
The "best" air system is one that satisfactorily minimizes losses or maximizes profit
under the somewhat nebulous constraint that it be a worthwhile community endeavor pro-
viding widespread service to a significant number of travelers. For the present study, an
analytical method of predicting passenger acceptance is required for two important reasons:
first, to show the sensitivity of this demand to changes in system variables (e.g., fare, port
location, speed, gate time) and, second, to obtain the level of traveler demand for the air
mode. These objectives have been met by a simple mode-split equation that reacts to system
characteristics in terms of relative changes to trip time and cost.
At the present time, for trip distances exceeding 5 mi, the primary modes of travel in
the Buy area include the automobile and public transit (transit includes commuter rail and
bus). Diversion of passengers from these existing modes should be based on considerations
including the relative characteristics of the highway, transit, and the proposed air systems,
characteristics of the trip-maker himself, and the socioeconomic and development aspects of
the origination and destination zones. Because significant data are not available to relate
ultra-short-haul air travel demand to the above-mentioned considerations, the mode-split
technique used herein is one that, in effect, "interpolates" the diverted demand by relating
certain characteristics of the highway and transit modes to those of the intracity air mode.
Specifically, the differences in trip time and trip cost wholly account for the passenger
diversion.
11.1.2.1 Mode-Split Equation
The mode split equation evolved as follows. First of all, because of the reasons already
stated (primarily, lack of data and inability to quantify intangible characteristics), it was
decided to equate the diversion proportion to AC and AT:
Z = f(AC, AT)
where:
Z = decimal fraction of person-trips diverted to air from an existing mode
AC = air mode, door-to-door, one-way trip cost minus that for existing mode
AT = existing mode, door-to-door, one-way trip time minus that for proposed air mode
Knowing that Z would increase when AT increased, but would decrease when AC increased,
furnished the sign (positive or negative) of the "slope" of Z in relation to changes in the
two variables. It is also known that Z will approach 1 when AT becomes large and AC = 0,
and Z will approach zero when AC becomes large and AT = 0. With these bases, it is
apparent that the relationship is a continuous surface that is asymptotic to Z = 1 for large
AT when AC = 0, and is asymptotic to Z = 0 for large AC when AT = 0. Additionally, the
surface is asymptotic to the plane surfaces of Z = 0 and Z = 1 for many other coordinate
combinations of AT and AC. A quantitative definition of this three-dimensional surface
could be described by one or a series of mathematical equations; however, in view of the
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lack of a solid basis, it is folly to be sophisticated. A lot of time and effort is saved by
approximating the surface with a plane surface defined by a simple, short, and wieldy
equation:
Z = Z
where:
ZQ is the value of Z when AT = 0 and AC = 0
ATQ is the value of AT when Z = 1 and AC = 0
ACQ is the value of AC when Z = 0 and AT = 0.
Figure 11-3 shows the linear surface; note that the plane intersects the Z axis at 0.5
and the AC axis at ACQ. This mode-split surface was used to obtain diversion for positive
and negative values of AC and AT. When Z exceeded 1 or was less than zero, the following
rules were applied (approximating the asymptotic conditions):
• When Z > 1, set Z = 1
• When Z < 0, set Z = 0
Specific values for ZQ, ACQ, and ATO were selected judgmentally to define a
"nominal" plane for diverting passengers from an existing mode. The values are ZQ = 0.5,
ACQ = $2, and ATQ = 30 min. Qualitatively, in consideration of a new mode of travel (air,
for example) versus an existing mode,
• Where door-to-door trip times and costs are exactly equal, the passengers would
be indifferent to the two modes and, therefore, 0.5 (ZQ) would take the new
mode.
• Where door-to-door trip times are exactly equal, nobody (Z = 0) would take the
new mode if its cost exceeded the existing mode's cost by S2 (ACQ) or more.
• Where door-to-door trip costs are exactly equal, everybody (Z = 1) would take the
new mode if they saved at least 30 min (ATQ) of trip time.
11.1.2.2 Trip Times and Costs
The following equations are used in the computation of one-way trip costs and times
incurred by a passenger:
• Single-occupant auto cost
CA = parking + operating + depreciation + bridge penalty
= 0.50 + 0.05(DA) + (N-l)500/500 + 0.10(B)
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« Air trip cost
CS = access(ride + kiss) + fare + transit
= (0.05)(2)(A1) + F + 0.15
• Auto trip time
TA = ingress/egress + avg speed + bridge penalty
= 5 + (DA/45)60 + 5(B)
• Air trip time
TS = auto access + block time + airport/wait + transit egress
= (A 1/24)60+ BT+10 +(A2/15)60
where:
DA = auto tr ip distance (assumed equal to 1.25 times straight-line distance
between zone centroids)
N = 1 or 2, the number of autos owned
B = 0 or 1; if a major bridge is involved in trip, B = 1, otherwise B = 0
A1 = ingress distance to air terminal
A2 = egress distance from air terminal
F = air fare
BT = aircraft block time (a function of D)
D = distance between air terminals
Note that auto costs are for the single-occupant driver/owner. Passenger trip cost for
multioccupant auto travel would be the total trip cost divided by the number of people in
the auto. For any number of people in an auto other than one, passenger trip cost would be
at least halved and, thus, diversion of this set of traffic would be negligible. Other modes of
travel (transit, walking, etc.) are also insignificant for trip distances exceeding 5 mi (8 km).
Therefore, air demand is assumed to come solely from the supply of single-occupant auto
travelers.
Line-haul times and fares for the air mode assume nonstop routes. Due to the high
density of most air-terminal-pair links, it is estimated that the trip time increase resulting
from a multistop route would exceed that resulting in a passenger simply waiting for the
next nonstop flight.
Figure 11-4 gives values for AC and AT as a function of the distance between air
terminals (D) for DA = 1.25D, B = 0, and Al = A2 = 4. The dependent variables AC - F and
AT + BT allow the determination of AC and AT for any fare and block time.
A salient feature in costing a trip is the inclusion of the cost associated with the owner-
ship of an "extra" car (N = 2) requiring the payment of license fees and insurance
premiums, as well as the indirect capital depreciation (decrease of market value with age).
Dividing the total of these annual costs (S500) by the number of annual trips (500) for
which this extra car is used gives the average fixed cost per trip. An extra car is defined as a
car that would not be needed if another acceptable mode of transportation were made avail-
able. In other words, by taking the other mode of transportation when applicable, the extra
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car would not be used even on weekends, for other purposes, by other family members, etc.,
because the primary-use car would be available. Although not accounted for in this study, it
can be assumed that the present 60% of families who own more than one car will be reduced
to a lower percentage by the addition of the air mode.
11.1.2.3 Sensitivity Analyses
The nominal values of 0.5, $2, and 30 min for ZQ, ACQ, and ATQ were obtained in a
more or less judgmental fashion. The assumptions are: (1) for equal trip times, Z would
equal 0 if the air mode trip cost exceeded the auto trip cost by $2 or more; (2) for equal
trip costs, Z would equal 1 if the air trip is at least 30 min faster than by the auto mode; (3)
for equal trip costs and times, Z = 0.5. (Of course, in reality, Z would never equal 0 or 1,
but would instead very nearly approach these values for ACQ and ATQ.) Because of the
uncertainties, it might be desirable to know how sensitive Z is to small changes in ZQ, ACQ,
and ATQ. The three graphs in figure 11-5 show that Z is quite insensitive to ZQ whereas a
greater sensitivity exists for incremental changes in ACO and ATQ.
From the mode-split equation,
The following partial derivatives show how Z varies with changes in each of the
implicity parameters:
3Z AC AT
3Z0 AC0 AT0
ACaz
 =
3Co (AC0)2
az AT(Z 0 -1 )
AT0)2
az _"zo
dAC AC0
Figure 1 1-6 shows the proportion of single-occupant auto person-trips diverted as a
function of air fare and the distance between air terminals. As listed on the graph, all other
variables are held constant. Note that the slopes of the curves are equal to 0.25 per dollar,
i.e., the fractional diversion decreases by a 0.25 increment for every dollar increase in fare.
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11.1.2.4 Value of Time Concept
Because value of time has become somewhat of a standard in mode-split analysis, it
would be interesting to compute the cost of saving time. From the mode-split equation:
AC =
For ZQ = 0.50, AC0 = S2 and ATQ = 30 minutes,
A C = 2 + 0.067 AT-4Z
Dividing both sides by AT,
AC_ 2 .
 ftft,_ ./ Z \
AT" AT + 0-067-4lAT)
and, for the augmentor wing STOL, with block time of 5 + 0.16D, A1 = A2 = 4, B = 0, and
DA= 1.25D
AT = - 3 6 + 1.51D
Therefore,
AC 2 - 4Z
A T 1 . 5 1 D - 3 6
Figure 11-7 exhibits two graphs: AC versus AT and AC/AT versus D. The bottom
graph can be used to determine the upper and lower limits for the value of time; viz., the
cost of saving time (AC/AT) for Z = 1 and D > 24 depicts the lower limit for value of time
as implied by the mode-split equation, and the AC/AT for Z = 0 and D > 24 is the upper
limit for value of time. Note that the upper and lower values of time shift to correspond,
respectively, to Z = 1 and 0 for D < 24.
Very interestingly, the median value of time is constant at $4/hr and occurs when
Z = 0.5, i.e., the mode split inherently implies that 0.5 of the travelers value their time at
greater than $4/hr, the other 0.5 at less than $4/hr.
The asymptote at D = 24 is the point at which AT = 0, and, thus, the point at which
AC/AT is undefmable; however, AC/AT approaches plus and minus infinity when AT
approaches zero. At D = 43, everybody (Z = 1) values their time above SO/hr but nobody
(Z = 0) values their time greater than S8/hr. At D = 30, nobody values their time in excess
of $16.50/hr. It can easily be argued that the AC a traveler is willing to pay is dependent on
the AT for the trip, and not so much on a comparison of the AC/AT ratio to one's value of
time.
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At D = 24.5, the mode split indicates that the upper limit for value of time is
$124.63/hr; a much lower value would appear to be logical. Yet, because AT equals only
1 min, a AC/AT ratio of $124.63/hr requires that AC = $2.08. Thus, a traveler could easily
be misled into continuing to use his automobile if his decision was based on the AC/AT
ratio. However, it is quite conceivable that he would take the air mode for a AC = S2.08
even if there were virtually no time savings. This philosophy of considering AC and AT,
rather than AC/AT, provides the basis for the mode split in this study.
11.2 MACRO APPROACH
11.2.1 Macro Economic Analysis
11.2.1.1 Model Development
While recognizing that the interaction of traffic, vehicle, network, and system infra-
structure is best described and assessed by a simulation process such as the network analysis
model (NAM), there is often a need for a formula that can quickly provide reasonable
estimates of vehicle/network compatibility. Vehicle parametric analyses have traditionally
been based on simple direct operating cost sensitivity without consideration of the impact
of system elements (number of nodes and gates, traffic volume, fare elasticity, etc.).
A macro-economic model (MEM) has been developed to provide a ready means of
ranking vehicles under various system conditions when the full interactive analysis offered
by NAM is not warranted.
11.2.1.2 Method
The equation is developed for an equivalent segment length (determined by inspection
of the total network traffic flow, e.g., passenger-miles/passengers) with a base case of traffic,
fare, gate requirements, flights per day, fleet size, etc. Variations about the base case thus
provide system element sensitivity in addition to the usual vehicle design sensitivities.
Having established the equivalent segment length, vehicle characteristics at this distance
are determined and equations for each class of vehicle are developed as in the example
below.
Macro Equation.—Taking daily operating profit as a macro measure of economic merit,
the economic situation may be expressed as:
Operating profit = operating revenue - total operating cost
where:
Revenue = (fare) (seats) (LF)
and
Total operating cost = DOC + IOC
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where:
DOC = K* + (flight operating cost*/st mi)(average distance)(flights/year)
+ depreciation* + insurance*
where:
K = cyclic direct cost ($/flight)
and
IOC = 0.145(nodes) + 2.7(departures) + 0.139(gates)
+ 0.00004(seats)(gates) + 0.0175(miles flown)
+ 0.0034(fleet size) + 0.04 + 0.125LF(seats)(departures)
(Where sensitivity of profit to airplane price is required, starred factors in DOC equation
may be expressed in terms of price.)
Incidentally, where traffic sensitivity to frequency, or where fare elasticities are known
or postulated, the revenue may be expressed in terms of passengers, fare, and frequency. In
such cases, load factors (LF) would vary. In the present example, an arbitrary traffic/
frequency relationship is assumed, and fare and loading factor are held constant. Various
aircraft sizes are then tested and operating profit comparisons are made.
Example: — Vehicle class—augmentor STOL airplane
— Equivalent segment length—24 mi
— Base case:
50 000 daily passengers
24 nodes
2000 daily flights
Fare equation = $1.75 + 0.064D or $3.50 (whichever is greater); thus,
at 24 mi, base fare = $3.50
Traffic.—The base daily traffic of 50 000 passengers (parametric or estimated) is
assumed to vary at ±10 000 passengers per thousand flights offered. Since the base case
rests on 2000 flights for a 50-passenger vehicle, the daily passenger traffic takes the simpli-
fied slope/intercept form,
Passengers = 30 000 + (10)(daily flights)
where
„. .. „. , . passengersDaily flights = ,T „., Y .—°—: jrx* 6 (LF)(seats per aircraft)
so that for an arbitrary load factor of 0.5,
30000passengers =•
I--=T-seats
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Fleet Size.—Since only rudimentary scheduling concepts are available in the macro
method (in contrast to the time-of-day sensing scheduling capability of the network analysis
model), the fleet requirements arc determined as follows.
Because of the high peaked commuter demand, it is assumed that the average fleet
aircraft will be used for the equivalent of 6 clock hours per typical day. (For annual factors,
there are 314 "typical" days in the operating year. This assumes operating at slightly better
than half of the weekday schedules on weekends and holidays.) Thus, average flights per day
per aircraft can be estimated as
Flights per aircraft = . , , f.6)(6|——-.—6 F
 block time + gate time
where block and gate times are expressed in minutes. Therefore, for an augmentor-wing-type
STOL, flying the average trip length of 24 mi (block time 5 + 0.16D and gate time = 3 min)
Flights per aircraft = , .
 4 . -, ~~\J~ ~ 3® flights/day
Fleet size for the augmentor wing becomes (from the preceding equations)
r,, . . 30 passengersFleet size = ,-:—-77—:—r;—r\(load factor)(seats)
Gate requirements are developed on the basis that since all nodes require at least one
gate, and assuming an average day-long gate occupancy of 9 min, (40 departures in 6 hr),
^ . nodes or flights . . , . .Gates = JX —, whichever is greater.40
On the basis of such postulated factors and relationships, it becomes possible to test
aircraft and system elements for comparative economic suitability. An example of such an
analysis, based on augmentor wing STOL airplanes, is shown in figures 11-8 and 11-9. The
example is limited to sensitivity of operating profit to passenger capacity and load factor,
but it is evident from the formula that similar graphic relationships could be developed for
fare and airplane price as well as for operational factors such as speed, gate time, time-of-day
demand, etc.
Results,—As mentioned above, one of the conventional methods of vehicle economic
comparison is to simply compare direct operating costs—usually on an available seat-mile
basis. This implies a comparable utilization and load factor for the candidate aircraft. (One
frequent outcome of this approach is that the largest vehicle is selected on the basis of low-
est unit cost without consideration of the applicability of the assumed load factor and
utilization.) In practice, the only valid basis for a general comparison is for a fixed task, with
utilization and load factors as a result of the matching of the vehicles to the task. One way
in which the task can be specified is to assign a volume of traffic to the equivalent segment
length and compare the vehicles on the basis of moving this traffic. An additional refine-
ment is to assign fare and frequency elasticities to the traffic. In the present example, only
frequency elasticity has been incorporated.
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However, some interesting results are evident:
• According to figure 1 1-8, operating profits tend to flatten out with aircraft size,
even at an assumed load factor (in this case 50%). Furthermore, in the highly
peaked, highly directional demand of commuter traffic, it is doubtful if the 50%
load factor could be achieved with the large vehicle.
• Indirect and annual direct costs are relatively flat with reducing size (increasing
frequency).
• In view of the uncertainty of achieving a 50% load factor in the large vehicle, the
effects of load factor were tested as shown in figure 11-9. It is evident that, if
operation of the 153-passenger aircraft resulted in a load factor of 40%, it would
not be competitive with a similar 100-passenger vehicle matched to the traffic and
yielding a 50% load factor. This emphasizes the need to verify that the low unit
cost (cents/available seat mile) of the larger aircraft can be effectively used. This
verification is more feasible in the network analysis model (NAM) described in the
following section.
While the macro approach is a step forward from the traditional cost comparison, a
simulation process, such as is used in the NAM, provides a far greater degree of operational
rationality in the economic outcome.
In the following section, the macro method is used to gain insight into the con-
sequences of off-peak utilization.
11.2.2 Off-Peak Utilization
11.2.2.1 Introduction
In view of the extreme traffic peaks normally associated with metropolitan transporta-
tion, and resulting low average utilization of system elements, it is logical to consider off-
peak utilization opportunities for economic relief.
In the case of the metropolitan air transport (MAT) system, many of the aircraft will
be on a standby basis from about 10 am to 4 pm and from 7 pm until 7 am. Investigation of
revenue opportunities for these time intervals include:
• Cargo \
> intrametropolitan and intercity
• Mail )
• Intercity passenger service
However, it should be pointed out that utilization for utilization's sake is not neces-
sarily a worthwhile objective. Additional utilization must produce operating revenue that is
at least above the associated total cost. That is, it must cover all costs that are not written
off against regular operations.
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11.2.2.2 Cost Comparison
The first step is to examine the typical MAT aircraft in economic terms relative to its
most likely intracity and intercity competitor, in this case, the truck. The results are as
shown in table 11-1 where it can be seen that, even without adding the cost of the addi-
tional unload-Ioad cycle required by the air transport, the truck has unit-cost superiority.
Thus, it seems evident that the air system must rest on "system" advantages. (As is well
known, present-day air cargo markets depend on such system advantages as lower inventory,
warehousing, and pilferage costs to compete with lower-cost surface modes.)
Even a preliminary examination of the system benefit possibilities in the proposed
MAT network indicates that an in-depth analysis would be required for this aspect alone.
For example, to meet the urgent requirement to minimize gate time during peak passenger
operations, the aircraft are configured for rapid enplaning and deplaning of passengers. It is
estimated that a quick-conversion configuration would add 8% to the direct cost of the
aircraft.
11.2.2.3 Subsidy
The general economics estimated for the MAT system seem certain to require at least
an initial investment grant if not an operating subsidy as well. In this case, an important
question arises: Can a publicly funded transport system compete with private organizations
such as trucking companies? (It may be contended that the truckers are using public-funded
roads in pursuit of their business, but at least the trucks are taxed for highway use.) This
introduces the question of how the system element costs should be allocated in determining
off-peak customer charges and resulting MAT profit.
As table 11-1 shows, the air vehicle would prove extremely costly at intrametropolitan
distances compared with trucks, and a substantial value of time is thus required for airborne
commodities. In addition, the truck can usually provide door-to-door service whereas '
terminal delays, at least during commuter peaks, must be added to the air trip.
11.2.2.4 Revenue Requirements
Another method of examining the economic feasibility of off-peak utilization can be
developed by means of the macro economic model described earlier in this section.
From figure 11-9 it is seen that, if the large (153-seat) augmentor wing STOL is oper-
ated at an average load factor of 25%, for example, an operating loss of S20 000 daily will
be incurred. (No allowance for possible nonoperating system-facilities, land, etc.—
investment expense.) If the direct costs are increased to account for cargo conversion, the
loss will increase to about $28 000. If about half of the 30 fleet aircraft are available for
off-peak uses at any one time, this loss will be about $2000/day per off-peak aircraft.
Figure 11-10 shows the relationship between revenue levels and operating radius for
the 15 available aircraft at a 50% cargo load factor. The range of truck rates with which the
MAT system would have to compete is shown cross hatched. While the MAT cargo aircraft
could fly additional flights, figure 11-11 shows that, at the productivity levels to achieve the
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lowest revenue rate, even the half-fleet capacity exceeds by a wide margin the 1968 total
originating air cargo levels for the Bay area. When it is considered that much of this cargo
volume originates within a few-mile radius of the CTOL airports, at distances where the air
system cannot be competitive, the capacity imbalance is even more dramatic.
11.2.2.5 Intercity Passenger Service
The MAT system, at first glance, seems to have considerable intercity passenger
potential in service to peripheral centers at the fare levels possible with several of the study
aircraft. However, figure 11-10 can be used to approximate fare requirements required to
recover metropolitan system losses.
Consider Sacramento, the state capital, located 78 smi from San francisco. At 30
flights per day (two trips per airplane) the ton-mile cost is $ 1.70 or 17 cents per mile per
passenger or a one-way fare of $13.25 (not including indirect costs), which exceeds present
intrastate air fares. (Using this size of airplane, the 30 flights per day frequency would offer
about 60% more seats than presently in service between these points. However, "close-in"
service would undoubtedly improve air traffic to some extent.)
Furthermore, it is generally conceded that short-haul passenger acceptance is sensitive
to frequency matching of time-of-day demand, and such matching would be very limited if
based on off-peak availability of the MAT aircraft. However, system losses could be partially
reduced by carefully selected intercity passenger service.
11.2.2.6 Mail
Although it has been shown that the MAT aircraft cannot compete with trucks on a
straight cost comparison, there is some hope of U.S. Post Office support for the following
reasons:
• The mail rate at which helicopter operators were paid for intracity transport is at
a level that would offset out-of-pocket operating cost of some of the study air-
craft (see for example fig. 11-10).
• With current interest in improving the postal system, the speed advantage offered
by the MAT aircraft at intrametropolitan distances could stimulate postal
support.
• Integration of regional postal centers with MAT airports could effect the kind of
system benefits that are needed to justify the higher unit costs of air transport.
(However, it is beyond the scope of the present study to carry out the in-depth
analysis required to verify system benefits.)
11.2.2.7 Conclusions
• If intrametropolitan air transport is subsidized, competition with other com-
mercial cargo transport systems would probably be constrained except for public
service such as mail.
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• In any case, the side-by-side comparison of MAT aircraft and truck transport of
cargo indicates truck unit costs are lower, at least to the limits of the metro-
politan region, even without consideration of the costs of the additional loading/
unloading cycle required by air transport. However, mail loads, if compatible with
MAT aircraft size, look feasible for loss amelioration.
• When operating losses of the MAT system are written off by off-peak use of cargo
conversion aircraft, the required rates exceed those of trucks, even when the
required cargo volume exceeds that of all air cargo (freight, express, and mail)
originating in the Bay area in 1968.
• Intercity passenger service could be offered at fares that would defray intra-
metropolitan losses, but schedules would be restricted by the vehicle demand
created by commuter peaks.
• Complete analysis of system benefits would require a separate study permitting
careful examination of current competitive systems, projected surface competitive
development, and special transport opportunities possible in high-value goods,
time-critical commodities, intercity scheduling requirements, etc.
11.2.2.8 Recommendation
To fully develop current understanding of the economic limits of short-haul air trans-
port, an analysis of metropolitan interactive systems (mail and cargo levels and surface trans-
port development) should be carried out in depth. The recommended study should not be
encumbered by air transport technology projections but should rest on pre-established
vehicle and supporting system assumptions.
11.3 FARE FORMULATION
Assuming that the air fares will not be regulated in the proposed intracity network, the
idea of being able to formulate a fare equation to accomplish some end (maximize profit or
social benefit for example) is intriguing. The importance of fare has already been displayed
in figure 1 1-6, wherein, for a given set of typical conditions, it was found that fractional
diversion decreased by an increment of 0.25 for every dollar increase in fare. The first step
in determining fare is to specifically define the problem, i.e., given that fare is completely
unrestrained, what objective function should it satisfy (or optimize)? Qualitative goals, such
as "improve transportation for as many people as possible," will not be dealt with because
they could not be expressed in mathematical form. Listed below are two quantitative objec-
tives that might be achieved:
• Maximize system profit
• Satisfy a given fractional diversion versus range relationship
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The logic behind an attempt to establish a fare that maximizes profit is clear. On the
other hand, a fare predicated on the diversion of a precise proportion of travelers to the
novel air mode needs a bit of explanation. To obtain or strengthen governmental coopera-
tion and support, promoters might want to show that the intracity air concept is not only
useful as a transport system per se, but that it would serve, by virtue of its fare, to ecolog-
ically improve the local environment.
For example, to take an extreme case, a fare that decreases as trip distance increases
would certainly tend to divert a greater fraction of the longer range trips to air travel. The
incentive provided could increase demand for residential and industrial construction in the
fringe areas surrounding the megalopolis. This, in turn, would supply more passengers for
long-distance routes. Other long-term effects are easily recognizable.
As another example, suppose it is decided that the diversion fraction should be con-
stant and independent of air trip distance. A fare equation to accomplish this, or any other
relationship between fractional diversion and range, could be desirable.
Additional bases for fare might include simplicity (e.g., constant fare), cost (operating,
direct, total, or other), cost of major competing mode, distance of outermost node from
city center, etc.
11.3.1 General Equation
From the mode-split formula (sec. 11.1.2.1),
A C A T 7 ,
where:
Z = fractional diversion
AT = auto trip time - air trip time = TA - TS
AC = air trip cost - auto trip cost = CS - CA
trip = one-way, door-to-door
ACQ, ATQ, ZQ = mode-split constants (see fig. 11-3)
CS and CA = passenger-incurred costs
AC can also be expressed as
AC = CS - CA = CSNOF + F - CA
where:
CSNOF = air trip cost - fare = CS - F,
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then, the equation for fare F is:
F = AC + CA - CSNOF
1 1.3.2 Fractional Diversion Objective
It is seen that F is a function of Z and trip time and cost elements, where time and cost
are expressed as functions of distance (see sec. 11.1 .2.2). As an example, to illustrate the
macro approach, suppose it is desired to find a fare that will divert single-occupant auto
passengers to the air mode according to the following relationship:
Z = O f o r D < 10
Z = -0.2 + 0.02D for 10<D<60
Z = 1 for D > 60
where D is the distance between air terminals in statute miles. Let the passenger diversion
apply to single-occupant auto drivers whose auto trip distance DA = 1.25D, and, if he were
to take the air mode instead, lived 4 mi (6.3 km) (Al) from the closest air terminal and
would have to travel 4 mi (6.3 km) more (A2) after landing at the destination air terminal.
Assume also that B = 0 (no bridge) and N = 2 (two autos owned). Remembering that ZQ =
0.5, ACQ = S2, and ATQ = 30 min, the required fare for an aircraft having a block time of 5
+ 0. 1 6D min (augmentor wing STOL) would be:
F = 0.55- 4Z + 0.163D.
For the Z relationships given above,
F ^ 0.55 + 0.163D for D < 10
F= 1.35 + 0.083Dfor 10 < D <60
F < -3.45 + 0.163D for D >60
The inequality symbols merely imply the existence of fare limits corresponding to the
upper and lower limits of 1 and 0 for Z. Hence, because a fare equal to 0.55 + 0.1 63D
would result in zero STOL passengers (Z = 0) for D < \0 ,a greater fare would obviously be
a higher deterrent. Likewise, a fare less than one that diverts all (Z = 1 ) of the qualifying
auto drivers (qualifying refers to those auto trips characterized by Al = A2 = 4 mi (6.3 km),
B = 0, N = 2, DA = 1 .250) to the STOL mode would also push Z to 1 . Of course, in the
latter case, F should be held at its upper limit to increase profit.
The above fare equation, satisfying a fractional diversion versus range relationship, is
shown graphically in figure 1 1-12.
The purpose of presenting this example is to aid in the explanation of the limitations
inherent in the macro approach to fare formulation. Obviously, fare cannot vary from
person to person, depending upon where he begins and ends his trip relative to the most
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appropriate air terminals or upon his individual trip cost and time by auto relative to the
alternative air mode. The point being made is that fare must be tailored (holding all other
variables, restraints, criteria, objectives, etc., constant) to the so-called "average" potential
passenger, where average refers only to ingress, egress and line-haul variables versus the more
direct trip by auto. Final results herein are based on values for ingress and egress distances of
4 mi (6.3 km) each, and auto trip distances of 1.25D. These values are assumed to be close
to weighted averages; computations cannot be made because distributions of travel distances
between precise origin and destination (O/D) points are not known (for each trip, the
BATSC data tapes give only the centroids of the O/D zones rather than the actual O/D
points). The resulting fare equation, based on average trip distances, satisfies the objective
function only in regard to that particular set of travelers who, in fact, would have to travel
ingress and egress distances of 4 mi (6.3 km) each and, in the auto mode, would have a trip
distance of 1.25D, B = 0, and N = 2. However, parametric sensitivity studies (see fig. 11-16)
indicate that a nominal fare so determined would be about as good a starting point as one
could hope to get; further refinement could be achieved via trail and error network model
simulations that would zero-in on a more accurate fare equation satisfying the objective func-
tion for the entire collective array of travelers. (Actually, the network model could be used
solely, but the expense of the many more trial and error runs would far exceed that for the
macro approach.)
Another possible approach to finding a fare equation that satisfies a given Z = F(D)
function is shown in figure 11-13. The top graph shows fractional diversion versus range D
for four different fare equations; the data points were obtained from the mode-split routine
of the network model, thus, the actual values of B, N, Al, A2, and DA were used instead of
those assumed in the macro approach. The information contained in these curves was caused
to plot the four fare curves for constant Z of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in the bottom graph.
Now, by interpolation, the bottom family of curves can be used to determine fare equations
for any Z versus D relationship.
To compare this approach with the macro approach, the fare for Z = -0.2 + 0.02D is
plotted. Note that, because data were not available to plot fares for constant Z between 0.5
and 1, the resulting fare equation of F = 1.50 + 0.05D is valid for only 13 < D < 30
(0.1 < Z < 0.4). Note also that the two approaches yield different fare equations (for Z =
-0.2 + 0.02D, F(model) = $1.50 + 0.05D,and F(macro) = SI.35 + 0.083D). The difference is
due to errors in selecting 4 mi (6.3 km) and 1.25D, 0, and 2 as constant averages for Al, A2,
DA, B, and N, and due to the fact that the curves in the top graph do not fit the data points
very closely. It is satisfying, however, to observe that the fare equations generated in figure
11-13 for Z = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 are identical to those computed on a macro basis.
Setting aside the inability of the data points to lie on smooth curves, the method of
figure 11-13 would be preferable for Z = F(D) objective functions if additional data (more
network model runs) were obtained to complete the family of curves in the bottom graph
(Z = 0, 0.1,. . . 1). Note that this methodology is applicable only to the solution of
Z = F(D) objective functions; fares for other objective functions are determined differently
on a macro scale (average values for A1, A2, and DA).
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Regardless of the relationship of Z to D, Z can never exceed 1 or be less than 0. The
two straight dashed lines in figure 1 1-12 are the maximum and minimum fare limits for
STOL corresponding to constant Z values of 0 and 1 . The diversion ability of a fare versus D
equation can readily be determined by plotting the relationship directly on figure 1 1-12 and
determining the values for Z by linear interpolation.
Using the cost and time equations presented in the mode-split description and setting
Z0 = 0.5, AC0 = $2, AT0 = 30 min, DA = 1 .25D, B = 0, N = 2, and Al = A2 = 4 mi (6.3 km),
the equation for fare reduces to:
F = 0.88-BT/15-4Z + 0.173D
where BT = block time in minutes. Note that block time is the only aircraft characteristic
accounted for in the fare equation. Therefore, as examples for the STOL aircraft
(BT = 5 + 0.16D),
F> 0.55 + 0.163D for Z = 0
F = 0.15 + 0.163D for Z = 0.1
F < -3.45 + 0.163D for Z= 1
F = 1.35 + 0.083D Z = -0.2 + 0.02D for 10<D<60
Note that when Z = F(D), negative Z is set equal to 0, and Z exceeding 1 is set
equal to 1 . A negative fare means the operator would have to pay travelers to take the air
mode to achieve the objective Z function.
1 1.3.3 Maximum Profit Objective
A second objective function would be total system operating profit P.
P = revenue - TOC
Let G = number of single-occupant auto travelers, then
Revenue = (Z)(G)(F)
For the 49-seat augmentor wing STOL (1975) with an average LF = 0.5, network
model output values for utilization of 40 flights/day, and an average IOC of $ 1 . 14 per
passenger,
.
TOC per passenger = - (Q 5)(49) - + } ' 1 4
= 3.50 + 0.0160
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Therefore,
TOC = (TOC per passenger)(Z)(G)
P = (Z)(G)(F) - (3.50 + 0.016D)(Z)(G)
but
F = 0.55-4Z + 0.163D
Therefore,
P = G[-4Z2 - 2.95Z + 0.147DZ]
Setting the partial derivative of P with respect to Z equal to zero, and then explicitly solving
for Z gives
|| = -8Z-2.95 + 0.1470 = 0OL
Z = 0.01840-0.369
Because Z must fall within the limits of 0 and 1,
Z = 0 for 0 < 20
Z = 0.0184D - 0.369 for 20<D<14
Z = 1 for D > 74
This Z function is that which must occur to obtain a maximum profit (3P/3Z = 0). The
necessary fare is (49-seat augmentor wing STOL):
F > 0 .55+0.163DforD<20
F = 2.03 + 0.089D for 2 0 ^ D ^14
F<-3 .45+0 .163DforD>74
The resulting profit per passenger is:
P/(G)(Z) = -4Z - 2.95 + 0.147D
= -1.47 + 0.073D for Z = 0.0184D - 0.369
The maximum profit fare is plotted in figure 11-12.
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11.3.4 Additional Results and Sensitivities
Other STOL fare equations that might be of interest are:
• Fare that maximizes total revenue:
Maxrev= [(Z)(G)(F)]max « [(Z)(F)]max
(Z)(F) = -4Z2 + 0.55Z + 0.163DZ
a[(Z)(F)]
 =.8Z +o.ss + 0.1630 = 0
oL
Z = 0.069 + 0.02D for 0 < Z < 1
F = 0.27 + 0.083D for 0 < D < 47
• Break-even fare, where revenues = operating costs (49-seat augmentor, load factor
= 0.5 and utilization = 40 flights per day):
Profit = G(-4Z2 - 2.95Z + 0.147DZ) = 0
Z = -0.737 + 0.037D for 0 < Z < 1
F = 3.50 + 0.016D for 20 < D < 47
(Remember that for 0 > Z > 1, the fare equation becomes the dashed lines in
figure 11-12.)
Figure 11-14 shows the fares for Z = 0 and Z = 1 for the 1975 helicopter. Figure 11-15
displays the same curves for the 1985 tilt-rotor VTOL. As discussed previously, figure 11-12
is applicable to both the 1975 and 1985 augmentor wing STOL (all seat capacities).
11.4 NETWORK ANALYSIS
This section is concerned with detailed analyses of the intraurban system. All the air-
craft designed for the study are tested in the operating environment forseen for 1980 and
1990. The method of analysis is to first run a computerized demand model to get 1980 and
1990 demands for all segments, and then to run each aircraft, in turn, through the network
model using the demands created previously. The network model computes fleet size and all
operating characteristics of the system. This allows one to compare the various aircraft types
and sizes.
The action of the network model is described in section 11.4.1. The base cases are
defined in detail in section 11.4.2. The results of the base-case analysis are presented in sec-
tion 11.4.3. Section 11.4.4 discusses the effects of modifying some of the base-case
parameters.
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11.4.1 Description of Network Model
The function of the network model is to determine the economic and operating
characteristics of a particular vehicle in a specified operating environment. The model per-
forms this function by constructing a realistic schedule for the aircraft. Once a complete
schedule is available, all aspects of system operations can be determined (e.g., gate require-
ments, operating profit, service level are directly calculated once a schedule has been
determined). Thus, the major task of the network model is construction of a schedule.
Before a schedule can be produced, the available demand must be known. Unfortu-
nately, the demand depends, partially, upon service level. The latter isn't known until after
the schedule is complete. For this reason, a demand model (mode split) must be included in
the network model. For this study, the demand model was separate from the scheduling
model. In the base cases analyzed, the service level assumed in the demand model was
realized in the schedule so that no second pass was needed.
The demand model used in the study is discussed in section 11.1. The rest of this sec-
tion (11.4.1) will be concerned with the scheduling and evaluation portions of the network
model.
Following is a list of the inputs required by the network model:
• Airplane characteristics
— Block speed
- Seats
- DOC
— Daily depreciation
- Daily hull insurance
• System characteristics
— List of nodes with gate time at each
— List of segments with distance for each
— Morning and evening curfews
— Target load factor
— Partial schedule (if desired)
- IOC
— Fare
— Percent of demand that must be satisfied
• Traffic
— Daily passenger flow by segment
- Demand distribution by time of day for each link
- Passenger tolerance time (maximum length of time a passenger will deviate
from his desired departure time)
• Miscellaneous inputs
— Length of simulation interval—the smallest time interval considered by the
model.
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The first step of the model is to break the day into pieces one simulation interval wide
(for this study the simulation interval was 5 min). The demand for each link in each interval
(5-min period) is calculated by integrating the time-of-day demand curves between the limits
of the interval.
The total demand at any time can now be calculated by summing the appropriate inter-
val demands. For instance, if the passenger tolerance time is 10 min, the total demand for an
0900 departure would be the sum of the demands in the intervals: 0850-0855, 0855-0900,
0900-0905, 0905-0910. Having constructed the interval demands, the program is ready to
begin scheduling. There are two major steps involved in the scheduling process. Step 1
involves searching all links for a possible flight, step 2 involves searching only those links
originating where the airplane is currently stationed. The steps are described below.
• Step 1—All the demand tables are searched. Total demands are calculated for each
flight time. The earliest flight meeting the target load factor is flown and the
demand tables are adjusted accordingly. If no flight meets the criterion, the
schedule is complete.
• Step 2—All the demand tables for segments emanating from the city at which the
airplane is currently located (i.e., the destination of the last flight) are searched.
Total flight demands are calculated. Two cases are possible.
— Case 1: There is a flight within 1 hr that meets the target load factor. In this
case, the earliest such flight is flown, the demand tables are adjusted, the
target load factor is reset to its input value, the arrival time in the next city is
determined, and step 2 is repeated for the new city.
— Case 2: No satisfactory flights exist within 1 hr. There are two subcases.
Subcase A. It is late enough to overnight the airplane. In this case, allow
the airplane to overnight at this city and repeat step 2 starting at the a.m.
curfew.
Subcase B. It is too early to overnight the plane. In this case, the target
load is cut in half and step 2 is repeated. This is done four times, if
necessary. If no acceptable flight is found after four tries, the airplane
must be ferried. To find out where to ferry the plane, execute step 1 to
find the next revenue flight, then ferry the plane to the origin of that
flight.
When the program jumps out of the step-l/step-2 loop, a schedule has been produced.
It may, however, contain aircraft that are grossly under utilized. For this reason, the model
discards any plane that carries fewer than four full plane loads of passengers per day. The
remaining aircraft constitute the fleet. If a sufficiently high percentage of the total available
demand has been carried, the program proceeds to the economic evaluation section. Other-
wise, the basic target load factor is reduced, demand tables are re-established, and a new
schedule is produced.
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The economic evaluation consists of calculating DOC, IOC, revenue, and profit per
day. Because of the schedule, the costs can be correctly calculated. For example, no utiliza-
tion curve need be assumed for DOC, and IOC can be based upon causal factors. The econ-
omic calculations are done for each airplane, for each segment, and for the total system.
The number of gates needed at each STOLport (a big contributor to IOC) is calculated
by finding the maximum number of departures in a 1-hr period, dividing this number by 10
and adding one gate. This calculation assumes 10 planes per hour can be processed through a
gate. The figure is conservative compared to the 3-min gate time used in all model runs.
11.4.2 Base-Case Description
To adequately compare various aircraft types and sizes, and to evaluate the benefits of
an intraurban air transportation system, a basic set of values was determined for the net-
work model inputs. The base-case values represent best estimates of what would occur were
an air system implemented. However, even as this report is being written more is being
learned about ultra-short-haul air systems and their best estimates are not entirely firm. For
example, the latest computer results tend to indicate that a fare lower than the base fare
would produce more demand and would reduce the operating loss. Section 11.4.4 on
parametrics discusses effects of varying the base-case inputs.
Four different air transportation systems have been evaluated in this study: VTOL and
STOL systems in 1980 and 1990. The traffic input is different for each of these cases
because the locations of the V/STOLports are different, the block speed of the VTOL and
STOL vehicles are different, and because of the growth in total travel demand between 1980
and 1 990. With the exception of the traffic, port locations, and aircraft data, the cases have
identical inputs.
The simulation interval used in all network model runs was 5 min. The other inputs
that define the base cases are: traffic inputs (described in section 11.4.2.1) and system
inputs (described in section 11.4.2.3). Section 11.4.2.2 lists the characteristics of all the
aircraft evaluated.
11.4.2.1 Traffic Data and Time-of-Day Demand Distributions
Demands between all STOLport pairs and VTOLport pairs were computed by running
the demand (mode split) model on the 1980 and 1990 BATSC person-trip tables for the 291
zones in the study region (see sec. 11.1). The trip tables give, for the year in question, the
total travel demand between all 42 195 zone pairs. The demand model assumes all people in
a zone to be concentrated at the centroid of that zone. The nearest V/STOLport to each
zone centroid carries any air traffic to or from that zone. For each zone pair, the model
calculates the nearest V/STOLports and applies the mode split equation (see sec. 11.1.2) to
the total travel demand between the zone pair. The traffic diverted to the air mode is added
to whatever traffic has already been diverted to the pair of nearest V/STOLports. When all
zone pairs have been examined, the traffic for all V/STOLports has been determined.
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The values of the parameters of the mode-split model used in the base case are shown
in section 11.1.2.2. Of particular interest is the 10 minutes allowed for waiting time for the
air mode. This time is really the interval within which a passenger will deviate from his
desired departure time. We assume that the average passenger is willing to deviate by ±10
minutes. The fare level used in the mode split model was 1.75 + 0.064 (distance), with a
minimum fare of $3.50.
The results of the demand model are presented in tables 11-2 through 11-6. For each
of the 5 cases, four demand matrices are presented. The first shows the number of trips pro-
duced by a V/STOLport area and attracted to each other V/STOLport area. The second
shows production-attraction demand for all modes (i.e., total daily traffic). The third matrix
shows total two-way demand on each segment (e.g., the entry for port 1 to port 5 is the sum
of the 1 to 5 and 5 to 1 entries in matrix 2). The fourth matrix is like the third but shows
V/STOL demand instead of total demand.
The fourth matrix is the input to the network model. The whole 30-by-30 matrix of
demands is far too large to schedule. It would not fit in the model and would require far too
much time to schedule if it could be forced to fit. Instead of using the entire matrix, only
zone pairs for which one-way demand exceeded 250 passengers per day were considered.
With the most peaked time-of-day demand distribution used, 250 passengers per day yields
about three flights in the peak period with over 30 passengers each. For the rest of the day,
the maximum demand is 13 passengers (assuming a 30-min passenger tolerance time). With
the less peaked curve, demand never gets above 24 passengers and runs under 10 except in
the peaks. Thus, a market of 250 passengers per day is quite marginal, and smaller markets
can reasonably be excluded.
Table 11-7 shows the segments that were accepted for the 1980 STOL and VTOL sys-
tems, along with the demand and segment length. Table 11-8 gives the same information for
the three 1990 systems: STOL, helicopter, and tilt-rotor. The tilt-rotor and helicopter sys-
tems differ because the increased block speed of the tilt-rotor produces more demand.
The time-of-day demand distributions used in the base case are shown in figure 11-16.
Curve 1 is used for all V/STOLport pairs that do not include port 1. Curve 2 is used from
port 1 to all other V/STOLports. Curve 3 is used from all ports to port 1.
These curves were selected because they represent the 900 curves derived for each
V/STOLport pair. These 900 curves were produced from a BATSC data tape giving detailed
information about over 100 000 trips gathered during a survey of 30 000 households.
For each trip, the zones of departure and arrival and time of departure are given (in
addition to much other information) as well as a scale factor showing how many trips this
one trip represents in a full 1965 system. The nearest V/STOLport was determined for each
zone, and the total number of people traveling between each V/STOLport pair in 15-min
time intervals was accumulated.
The most striking characteristics of the resulting set of curves was the sparseness of the
data. Most segments had so few people that no reasonable curve could be drawn. Because of
this, it was necessary to draw "typical" curves. Another striking characteristic of the curves
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was the big difference between segments containing port 1 and those not including port 1.
Almost all segments in the latter category showed two peaked curves without severe peak-
ing. The segments linked to port 1 all showed severe morning or evening peaking, depending
upon whether they were to or from port 1. Figures 11-17, 11-18, and 11-19 show examples
of each of the three curves with the "typical" curves superimposed. For some segments, of
course, the "typical"curves don't fit the specific curve as well. In general, however, the
curves chosen as inputs to the network model fit the available scanty data quite well.
The passenger tolerance time used in the base case was 30 min. This means that anyone
unable to find a flight within ±30 min of his desired departure time does not take the air
mode. The average time a passenger had to deviate from his desired departure tirrie varies
from case to case, but it is always close to 14 min. Although this is greater than the 10 min
assumed in the mode-split model, it is believed that the two times are consistent. The aver-
age deviation from desired departure is considerably less than 14 min in the peak periods
and more during the valleys of the time-of-day demand curves. Thus, those people who are
most time sensitive, those commuting to work, have service, better than that assumed in the
mode-split model; other people who are not as time sensitive get slightly worse service. Over-
all, the 14-min average wait fits nicely with the 10 min assumed in mode split.
11.4.2.2 Airplane Data
Table 11-9 lists the characteristics of all 1975 aircraft considered by the network
model. Table 11-10 gives the same information for the 1985 aircraft. These tables do not
completely describe the aircraft; they contain only the information that goes into the net-
work model.
11.4.2.3 System Data
All systems considered have common inputs except for their nodes and segments. The
common inputs are the following:
• Morning curfew—0600 hr
• Evening curfew—2200 hr
• Target load factor-0.5
• Gate time—3 min
• Fare—SI.75 + 0.064 (range in st mi) with $3.50 minimum
• IOC = 0.14458(nodes)+1.717(departures)
+ 0.138723(gates) + 0.0151 (miles flown)
+ 0.00004052(seats)(gates) + 0.003443(fleet)
+ 0.0233(departures)(seats)
+ 0.125(departures)(seats) + 0.125(departures)(seats)
(LF) + 0.0000792(seats)(miles flown)
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where:
IOC = indirect operating cost in millions of dollars per year
Nodes = number of terminals in system
Departures = number of departures per year in millions
Gates = total gates in system
Seats = airplane capacity
Miles flown = total statute miles flown per year in millions
Fleet size = number of planes
LF = average load factor
No partial schedules were used and there was no specified percentage of the total
demand that had to be satisfied.
The 1975 STOL system consists of 24 STOLports with 130 one-way segments linking
them. The 1975 VTOL system has 26 VTOLports with 148 segments. The 1990 STOL sys-
tem consists of 26 STOLports and 186 segments. The 1990 helicopter and tilt-rotor systems
both have 26 VTOLports; the helicopter system has 222 segments, the tilt-rotor has 240.
The VTOLports and STOLports have slightly different locations. In general, the sites of
VTOLports and STOLports having the same number are very close, if not identical. Excep-
tions to this are VTOLports 17, 18, and 19. VTOLport 17 is at the MacArthur BARTD sta-
tion. No STOLport is comparably situated. VTOLport 18 is equivalent to STOLport 17,
VTOLport 19 is equivalent to STOLport 18. No VTOLport corresponds to STOLport 19.
Section 8.3 discusses the terminal locations in more detail.
11.4.3 Base-Case Results
The results shown in this section form the basis for the economic comparison of air-
craft types and sizes. For this comparison to be meaningful, the competing aircraft should
carry the same percentage of the available demand. This is so because the first aircraft
scheduled are the most profitable since they have the entire demand available to them. As
the remaining demand decreases, the airplanes being scheduled become less profitable. Thus,
if one aircraft type carries 86% of the demand and loses $ 15 000 per day and another carries
80% and loses $10 000 per day, it is very likely that the first type is the better airplane. The
first type could likely carry 80% of the demand and lose less than $10 000. In any event,
the two should be compared at 80%.
Of course, if the aircraft carrying the smaller percentage of available demand sustains a
larger operating loss, it is clearly the inferior of the two aircraft being compared. This occurs
in most of the base-case runs. Thus, in the economic analysis of the base cases, it was not
necessary to compare the aircraft at precisely the same percent of demand carried. For some
of the sensitivities discussed in section 11.4.4, it was necessary to use the more accurate
mode of comparison.
Section 11.4.3.1 contains a summary of network model output for each aircraft in
each time period. Section 11.4.3.2 contains a detailed discussion of the base case—the
49-seat augmentor wing STOL in the 1980 time period.
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11.4.3.1 Summary of Network Model Output
The network model results used in the economic analysis of section 11.5 are presented
in this section. For each aircraft run through the network model, a summary of the airplane
activity and a set of economic and operating statistics are given. For the most part, the out-
put is self-explanatory. In the flight statistics output (tables 11-11 through 11-25), FLT NBR
means tail number, HRS UTIL means daily utilization in hours, PAX means daily passengers
carried, WGT L.F. means distance-weighted load factor, CUM PRO means cumulative profit,
and C PCNT means cumulative percent of total demand carried. All costs and revenues are
in dollars per day.
The results are presented in the following order:
• 1980 demand
49-seat 1975 augmentor wing STOL
95-seat 1975 augmentor wing STOL
153-seat 1975 augmentor wing STOL
50-seat 1975 helicopter
98-seat 1975 helicopter
150-seat 1975 helicopter
1990 demand
49-seat 1985 augmentor wing STOL
95-seat 1985 augmentor wing STOL
153-seat 1985 augmentor wing STOL
50-seat 1985 helicopter
98-seat 1985 helicopter
150-seat 1985 helicopter
50-seat 1985 tilt rotor
100-seat 1985 tilt rotor
150-seat 1985 tilt rotor
11.4.3.2 Analysis of 49-Seat 1975 STOL
The results of the 49-seat 1975 augmentor wing STOL intraurban system are analyzed
in detail below. The analysis is useful in indicating the areas that are pertinent in achieving
profitability or avoiding unprofitable operations. The data used in the analysis involve both
direct and indirect operating costs and revenues but not depreciation and insurance of air-
planes or STOLport facilities.
Figure 11-20 shows the relationship between total travel demand, demand available to
the air mode, and demand actually carried by the intraurban air system. The total demand
available to the air mode is about \% of the total travel demand in the region. Of this, 80%
is actually carried. Thus, 0.8% of the total person-trips in the study region are carried by the
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air mode. Since more than half of the trips in the region cover distances of less than 8 mi
(13 km), it is not surprising that the air mode carries such a small percentage of the total
demand. As figure 11-20 shows, in the longer stage lengths, the air mode carries a respect-
able share of travel demand. In the 36- to 40-mi (56- to 64-km) range, the air system carries
nearly 15% of all person-trips.
In the rest of this section, the operational aspects of the system will be studied. The
first parameter investigated is the profit per node versus the number of links per node and
passengers per node. In this analysis, the lOCs have been developed for each node and added
to the DOCs and revenues. The direct operating costs and revenues have been taken from
the link data and are shared equally between the two nodes served by the link. The profit
per node data are presented in figures 11-21 and 11-22, where it will be noted that 10 of the
24 nodes are unprofitable. Of particular interest is the fact that the unprofitable nodes
served only three or fewer links. It should be noted that it is impractical to design an intra-
urban transit system of this type and avoid the incorporation of nodes having less than four
links. However, care should be exercised in the selection of STOLport locations so that the
number of nodes possessing three or fewer links can be minimized. Similarly, some nodes
serving few passengers must be included, but the number of such nodes should be mini-
mized by careful selection of STOLports.
The traffic data were analyzed further by dividing the lOCs attributed to the STOL-
ports between the links serving the STOLports. The costs were divided in proportion to the
passengers carried on each of the links. Therefore, the cost of operating a link A-B is com-
posed of the portion of IOC at node A, plus the portion of IOC at node B, plus the DOCs.
The profit per link is then the difference between the revenue and the cost.
The links have been ordered in two ways: first, in order of decreasing profit and,
second, in order of decreasing number of passengers carried. In both cases, a running sum of
the profit and passengers carried has been made and converted into percentages of the maxi-
mum profit and maximum passengers carried. These data are presented in figures 11-23 and
11-24. Both the curves are similar in character with the maximum profit occuring for the
first 50% of the passengers carried and zero profit at approximately 88%. The curve of
decreasing profit produces the more optimistic maximum profit potential and also the
smoothest curve. The most important point to note is that the last 14 to 16 links, which
carry approximately 12% of the passengers, convert the operation from one that just breaks
even into one that produces a loss of $7900 per day. This loss is equivalent to more than
90% of the maximum possible profit.
To determine which parameters are most closely associated with the profit potential of
the links, the profit for each link has been plotted versus several pertinent parameters. The
first parameter chosen is the load factor per link and the data are presented in figure 11-25.
The interesting points that can be noted in the data are that no profitable links exist with a
load factor less than 0.4 and, if the 14 most unprofitable links were eliminated with the
cutoff load factor of 0.34, five other links would be eliminated.
When the profits per link are plotted against passengers per link, figure 11-26, the data
are moderately correlated but not in the degree that the load factor could be correlated. For
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instance, to eliminate the 14 most unprofitable links, a lower bound of at least 530 passen-
gers per link would have to be used, but this would also eliminate 11 other links.
The profit per link was next plotted with revenue passenger miles (fig. 11-27), but here
the correlation has all but disappeared. The reason for this is best seen from figure 11-28 where
profit per link has been plotted with distance per link. In this case, there is no correlation
whatever. The conclusion that can be drawn from this result is that the fare structure is not
biased to favor one end or region of the range spectrum.
The last correlation made is between profit per link and number of flights per link,
figure 1 1-29. Although a trend appears to exist, it is not possible to apply a constraint to
eliminate the 14 most unprofitable links without also eliminating profitable links at the
same time.
In summary, of the 65 links in the system, 20 links are profitable and 45 links are
unprofitable. The 14 most unprofitable links produce a loss that is almost as large as the
profit made by the leading 20 links. If these 14 unprofitable links were eliminated, all ser-
vice to three STOLports (nodes 13, 21, and 24) would be lost.
11.4.4 Parametric Analysis
Even a casual reading of section 11.4.2, the description of the base case, could raise
questions about some of the values chosen to define the base case. Some of these values may
be critical, while others might have little effect on the system. In this section, the effects of
varying some of these parameter values are discussed. In addition to studying the effects of
changing the base-case parameters, effects of changing aircraft parameters (block speed and
field length) and system parameters (elimination of ports) will be investigated.
Since the demand for air service determines, to a large extent, the size and type of air-
craft required, it is important to calculate the effects of varying some of the parameters of
the demand (mode-split) model. Values for most of the parameters used in the model can be
determined with good accuracy, and no sensitivity studies are needed. However, the inter-
cepts of the mode-split plane cannot be determined with complete certainty, so a sensitivity
study was carried out.
Figure 11-30 shows the effects on total demand of a variation in the values of the three
mode-split intercepts ACQ, ATQ, and ZQ, ACQ is the cost difference that yields no demand
to the air mode when the air and auto modes require the same trip time; ATQ is the time
difference at which 100% of the demand goes by air when the air and auto costs are equal;
ZQ is the percent of demand going by air when air and auto costs and times are equal. The
1980 STOL system is the basis of comparison. The results show that the demand is moder-
ately sensitive to changes in all three intercepts. ACQ is the most critical of the three,
demand changes 2% for a 1% change in this variable. Demand changes by better than 1% for
a \% change in either of the other variables.
The effect of a 25% change in ACQ is nearly equivalent to the effect of going from
1980 to 1990. The effects of the other intercepts are less pronounced but still significant.
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This sensitivity of demand to the mode-split intercepts shows very clearly the need for
further refinement of the demand model. This was not possible with the data available for
this study.
Another parameter of the demand model that bears investigation is the passenger wait
time. This is interpreted as the average length of time a passenger is required (by the aircraft
schedule) to deviate from his desired departure time. The base case value was 10 min. Figure
11-31 shows the total demand for air service (1975 STOL system) using times of 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, and 30 min. As the figure shows, this is a critical variable. Going from 10 to 5 min
increases the demand by 50%. With a 30-min wait time, the system shrinks to eight links and
6046 passengers.
The average passenger wait time used in the demand model must be consistent with
that achieved in the network model. Larger wait times require lower frequencies and, if
demand is constant, yield more profitable systems. Of course, demand is not constant, so
the profitability of systems assuming various wait times must be tested with network model
runs. Figure 11-32 shows the results of the network model on the demands generated by the
demand model for wait times of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min.
The fare level influences both the demand and network models. Figure 11-33 shows
how demand as a function of range varies as the fare goes from 70% to 120% of the base
case (1980 STOL) fare. Figure 11-34 gives the same information for 1990. Clearly, the
demand is very sensitive to fare; a 10% change makes a 30% difference in demand. Further,
as expected, the lower fares produce their most dramatic increases in traffic for trips of 24
mi (39 km) or less.
Figure 1 1-35 shows the effect of fare level on the profitability of the system. It would
appear that the base case fare could be lowered to reduce the loss per passenger. Figure
1 1-36 shows the effect of fare on operation of the system (load factor, utilization, etc.).
Lower fares produce more dense segments and more segments overall and hence higher load
factors and better utilization. The base fare is clearly preferable to a higher fare. It is not
clear whether the 70% fare is better than the base fare. On the loss-per-passenger basis it is,
but the extra absolute loss of $72 000 per day is not appealing.
Block speed, like fare, has an influence on both demand and system operation. The
demand effect is clear, the faster vehicle picks up more demand. Figure 11-37 shows the
magnitude of this effect for three 1980 STOL aircraft with cruise speeds of Mach 0.3, 0.4
and 0.591. Also shown in figure 11-37 is the number of segments (two-way) for which the
daily demand exceeded 250 passengers. Figure 11-38 shows the effects of block speed on
both demand and operation. As would be expected, the fastest vehicle produces the smallest
loss per passenger as well as the smallest absolute loss.
The effects of gate time are shown in figure 11-39. The 1980 STOL system was run
with gate times varying from the 3-min base case value to 11 min. Utilization drops and
DOC rises. Revenue was held constant in all cases, so that the change in DOC directly repre-
sents a change in profit. As the curves show, gate time is an important parameter to
minimize.
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The effect of using degrees of "peaking" of demand different from those used in the
base case was investigated by making a set of 15 network model runs. The 1980 STOL sys-
tem was the base, demand in the morning and afternoon peaks was multiplied by various
factors to accentuate or reduce the peak, the curves were normalized, and the network
model was run. Figure 11-40 shows the effect on profit of the severity of the peaks. The
abscissa is the multiplier used in the peak periods. A one means no multiplier (base curves),
and zero means a completely flat curve. Profit means operating profit.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the curve. One is that the difference between
flat curves and the base curves is significant (i.e., affects profit strongly). Another point is
that increasing the severity of the peaking of the base curves by a factor of three has less of
an effect than an equivalent reduction in the severity of the peaking. Finally, within a rea-
sonable range (17 to 1.5), changing the severity of peaking has little effect. This last conclu-
sion means that it is probably unnecessary to do extensive research to determine better the
peaking characteristics of demand for intraurban transportation. Our current curves are
probably good enough.
The sensitivity of the intraurban system to technology was studied by comparing the
1975 STOL and helicopter vehicles with their 1985 equivalents operating on 1990 demands.
For the STOL vehicles, both 1975 and 1985 versions had the same demand and block speed.
Hence, their schedules were identical. Figure 11-41 shows that the difference in loss
between the two aircraft is due wholly to the DOC reduction. The difference in loss per
passenger is about 10%.
For the helicopter, the technology effect is more striking. Not only does the 1985 air-
craft have lower operating costs, but it also has a block speed advantage. Thus, the 1985
version gets a larger share of the travel demand. As figure 11-41 shows, the 1985 version
makes a significantly greater operating profit than does the 1975 aircraft. Further, the 1985
aircraft loses 40% less per passenger than does the 1975 helicopter.
The sensitivity of system profit to field length capability is shown in figure 11-42. This
chart was produced by considering the revenue and schedule fixed at the 1980 STOL base-
case level. The effects of field length increases and decreases on DOC and terminal invest-
ment were calculated. The results indicate that the savings on terminal investment for
shorter field lengths more than offset the increase in DOC for the additional capability.
Since STOLport 1, the downtown San Francisco STOLport, carries over 30% of the
total system demand, and since this STOLport is expensive to build, the effect of eliminat-
ing it was investigated. Figure 11-43 shows the effect on profit of dropping STOLport 1.
Remarkably, the loss in demand from eliminating STOLport 1 is negligible. It turns out that
STOLport 3 is nearly as convenient as STOLport 1. The effect of eliminating STOLport 1 is
to reduce the loss per passenger by approximately 6%.
The effects of eliminating STOLports 1 and 3 and STOLports 1, 2, and 3 were also
investigated. The results are shown in figure 11-43. Both of these attempts increased the loss
per passenger over that obtained with just STOLport 1 eliminated.
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In all of the base cases, and for all sensitivity studies discussed so far, it was assumed
that the air system was competing with auto and conventional transit systems. BARTD was
not considered. A case was run through the demand model using three competing modes:
STOL. BARTD, and auto. The resulting demand for STOL is compared with the base-case
demand for STOL (wi thout BARTD) in figure 11-44. The resulting demand was run through
the network model. Figure 1 1-45 shows the results. As would be expected, BARTD, with an
average fare of S0.05/mi and 50 mph (80 km/hr) average speed is a strong competitor. Of
course, this does not mean that BARTD was a better investment for the Bay area than a
V/STOL system. To answer this question involves analyzing the true costs of both systems
including the SI.3 billion initial investment in BARTD.
11.5 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
11.5.1 Comparisons of Systems
It will be noted that, as a result of the cost of debt and depreciation, all of the vehicle
systems incur a loss. Therefore, economic comparisons are presented in terms of relative loss
(instead of profit).
Two criteria, namely, annual system loss and loss per person-trip, were selected to be
used as economic measures for the evaluation of alternative aircraft systems.
The network model was used to examine 15 base aircraft systems:
• Six aircraft systems in 1980 (tables 11-26 through 11-30)
• Nine aircraft systems in 1990 (tables 11-31 through 11-35)
The 1980 and 1990 operating years were used so as to coincide with the projected
traffic data years and may be considered as representative mature years of service for the
respective state-of-the-art vehicles. Aircraft designed for 1975 and 1985 were used, respec-
tively, for the 1980 and 1990 systems.
To f u l f i l l one of the objectives of the study, the network model was exercised to deter-
mine the most suitable aircraft in the STOL and VTOL categories for use in the 1975-85
and 1985-95 time periods. Based on the economic measures shown in tables 11-30 and
11-35 (displayed graphically in figures 11-46 and 11-47), the following aircraft selections are
made:
Year of
Operation Best STOL Best VTOL
1980 49-seat augmentor wing 50-seat helicopter
1990 49-seat augmentor wing 50-seat tilt-rotor
Year of
Operation Best Aircraft
1980 50-seat helicopter
1990 50-seat tilt-rotor
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As stated in section 8.4.9, the initial terminal investment is equal to land costs plus
only those facility costs directly attributed to the operation of the transportation of passen-
gers. This excludes the cost of providing concession space (restaurants, auto rental, stores,
office space, advertisements, etc.), which is assumed to be financed by private funds.
A minimum of 2% spare aircraft is added to allow for dispatch reliability. The basic
aircraft requirement is based on the greater of the demand between the morning and after-
noon peaks. At any other time of day the actual aircraft that are in excess of requirements
greatly exceeds this 2%. As noted in section 8.4.8, no spare aircraft are required for
scheduled maintenance.
Tables 11-29 and 11-34 show that deposits into sinking funds, one for fleet replace-
ment and the other for terminal facility replacement, account for the annual depreciation
cost associated with initial investment. In the sinking-fund method of amortization, one of a
series of equal amounts is deposited into a sinking fund at the end of each year of life of an
asset. The amount the investment is amortized during any year is the sum of (1) the amount
deposited and (2) the amount of interest earned on the sum on deposit in the sinking fund
during the year. Investment amortization is equivalent to amortization of debt equal to the
total depreciation that would occur during the life of the asset. For example, total deprecia-
tion of the fleet is assumed equal to 85% of the initial fleet investment, where the fleet
would be totally depreciated in 10 years with a salvage value equal to 15% of the original
investment. Each time the sinking fund is filled, assets are replaced with the money
accumulated.
Each of the tables is self-explanatory. The data were obtained from the network model
or, as noted in the footnotes, either from other sections of this report or other external
sources. The methodology is hopefully straightforward. For example, the investments
shown in table 11-28 and 11-33 were determined from the required fleet size, aircraft and
spare parts costs, and the forecasted cost of air terminals. The cash flows in tables 11-29 and
11-34 account for operating profits (or losses), debt interest charges, and sinking fund
deposits for future asset replacement. Sinking funds and interest on investment for the non-
aviation portion of the ground facilities (cash outflow) and nonaviation profits (cash inflow)
are not shown because they are assumed to be equal and hence cancel each other. Debt
retirement (cash outflow) is not accounted for as a continual debt is assumed (see section
11.5.2 for different assumptions.) The last tables (11-15 and 11-20) simply allocate the
system loss to population, population over 18 years old, and person-trips via air.
11.5.2 Sources and Applications of Funds
Because tables 11-29 and 11-34 show that operating profit is not sufficient to supply
the required cash for debt costs and the sinking funds, outside sources of cash are needed.
Possible sources of funds include local and federal subsidies and grants and income to the
intraurban system from concessions and leases. To show where the necessary cash might be
obtained, a financial cash-flow working statement has been prepared for each of the four
best aircraft systems (tables 11-36 through 11-39). Five possible cash flows (A, B, C, D, and
E) are postulated for illustration:
A No federal support; no concession or lease income to intraurban system.
B No federal support; concessions and leases = l/2(terminal-associated bond interest
+ terminal sinking fund deposit).
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C No federal support; concessions and leases = terminal-associated bond interest -t-
terminal sinking fund deposit.
D Federal grant - 2/3(total investment); concessions and leases = l/2(terminal-
associated bond interest + terminal sinking fund deposit).
E Same as D except for the addition of annual subsidy in "matching" federal funds.
Terminal-associated bond interest is that portion of the annual interest payment
allocated to the investment in land and ground facilities. Note that, in cash flows D and E,
the "terminal-associated bond interest" is one-third of that in cash flows A, B, and C. This is
due to the two-thirds reduction in bond debt as a result of the federal grant. The term
"matching" federal funds in method E refers to an annual Federal subsidy equal to the local
governmental subsidy.
Concession and lease indirect profit historically has been used to defray the aviation-
oriented cost at major airports. Reference 33 and other studies have shown that proposed
elevated metroports can have substantial nonaviation net income that, in some cases, can
meet all aviation-oriented cost. Cash-flow A is very conservative in that no concession and
lease net income occurs; the other cash-flow illustrations assume concession and lease net
income of 50% (B, D, E) and 100% (C) of annual terminal costs.
The basis for postulating a two-thirds federal grant is recent mass transit planning. As
an example, a federal grant of approximately this magnitude was assumed for the recently
defeated Seattle proposed mass transit system.
Subsidies are required to provide cash in all five possible cash flows (A, B, C, D, and E)
for the four systems, except for cash-flow C, D, and E associated with the 1990 50-seat tilt-
rotor VTOL (table 1 1-37). In fact, flows C, D, and E for the VTOL provide a surplus of cash
from the inflows of operating profit and concession and lease income. If one of these flows
were to actually occur, the 1990 VTOL system would be a profitable venture.
If a single cash-flow outcome had to be forecast, it is believed that cash-flow D is the
most probable. Here, a federal grant (possible source: HUD) would provide the initial stimu-
lus; thereafter, any necessary financial support would have to come from the local
communities.
Figures 11-48 through 11-52 compare graphically the STOL and VTOL systems operat-
ing under each of the suggested cash flows.
11.6 BARTD COMPARISON
Although the primary motive for any modern mass public transportation system is to
replace all or part of automobile traffic in a given area, it is inevitable (and proper) that the
competing methods of mass transit be compared. In the San Francisco area, the Bay Area
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Rapid Transit District (BARTD) is scheduled to begin initial service in the fall of 1971. It
seems appropriate, then, to compare the aircraft intraurban system with BARTD. The data
presented here for BARTD come from references 2 and 3.
Some pertinent characteristics of BARTD:
• 75 mi (120 km) of track connecting 33 stations in three counties
• Approximately 200 000 estimated daily passengers in 1975
- 80 000 San Francisco local
- 72 000 transbay
- 48 000 east bay local
• Daily revenue passenger miles—1 760 000 (2 830 000 passenger km)
• Average trip length-approximately 9 mi (14.5 km)
• Average fare-approximately $0.45 ($0.05/mi-$0.031/km)
• Passengers previous mode:
- Transit-approximately 70% (140 000)
- Auto-approximately 30% (60 000)
• Initial investment-approximately $ 1 300 000 000
• Annual revenue (1975)-approximately $25 000 000
• Annual cost to taxpayers-approximately $ 100 000 000 (includes debt
repayment)
Similar items for the base-case intraurban:
• 1 550 mi (2490 km) of routes connecting 24 terminals in nine counties
• Approximately 50 000 estimated daily passengers in 1980
• Daily revenue passenger miles— 1 140 000 (1 830 000 passenger km)
• Average trip length-approximately 23 mi (37 km)
• Average fare-S3.60 (SO. 155/mi-S0.0974/km)
• Passengers previous mode-auto approximately 100%
• Initial investment-$745 000 000-STOL ($412 000 000-VTOL)
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• Annual revenue (1980)-$55 000 000-STOL ($59 000 000-VTOL)
• Annual cost to taxpayers-$48 000 000-STOL ($35 000 000-VTOL)
Figure 11-53 shows the distribution of the BARTD 200 000 daily trips versus trip length
in 4-mi (6.3-km) intervals. Superimposed are the same data for the base-case intraurban sys-
tem in 1980. The BARTD system is primarily a short-range system, carrying 85% of its pas-
sengers less than 16 mi (25.7 km), while the airplane system carries 83% of its passengers
more than 16 mi (25.7 km). It is estimated that both systems capture about the same auto
passengers (60 000 versus 50 000), although the automobile road miles saved by the airplane
system will be twice that saved by BARTD, due to the much longer average range of the air-
plane system.
BARTD carried four times the number of passengers carried by the intraurban system.
However, in productivity (revenue passenger miles), BARTD is only 50% higher than the
intraurban system. The initial investment for BARTD is 75% to 200% more than the intra-
urban system resulting in an annual cost to the taxpayers of 100% to 200% more.
The fare for BARTD varies from a $0.25 minimum charge to a $1.00 maximum charge
averaging about $0.05/mi ($0.031/km) for the system. This closely approximates the incre-
mental cost of operating an automobile whose depreciation and insurance are being charged
elsewhere. The fare at the average range for the intraurban system is $3.50 or about
$0.15/mi ($0.095/km). This is within the range of various estimates of the total cost of
operating an automobile. This illustrates the relative intent between the BARTD fares and
the intraurban fares.
BARTD fares were aimed at satisfying existing transit patronage, the only way to
obtain the very large number of passengers needed for a ground-based system. The intra-
urban fares were aimed at capturing the single-occupant automobile commuter. BARTD
cash operating costs are only about 12% of the total cost, including debt service, paid by the
taxpayers. Since only these cash costs vary with the number of passengers carried by the
system, maximum community service is achieved if the fare is kept low and large numbers
of people utilize the system. Then the large loss ($100 000 000 cost to taxpayers) is spread
over a larger base. The loss per person carried on the BARTD system (estimated for 1975) is
about $ 1.70. If the fare were raised by that amount, the shrinkage in passenger traffic indi-
cated by the relationship shown in reference 11-2 would be nearly 100%. Needless to say,
the resulting loss per passenger carried would be quite large.
For the intraurban system, the cash operating costs are approximately 43% of the total
costs, including debt service. With this much higher percentage of costs being proportional
to the number of passengers carried, a different relationship occurs. This is illustrated in
Figure 11-54. If the intraurban system used the BARTD revenue, the annual system losses
would increase rapidly.
As the reader has observed, it is difficult to find one parameter on which to base the
total comparison between an airborne system and a ground system. The ground-based sys-
tems are at their best over very short ranges with very dense populations along the route
capturing most of their passengers from present transit users. The airborne system is at its
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best at the longer intraurban ranges, offering fast transportation to a much greater area, and
capturing most of its passengers from the automobile.
The airborne system offers the additional advantages of rapid response to community
needs and freedom from community-disrupting ground corridors. While BARTD will take
10 years from the first bond issue voted by the people until initial passenger service, an air-
craft system would require only about 5 years. To expand BARTD down the west bay
would take a minimum of 4 years, yet additional airborne links can be added by simply
building one more terminal. This might take 6 months for an existing airport site or perhaps
2 years for a complex elevated structure.
It would seem then, that an optimum mix between a ground and an airborne transpor-
tation system could be found. For the very densely populated areas, short-range ground
systems could serve where the bus serves today. The aircraft system could then provide an
alternative to the automobile at ranges from 15 to 40 mi as well as expand the distance a
commuter was willing to travel as discussed in section 11.7. It was not the intent of this
study to find such a mix, but the potential benefits of a well integrated system of air and
ground transportation demands that a study be made. Such a study could also be expanded
to include the integration of intercity transportation facilities with those of the air and
ground intraurban systems.
11.7 NETWORK PROGRESSION
While this study is concerned mainly with representative mature years of operation in
two reference time periods, the manner in which the networks evolve with time is impor-
tant. When such a metropolitan air transport system is contemplated for a given region,
planners will have to identify the network components in some rational order of
development.
Since considerations of economic feasibility tend to modulate the response to transpor-
tation demand, network progression can be described, within limits, by an examination of
node and link relative economics.
Table 11-40 lists the first 15 network links in order of operating profit potential. The
associated nodes can be extracted in similar ranking.
On this economic basis, which may be slightly modified by consideration of relative
total system cost factors, one strong inference can be drawn. If profit potential governs, the
initial networks must certainly serve San Francisco city.
However, economic criteria are not the only bases for the order of node and link selec-
tion. For example, in table 11-40, the first 10 links do not all close to form logical net-
works, and an examination of the traffic flows would show that there is substantial direc-
tional imbalance. Therefore, in addition to profit, network development must be based on
balanced flows, or load factors will be unnecessarily low.
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Another interesting aspect of the top group in this example is that, with the exception
of the dominating downtown San Francisco location, all of the top 10 links serve existing
airports.
Under other circumstances, network evaluation could be constrained by consideration
of port development costs when several "downtown" locations might tap large traffic
sources.
Thus, network progression should be based on some or all of the following criteria:
(1) Link economic feasibility
(2) Link/network/traffic flow compatibility
(3) Relative node investment levels and community compatibility
(4) Availability of traveler options
For any given vehicle class, time frame, and public pressure, these rules may be applied
to determine the rankings and timing of network elements.
11.8 GENERAL APPLICABILITY
The choice of the San Francisco Bay area as one of the sites of a metropolitan air trans-
port systems anlaysis was logical. It is the locale for one of the most ambitious mass transit
systems to be developed domestically in recent years. It has had a substantial regional trans-
portation planning activity for a number of years. It is located in a state where auto registra-
tions per capita are 60% greater than in a similarly populated East Coast state and where
(possibly consequentially) regional environmental concern is at a high level.
However, the sponsors of the study were conscious of the special topographic charac-
teristics of the area (dominated by a large bay occupying about 400 sq mi and long ranges of
hills on both sides of the bay). As a result, they were anxious to know to what degree the
results of the study were applicable to other metropolitan regions.
The initial reaction is to assess the influence of cross-bay traffic on the economic out-
come of the analysis, and undoubtedly there would be some impact, even though the study
route structure features many overland routes. A more important consideration is that the
water-covered area of the region disperses population substantially. If the Bay were filled
and populated at the same density as San Mateo County, for example, the fringe area popu-
lation of the nine counties could be contained—with a profound change in the long-range
commuter trip requirement.
For this reason, it is difficult to prescribe a demographic criterion by which the study
results could simply be applied to other metropolitan centers. Furthermore, even if the
topographical features were similar, a population-based criterion would provide only a crude
indication of fleet size and would not sense the need for service.
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In reference 34, Voorhees and Bellomo have shown how work opportunities have
changed as a result of speed improvements in urban travel. Figure 11-55 shows the sub-
stantial shift in job opportunity resulting from a nominal 50% speed increase. The impact of
this change is better appreciated in conjunction with figure 11-56 (from the same reference),
which shows an example of population density as a function of travel time. The speed
increase from the first figure would tend to increase the distance associated with the travel
times in the second graph. It is then possible to predict a shift in the population density
curve permitting an increase in external population density, as-shown in figure 11-57. In this
case, judgmental speeds have been applied to the figure 11-56 values and translated into
distance. Note that the lower population density values with increased speed enclose an area
almost three times that of the slower condition.
From the foregoing, it can be concluded:
(1) The present study cannot be directly applied to another metropolitan complex by
reference to a simple demographic criterion (population, area/density ratio, etc.).
(2) In general, a high-speed system tends to expand the job opportunity area of the
central business district (CBD). To the extent this is considered socially desirable,
the metropolitan air transport system is a reasonably cost-effective (dollar-per-
passenger) method of accomplishing this purpose.
(3) Where topographical barriers exist, the above conclusion is even more emphatic.
TABLE 11-1.-COMPARABLE 10-TON PAY LOAD VEHICLES
Distanced
st mi
10(12)
20 (24)
50 (54)
100(104)
km
16(19)
32(39)
80(88)
161
(168)
Aira
Trip
cost/
avail ton, $
e5.60 (564)
6.30 (314)
8.40 (17c!)
11.70(124)
Trip
time, hrc
0.43
0.46
0.52
0.68
Surface13
Trip
cost/
avail ton, $
e1 .20(124)
2.40(124)
5.40(114)
10.40(104)
Trip
time, hr
0.5
0.8
1.55
2.55
Comparison-
cost
per ton/
hr saved, $
63.00
10.50
2.80
0.81
aAir costs include only flight-oriented direct expenses (crew, fuel, and all maintenance) $49.00 + S0.70/st mi
(for conversion configuration).
bTruck costs based on $1.00/road-mile (conservative for intercity operations).
clncludes 20-min load and unload cycle.
Parentheses indicate assumed road mileage.
eAvailable ton-mile cost.
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TABLE 11-7.-TRAFFIC DA TA-1980 BASE CASE
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
1
2
3
4
To
5
6
7
8
9
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
6
7
15
16
17
20
29
30
5
6
7
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
29
30
6
7
15
16
17
STOL
Demand
804
2525
2185
947
1219
555
1047
2346
1485
1014
937
2448
601
556
672
652
1568
1515
825
757
815
732
597
608
651
785
692
873
871
565
979
962
516
544
803
506
Distance
13
21
28
34
39
32
28
18
10
7
13
23
34
23
30
42
26
11
22
29
21
14
11
27
26
11
19
26
38
27
16
23
27
13
27
21
VTOL
Demand
819
2078
1708
730
862
824
1932
1220
1666
748
784
2548
850
510
522
1096
1339
567
629
518
731
610
539
1207
1190
750
560
1374
945
1390
627
531
1409
735
1076
617
936
646
607
969
Distance
12
21
28
34
39
28
18
10
7
7
13
21
22
30
42
26
11
22
29
21
12
11
11
20
27
39
29
18
11
9
9
15
23
27
12
18
26
20
14
14
403
TABLE 11-7.-TRAFFIC DA TA-1980 BASE CASE-Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
To
1
3
7
8
9
11
15
16
17
18
20
30
1
2
3
4
g
10
11
12
15
16
17
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
1
5
1
3
5
6
12
15
16
17
6
5
6
7
15
16
STOL
Demand
804
1050
652
1685
734
655
579
800
514
558
732
2525
825
eg2
1252
1097
589
677
504
633
2185
757
873
803
1050
635
1005
947
652
1219
871
1685
1252
908
1321
1109
593
734
1097
635
971
688
Distance
13
17
23
30
36
14
13
18
25
31
23
21
22
19
21
27
41
13
17
25
28
29
26
27
17
19
33
34
23
39
38
30
21
21
23
31
41
36
27
19
28
36
VTOL
Demand
819
539
1583
581
1184
612
652
537
1136
520
605
723
2078
567
1207
617
1016
710
792
615
691
1708
629
1190
936
1583
545
736
730
581
862
750
1184
1016
782
1009
633
647
710
612
?g2
545
704
Distance
12
11
18
23
31
37
15
13
16
17
28
23
21
22
20
18
21
25
27
12
22
28
2g
27
26
18
19
34
34
23
39
39
31
21
21
23
31
37
25
37
27
19
28
404
TABLE 11-7.-TRAFFIC DA TA-1980 BASE CASE-Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
To
6
7
9
1
17
1
3
16
17
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
11
17
18
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
11
14
1
2
3
4
5
6
g
13
14
15
20
21
22
24
1
3
5
15
STOL
Demand
589
1005
908
555
1047
565
1012
1007
2346
815
g79
506
655
677
1321
971
695
769
1485
732
579
504
1109
688
1012
1014
597
800
633
593
1007
695
524
937
514
769
Distance
41
33
21
32
28
27
19
28
18
21
16
21
14
13
23
28
18
26
10
14
13
17
31
36
19
7
11
18
25
41
28
18
24
13
24
26
VTOL
Demand
736
782
505
824
560
711
1135
1932
518
1374
646
652
615
1009
704
914
1220
945
607
537
633
711
1666
731
1390
969
1136
691
647
505
1135
914
1243
533
636
748
627
520
Distance
34
21
26
28
29
19
25
18
21
18
20
15
12
23
28
14
10
11
14
13
31
19
7
12
9
14
16
22
37
26
25
14
14
27
18
7
9
17
405
TABLE 11-7.-TRAFFIC DA TA-1980 BASE CASE-Concluded
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
19
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
To
1
3
1
2
3
5
17
1
17
1
17
1
17
1
1
2
3
1
2
3
5
STOL
Demand
2448
608
962
558
601
556
672
524
652
1568
651
516
1515
785
544
732
Distance
23
27
23
31
34
23
30
24
42
26
26
27
11
11
13
23
VTOL
Demand
784
531
2548
1409
605
1243
533
850
636
510
522
1096
735
1339
610
1076
723
Distance
13
15
21
23
28
14
27
22
18
30
42
26
27
11
11
12
23
406
TABLE 11-8.-TRAFFIC DATA-1990 BASE CASE
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
F rom
1
2
3
To
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
26
29
30
6
7
9
15
16
17
20
29
30
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
STOL
Demand
851
2959
3223
1391
2303
740
741
1226
2678
1623
1175
1146
540
3135
946
731
1144
1350
3007
2403
924
912
637
978
826
694
825
981
907
869
1332
679
1690
601
716
1196
579
520
562
1317
Distance
13
21
28
34
39
45
32
28
18
10
7
13
21
23
34
23
30
42
26
11
22
29
42
21
14
11
27
26
11
19
26
32
38
43
27
16
10
8
14
23
VTOL
Tilt-rotor
demand
1111
2896
2960
1306
1784
730
678
705
1120
2453
1502
1966
963
1079
3829
815
1304
1114
1275
2940
2628
767
689
700
618
921
697
755
858
767
1803
1820
935
1653
535
634
525
882
1920
1257
1784
891
820
2391
Helicopter
demand
970
2613
2897
1214
1722
683
669
659
1069
2294
1392
1844
911
993
3591
776
1210
1035
1214
2678
2399
678
811
1649
567
840
649
671
762
647
1600
1943
858
1570
613
832
1773
1152
1636
823
742
2226
Distance
12
21
28
34
39
45
45
32
28
18
10
7
7
13
21
34
22
30
42
26
11
22
29
21
14
12
26
26
11
11
20
27
33
39
45
45
33
29
18
11
9
9
15
23
407
TABLE 1 J-8.-TRAFFIC DA TA-1990 BASE CASE -Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
3
4
5
6
To
22
24
26
29
30
6
7
8
9
15
16
17
18
20
30
1
3
6
7
8
g
10
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
30
1
2
3
4
5
7
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
30
STOL
Demand
1027
889
934
555
583
543
503
851
1252
763
2103
1021
593
757
629
868
576
673
934
2959
924
869
1582
668
1513
929
701
825
660
805
746
Distance
27
13
27
40
21
16
15
13
17
23
30
36
22
14
13
18
25
31
23
21
22
19
21
27
27
41
16
13
17
25
32
VTOL
Tilt-rotor
demand
818
612
707
1748
1694
904
1119
509
851
896
809
1231
595
764
685
1111
767
657
2184
870
1843
725
990
639
879
679
1398
655
579
969
1099
2896
767
1803
904
657
1622
1352
1622
959
785
894
550
1004
779
Helicopter
demand
752
563
667
1572
1521
782
1379
798
820
736
1114
546
710
612
970
657
565
1988
775
1708
648
927
587
806
624
1277
606
532
910
999
2613
678
1600
782
565
502
1411
1184
1443
860
701
807
915
716
Distance
24
32
43
27
12
18
26
31
38
20
14
14
14
28
16
12
11
10
18
23
31
35
37
23
15
13
16
17
25
28
23
21
22
20
18
10
8
21
25
27
42
16
12
16
22
32
408
TABLE 11-8.-TRAFFIC DATA-1990 BASE CASE-Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
7
8
9
10
11
12
To
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
11
12
17
1
3
4
5
12
15
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
12
14
15
16
17
1
3
5
6
7
15
1
3
5
6
7
14
15
16
17
6
7
8
9
14
STOL
Demand
3223
916
1332
934
1252
848
1363
1391
679
763
680
612
526
2303
637
1690
555
2103
1582
1171
540
1533
1324
710
668
740
601
1021
1513
848
597
1239
880
919
1363
680
1171
578
Distance
28
29
26
27
17
19
33
34
32
23
29
21
28
39
42
38
40
30
21
21
14
23
31
41
27
45
43
36
27
19
17
28
36
41
33
29
21
33
VTOL
Tilt-rotor
Demand
2960
689
1820
1119
2184
479
976
1461
538
1306
935
509
870
748
646
1784
1653
851
1843
1622
1351
654
1479
990
934
730
535
725
1352
579
696
678
634
990
1622
976
699
1319
736
692
959
1461
748
1351
616
Helicopter
Demand
2897
811
1943
1379
1988
502
825
1273
1214
856
775
634
585
1722
1570
798
1708
1411
1139
542
1315
899
851
683
648
1148
618
669
613
927
1443
825
587
1177
671
639
860
1273
634
1139
541
Distance
28
27
30
26
18
8
18
19
34
27
34
33
31
23
29
21
39
39
38
31
21
21
14
23
31
37
45
45
35
25
18
31
45
45
37
27
19
17
28
36
42
42
34
29
21
33
409
TABLE 11-8.-TRAFFIC DATA-1990 BASE CASE-Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
13
14
15
16
17
To
1
3
16
17
1
3
5
5
9
11
12
16
17
18
20
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
17
18
19
20
1
2
5
6
8
9
11
13
14
18
19
20
21
30
1
2
3
STOL
Demand
741
612
564
1226
716
593
691
540
597
578
1191
1203
2678
978
1196
583
757
825
612
1533
1239
837
885
1623
826
629
660
526
1324
880
612
1191
577
657
620
543
1175
694
520
Distance
32
22
29
28
27
22
15
14
17
33
19
28
18
21
16
21
14
13
14
21
34
18
26
10
14
13
17
28
31
36
22
19
18
18
27
20
7
11
8
VTOL
Tilt-rotor
demand
705
525
550
937
1120
882
639
675
654
699
616
1069
1765
674
585
2453
700
1920
896
879
894
646
1479
696
1319
1403
762
894
576
1502
618
679
550
990
736
550
1069
630
758
503
1966
921
1784
Helicopter
demand
659
832
1069
832
587
691
542
587
541
927
1581
612
529
2294
649
1773
820
806
807
585
1315
618
1177
1182
642
777
1394
1567
624
899
671
927
524
644
1844
840
1636
Distance
32
33
22
26
28
29
23
15
14
17
33
19
25
28
26
18
21
18
20
15
12
14
21
23
31
14
18
26
19
10
14
13
16
31
36
22
19
18
15
21
7
12
9
410
TABLE 11-8.-TRAFFIC DATA-1990 BASE CASE-Continued
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
17
18
19
20
21
22
To
4
5
6
7
g
11
13
14
15
19
20
21
22
24
30
1
3
4
5
14
15
16
20
1
3
5
15
16
17
20
1
2
3
4
5
14
15
16
17
18
19
1
16
17
1
3
17
STOL
Demand
503
868
805
710
564
1203
837
884
787
1146
562
576
885
577
540
894
630
601
3135
825
1317
673
657
946
620
884
731
Distance
15
18
25
41
29
28
18
29
24
13
14
25
26
18
21
777
524
518
23
27
23
31
18
34
27
29
23
VTOL
Tilt-rotor
demand
1231
1398
1004
538
934
692
937
1765
1403
601
2124
1275
887
956
663
963
891
595
655
674
762
519
1079
820
579
26
18
12
620
3829
697
2391
764
969
585
576
758
2124
519
620
815
1275
1304
818
887
Helicopter
demand
1114
1277
915
851
639
832
1581
1182
518
1834
1143
807
869
597
911
823
546
606
612
642
993
742
532
528
3591
649
2226
710
910
529
644
1834
528
776
1143
1210
752
807
Distance
14
16
22
27
37
42
26
25
14
12
14
27
18
27
15
7
9
14
17
28
18
15
13
15
25
18
21
26
23
28
28
26
19
15
14
15
18
34
27
22
24
18
411
TABLE 11-8.-TRAFFIC DATA-1990 BASE CASE-Concluded
(Two-Way Passengers Per Day)
From
24
26
29
30
To
1
3
17
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
16
17
STOL
Demand
1144
787
1350
3007
981
1027
2403
907
889
937
746
543
Distance
30
24
42
26
26
27
11
11
13
23
32
20
VTOl
Tilt-rotor
demand
1114
612
956
1275
707
2940
755
1748
2628
858
1694
685
1099
779
503
663
Helicopter
demand
1035
563
869
1214
667
2678
671
1572
2399
762
1521
612
999
716
597
Distance
30
32
27
42
43
26
26
26
11
11
12
16
23
32
21
15
412
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TABLE 11-26.-RESULTS OF NETWORK MODEL-!980
1975 aircraft Type
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
System parameters3
Person-trips via air mode
Daily,
thousands
52.5
46.8
38.1
48.6
40.8
36.1
% of mode-split
demand
78.1
69.6
56.7
80.8
67.9
60.0
Fleet sizeb
77
63
39
75
49
35
Gates
49
45
36
48
39
37
aBased on 1980 passenger demand
I ncludes 2% spare aircraft
TABLE 11-27.-ESTIMATED 1975 AIRCRAFT PRICES
1975 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing
STOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
Unit price, millions of 1970$
Airframe
1.144
1.687
2.135
.816
1.118
1.482
Electronics
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
Engines
0.228
0.355
0.452
0.438
0.545
0.685
Spares
per
aircraft3
0.104
0.151
0.188
0.132
0.166
0.208
Total
1.781
2.498
3.080
1.691
2.134
2.680
aBased on 20% engine spares and 4% airframe and electronics spares
TABLE 11-28.-REQUIRED INITIAL INVESTMENTS-1975a
1975 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
Initial investments, millions of 1970$
Aircraft0
137
158
120
127
104
94
Air terminals
Land
13
19
21
169
179
189
Facilities
242
251
246
432
439
451
Total
392
428
387
728
722
734
a1975 investment for an air transportation system that would accommodate 1980 passenger demand
kSee section 8.4.9; facilities include all air terminal nonland costs plus maintenance facility costs
cl ncludes 20% engine spares, 4% airframe and electronics spares, and 2% spare aircraft
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TABLE 11-29.-1980 ANNUAL SYSTEM LOSSES
(Millions of 1970 dollars)
1975 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
Sinking fund deposits3
6% interest
cost on
total investment
24
26
23
44
43
44
Operating
lossc
0
7
8
-4
-3
2
Aircraft
and spares
9
11
8
9
7
6
Terminal
facilities6
7
.8
7
13
13
14
Total
40
52
46
62
60
66
Capital recovery accumulation to be reinvested in asset replacements
Assumes total investment is financed by municipal government bonds
cDoes not include depreciation charges against aircraft or terminals (negative loss means profit)
10-year life; salvage value = 15% of initial cost; interest rate = 5% compunded annually
e20-year life; salvage value = 0; interest rate = 5% compunded annually
TABLE 11-30.-1980 ANNUAL SYSTEM LOSSES PER PERSON
(1970 Dollars)
1975 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
Loss per person
in 1980 bay area
population3
$ 6.40
8.40
7.40
10.00
9.70
10.60
Loss per person
18 years of
age and over
S10.10
13.10
11.60
15.60
15.10
16.60
Loss per air
person-trip0
S2.45
3.55
3.85
4.05
4.70
5.80
31980 population = 6.2 million (p. 38, ref. 2)
In 1966, the population ratio of persons 18 years and over to total U.S. population was 126.2M/
196.8M = 64% (see p. 262, 1968 World Almanac)
cAssumes 314 equivalent operating days per year
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TABLE 11-31.-RESUL TS OF NETWORK MODEL-1990
1985 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
Tilt-rotor VTOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
50
100
150
System parameters3
Person-trips via air mode
Daily,
thousands
92.6
86.7
74.2
79.7
71.5
63.8
108.2
100.2
88.0
% of mode-split
demand
79.9
74.8
64.1
82.4
74.0
66.1
82.4
76.3
67.0
Fleet size
122
96
68
113
76
59
133
98
72
Gates
67
55
49
64
54
49
76
60
53
3Based on 1990 passenger demand
''includes 2% spare aircraft
TABLE 11-32.-ESTIMATED 1985 AIRCRAFT PRICES
1985 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
Tilt-rotor VTOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
50
100
150
Unit price, millions of 1970 $
Airframe
1.144
1.687
2.135
0.835
1.127
1.478
1.018
1.641
2.176
Electronics
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
0.305
Engines
0.211
0.331
0.441
0.430
0.531
0.663
0.239
0.377
0.488
Spares
per aircraft3
0.100
0.146
0.186
0.132
0.163
0.204
0.101
0.153
0.197
Total
1.760
2.469
3.067
1.702
2.126
2.650
1.663
2.476
3.166
aBased on 20% engine spares and 4% airframe and electronics spares
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TABLE 11-33.-REQUIRED INITIAL INVESTMENTS-1985a
1985 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
Tilt-rotor VTOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
50
100
150
Initial investments, millions of 1970$
Aircraft0
215
237
232
192
161
156
221
243
228
Air terminals
Land
30
40
49
308
325
342
36
46
55
Facilities
278
279
283
485
487
494
297
293
300
Total
523
556
564
985
973
992
554
582
583
a1985 investment for an air transportation system which would accommodate 1980 passenger demand
See section 8.4.9; facilities include all air terminal nonland costs plus maintenance facility costs
Clncludes20% engine spares, 4% airframe and electronic spares, and 2% spare aircraft
TABLE 11-34.-1990 ANNUAL SYSTEM LOSSES3
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
1985 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wing STOL
Tilt-rotor VTOL
Sinking fund deposits
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
50
100
150
6% interest
cost on
total investment
31
33
34
59
58
59
33
35
35
Operating
lossc
-26
-17
- 9
-23
-20
-13
-44
-34
-24
Aircraft
and spares
15
16
16
13
11
11
15
16
15
Terminal
facilities6
8
8
9
15
15
15
9
9
9
Total
28
40
50
69
64
72
13
26
35
aCapital recovery accumulation to be reinvested in asset replacements
Assumes total investment is financed by municipal government bonds
cDoes not include depreciation charges against aircraft or terminals (negative loss means profit)
10-year life; salvage value = 15% of initial cost; interest rate = 5% compounded annually
e20-year life; salvage value = 0; interest rate = 5% compounded annually
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TABLE 11-35.-1990 ANNUAL SYSTEM LOSSES PER PERSON
(1970 Dollars)
1985 aircraft
Type
Helicopter
Augmentor wingSTOL
Tilt-rotor VTOL
No. of
seats
50
98
150
49
95
153
50
100
150
Loss per person
in 1990 bay area
population3
3.75
5.35
6.65
8.55
8.55
9.60
1.75
3.45
4.65
Loss per person
18 years of
age and over
5.85
8.35
10.40
13.35
13.35
15.00
2.70
5.40
7.25
Loss per air
person-trip
.95
1.45
2.15
2.55
2.85
3.60
0.40
0.80
1.25
a1990 population = 7.5 million (p. 43, ref. 2)
In 1966, the population ratio of persons 18 years and over to total U.S. population was 126.2M/
198.6M = 64% (see p. 262, 1968 World Almanac)
TABLE 11-36.-SOURCES AND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS-1980
50-SEA T HELICOPTER SYSTEM
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Funds
Long-term debt:
Required investment
Less: federal grant
30-year municipal bond debt
Sources of funds:
Operating profit
Concessions/leases
Federal subsidy
Local Subsidy
Applications of funds:
6% bond interest
Sinking funds at 5%
Asset replacement
Debt retirement
Possible cash flows
A
392
0
392
0
0
0
46
46
24
16
6
46
B
392
0
392
0
11
0
35
46
24
16
6
46
C
392
0
392
0
22
0
24
46
24
16
6
46
D
392
-261
131
0
7
0
19
26
8
16
2
26
E
392
-261
131
0
7
9.5
9.5
26
8
16
2
26
462
TABLE 11-37.-SOURCES AND APPLICA TIONS OF FUNDS-1990 50-SEA T
TILT-ROTOR VTOL SYSTEM
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Funds
Long-term debt:
Required investment
Less: federal grant
30-year municipal bond debt
Sources of funds:
Operating profit
Concessions/Leases
Federal subsidy
Local subsidy
Applications of funds:
6% bond interest
Sinking funds at 5%
Asset replacement
Debt retirement
Surplus
Possible cash flows
A
554
0
554
44
0
0
21
65
33
24
8
65
0
B
554
0
554
44
14.5
0
6.5
65
33
24
8
65
0
C
554
0
554
44
29
0
0
73
33
24
8
65
8
D
554
-370
184
44
8
0
0
52
11
24
3
38
14
E
554
-370
184
44
8
0
0
52
11
24
3
38
14
TABLE 11-38.-SOURCES AND APPLICA TIONS OF FUNDS-1980 49-SEA T
AUGMENTOR WING STOL SYSTEM
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Funds
Long-term debt:
Required investment
Less: federal grant
30-year municipal bond debt
Sources of funds:
Operating profit
Concessions/leases
Federal subsidy
Local Subsidy
Applications of funds:
6% bond interest
Sinking funds at 5%
Asset replacement
Debt retirement
Possible cash flows
A
728
0
728
4
0
0
73
77
44
22
11
77
B
728
0
728
4
24.5
0
48.5
77
44
22
11
77
C
728
0
728
4
49
0
24
77
44
22
11
77
D
728
-485
243
4
12
0
25
41
15
22
4
41
E
728
-485
243
4
12
12.5
12.5
41
15
22
4
41
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TABLE 11-39.-SOURCESAND APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS-1990 49-SEA T
AUGMENTOR WING STOL SYSTEM
(Millions of 1970 Dollars)
Funds
Long-term debt:
Required investment
Less: federal grant
30-year municipal bond debt
Source of funds:
Operating profit
Concessions/Leases
Federal subsidy
Local subsidy
Applications of funds:
6% bond interest
Sinking funds at 5%
Asset replacement
Debt retirement
Possible cash-flows
A
985
0
985
23
0
0
79
102
59
28
15
102
B
985
0
985
23
31
0
48
102
59
28
15
102
C
985
0
985
23
62
0
17
102
59
28
15
102
D
985
-657
328
23
15
0
15
53
20
28
5
53
E
985
-657
328
23
15
7.5
7.5
53
20
28
5
53
TABLE 11-40.-TOP METROPOLITAN AIR TRANSPORT SYSTEM LINKS
IN ORDER OF PROFIT- AUGMENTOR WING STOL
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Link nos.
1-15
1-20
1-6
5-9
1-7
1-16
1-9
9-15
6-9
1-30
9-16
5-7
1-17
1-29
11-15
Node
San Francisoc Ferry Bldg
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Francisco International Airport
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Jose Municipal Airport
San Carlos Airport
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Jose Municipal Airport
San Francisco International Airport
San Francisco Ferry Bldg
San Francisoc Ferry Bldg
Reed Hillview Airport
Node
Hay ward Airport
Buchanan Field
San Carlos Airport
San Jose Municipal Airport
Palo Alto Municipal Airport
Oakland International Airport
San Jose Municipal Airport
Hayward Airport
San Jose Municipal Airport
Corte Madera (Marin)
Oakland International Airport
Palo Alto Municipal Airport
Berkeley Waterfront
Gnoss Field (Marin)
Hayward Airport
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